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Abstract 

Thomas Heywood’s 1 The Iron Age is a neglected play in Early Modern theatre. It is the fourth in a five-part re-

telling of classical mythology inspired by Ovid, Chaucer, and Chapman’s Homer. The thesis is a new critical 

edition of this neglected play. It includes an old-spelling transcription, a modern-spelling transcription with 

annotations, and a critical introduction to the play which contextualises it for a student audience. It closely follows 

the Internet Shakespeare Editions (ISE) Style Guide and it is contracted to be published on the Digital Renaissance 

Editions (DRE) website. The paratextual material simultaneously reaches for the student reader less familiar with 

both Early Modern theatre and mythology and a scholarly audience who wishes for a new way to read 

Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida.  

The landscape of Early Modern theatre in the tail end of the sixteenth century and early part of the 

seventeenth century was typified by changing trends in the theatrical landscape. Theatres such as the Red 

Bull—where Thomas Heywood was a principal player—appealed to a rowdy working class audience and 

pulled them in with broad plots and firework-laden special effects. The class of “professional playwright”, 

typified by Heywood and Dekker, show that life as a working artist, while achievable in the Early Modern 

period, required prolificness and the flexibility to work in multiple genres while closely following theatrical 

trends. It is this professional lifestyle, therefore, that can tell us more about the conditions of working in the 

broader theatre scene than their more artistically inclined counterparts (who often catered to a higher class of 

audience and were more heavily patronised by them).     

The critical introduction of the play builds on the links made by scholars such as Douglas Arrell and 

David Bevington between 1 The Iron Age and Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida. Dating the composition 

of the The Iron Age plays and their predecessor, Troye, leads to a clearer understanding of which way the 

chain of influence goes between Heywood and Shakespeare—a pair who had collaborated on Sir Thomas 

More. The introduction also explores Heywood’s wish to have the Age plays in an annotated edition of his 

own that represented a significant educative project which he outlines in his An Apology for Actors. This 

educative project focuses most prominently in the way he deploys mythic narrative devices and the subject 

matter of mythology itself. It offers models of reading the five Age plays both separately and as a contiguous 

whole.  
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Thomas Heywood’s Career 

Thomas Heywood enjoyed a lengthy career and became one of the most prolific dramatists of 

his age. He was probably born in Lincolnshire in 1573—the son of rector Robert Heywood—

and was seemingly the eldest sibling of ten others. He attended Emmanuel College, 

Cambridge from 1591, only to have his education cut short by his father’s death in 1593. In 

An Apology for Actors (1612), he notes that during his time at Cambridge he saw “tragedyes, 

comedyes, historyes, pastorals and shewes, publickly acted, in which the graduates of good 

place and standing have bene specially parted” (28)1. His formative exposure to the theatre 

drew him to London after his father’s death, where he worked primarily for Philip Henslowe. 

Under Henslowe, Heywood both wrote plays and worked as a “script doctor”: one who tidies 

up collaborative plays and patches together adapted materials (Ioppolo “Entire Hands and 

Main Fingers” 120). This early juncture in his career is presumably responsible for his 

openness to work so closely with his peers (as he took pride in having “maine fingers” in 

various plays). He worked with experienced hands early in his career on Sir Thomas More 

(~1591-3) and this may have contributed to his generally self-effacing temperament and 

sense of humility. The practice of play-patching may have also led to Heywood’s often 

economical use of source material as he produced plays, as he was able to glean a substantive 

number of works from relatively little source material. It was while play-patching that he 

likely worked on early versions of some of his later plays (such as The Four Prentices of 

London, The Rape of Lucrece, and possibly Troye). Additionally, Heywood was one of the 

relatively few figures in Early Modern theatre who worked as both a playwright and actor—a 

role usually thought to be more common because of Shakespeare and Jonson. Along with 

Ben Jonson, he is one of the only playwrights to work across all three of the Elizabethan, 

1 A note on Heywood’s texts: I have used the 1874 Pearson edition of Heywood’s collected works to refer to 
Heywood’s non-Age plays in this introduction. For the Age plays, whenever I have used modern spelling, the 
modernisation has been my own. His non-dramatic work, such as An Apology for Actors, has been referenced 
according to facsimiles and reprints listed in the Works Cited.  
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Jacobean, and Caroline stages, dying just months before the closure of the theatres in 1642.2 

While considerably less prolific in the theatres later in life, Heywood still regularly had his 

plays and poems printed after stepping back from the stage, either from pride or financial 

necessity.   

Heywood first appears in Henslowe’s diary on 14 October 1596, when Henslowe loaned 

company actors thirty shillings for “hawodes bocke” (101). He then became exclusive to the 

Admiral’s Men for two years in 1598 and was regularly being paid for scripts (Clark 11). By 

1601, he was part of the Earl of Worcester’s Men, which became the Queen Anne’s Men in 

1603 in a change of patronage. Heywood had married by the time he settled professionally at 

the Red Bull Theatre, which was being used by the Queen Anne’s Men by 1607, though he 

may have been married as early as 1601. He was presumably settled in St Saviour's parish, 

Southwark by October 1600 when his daughter, Mary, was baptized there. Also baptized 

there were Joseph (1603), Alice (1604), and Richard (1605). It seems likely he also fathered 

Frances (1598) and Edie (1610), all recorded to a "Thomas 'Hayward', player" (Kathman np).  

His wife died sometime between 1624 and 1633, as his uncle Edmund left “Thomas 

Heywoode and his wife” a bequest in 1624, but a “Thomas Hayward & Jane Span” married at 

St James’ in Clerkenwell in 1633 (Clark 102). He spent much of the 1630s writing Lord 

Mayors’ pageants which are “all steeped in classical lore as well as religious imagery” 

(Kathman np). Heywood spent a good part of the latter stages of his career writing in defence 

of women. Gunkaikeion, or, Nine Books of Various History Concerning Women (1624), 

which effusively praises Queen Elizabeth and Queen Anne predates by sixteen years his The 

exemplary lives and memorable acts of nine the most worthy women of the world: Three 

2 The theatres closed in 1642 at the beginning of the first English Civil War, when they were deemed unseemly. 
The Puritans had long suspected the theatre as a meeting place for Royalists and had been attacking the theatre 
since Heywood’s start in the profession. The ban was not entirely effective and was reinforced in 1648 at the 
beginning of the second English Civil War. The ban was repealed by Charles II in 1660.  
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Jewes. Three Gentiles. Three Christians (1640) was published in a handsome quarto with 

admiring verses from friends.  

David Kathman notes that “Heywood’s reputation gradually faded in the decades after 

his death”: “his works were not published in folio like those of Shakespeare, Jonson, and 

Fletcher, and because several of his most popular works were published anonymously, his 

canon remained dispersed and uncertain” (np). That said, M.J. Kidnie notes the remarkable 

fact that, “perhaps offering testament to Heywood’s prolific output, two or perhaps three 

manuscript plays, either wholly or partly in Heywood’s hand, are extant today”: The Escapes 

of Jupiter, a collection of the first three Age plays; The Captives, an adaptation of The Rope 

by Plautus; and his contribution to Sir Thomas More (64).  

A Fluctuating Reputation 

While this edition focuses, for the sake of brevity, on Heywood’s influence as a writer of 

classical tragedy, it is important to remember that he is best known for his domestic tragedies 

and comedies. Kidnie notes his “eclectic interests,” which include adventure romances 

featuring sea travel, his classicist works, English chronicle history, and domestic melodrama 

(66). Francis Meres in 1598 claimed that Heywood was “the best of Comedy amongst us” 

(Oo3v). Heywood’s first major biographer, A.M. Clark, describes his 1603 tragedy, A 

Woman Killed with Kindness, as his “masterpiece” (36) and it receives the most critical 

attention among Heywood’s works, alongside The Fair Maid of the West (published 1631). 

While a relatively minor figure in terms of current scholarship, Heywood (along with Dekker, 

Beaumont, and Fletcher among others) has undergone a period of critical reappraisal. In the 

early twentieth century, Heywood’s reputation was mainly as a writer who was better than he 

needed to be, so to speak. For example, Katherine Bates notes that 
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Heywood, like these [other prolific journeyman playwrights], wrote as a practical 

playwright, attaching little consequence beyond the immediate uses of the theatre to 

his dramas, working in the mood of the journalist rather than that of the artist. The 

wonder is, under these circumstances, not that he wrote so much, but that, at his best, 

he wrote so well. (xiv) 

However, this belies the reputation Heywood held among his contemporaries. As well as 

Meres’ compliment, Webster praises Heywood in the same breath as Chapman, Jonson, and 

Shakespeare (in the preface to the 1613 edition of The White Devil), which, as Kathleen 

McLuskie observes, linked “the names of Shakespeare, Dekker and Heywood, … [and 

referred to] playwrights associated with the three most important companies then working in 

London…the Globe…the Fortune…and the Red Bull” (1). Lukas Erne points out that it is 

neither Jonson nor Middleton who was the most published playwright of the day apart from 

Shakespeare, but Heywood, who had “forty-nine editions, which is fifteen more than 

Fletcher, and more than twenty editions ahead of everyone else” (37-8). Most importantly, 

the critical turn to reading the conditions of early modern theatre and early modern 

commentary on gender means that Heywood’s position as a “professional writer” makes him 

considerably more vital to scholars of theatre history.  

 Charles Lamb famously described Heywood as “a sort of prose Shakespeare” (106). 

While some nineteenth-century critics, such as Lamb and Hazlitt, and some early twentieth-

century critics, such as Clark and Bates, are usually fairly generous in their appraisal of 

Heywood’s merit, not all were so kind. Kirkman’s second Catalogue suggested that 

Heywood’s plays were “written loosely in taverns” (“An Advertisement to the Reader”). T.S. 

Eliot found of the group of lesser-known playwrights who were mainly known for individual 

plays over radiant personality, that “Thomas Heywood is one of the dimmest figures; and it is 

interesting to remark how very dim he still remains even after Dr. Clark’s exhaustive 
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industry” (327). Eliot praises Clark’s efforts in his commitment to the documentary effort of 

his biography and its lack of “appreciation and conjecture” as well as the “account of the life 

of a typical literary Jack of all trades of the epoch” (327). However, to Eliot, Heywood’s 

ability to write across the spectrum of popular early modern genres is less interesting than it 

is to a current reader and he dismisses Heywood as a writer with “a peculiar oafish simplicity 

about him which made him unable ever to create a single piece, except perhaps Edward IV, 

which is not deformed by pages of utter drivel.” He further damned Heywood by his 

willingness to be a “facile and sometimes felicitous purveyor of goods to the popular taste” 

(328). This is somewhat predictable given Eliot’s thoughts on popular taste, but it is a 

reputation that sometimes sticks to Heywood, possibly because of the overwrought nature of 

the comments made towards a playwright so harmless and uneffusive.  

While Heywood was a popular and respected peer of playwrights who are now more 

well-known, Heywood’s conception of himself was that he was very much their junior. In An 

Apology for Actors he refers to himself as “being the youngest and weakest of the nest 

wherein I was hatcht” (16). While much of the opening of An Apology for Actors is arguably 

set up as partially disingenuous in order to build rapport with the reader, his youth in terms of 

an active writing career does seem to hold some truth, given that he is likely comparing 

himself to Shakespeare and Marlowe, who were both about seven years his senior and had 

made their theatrical debuts while he was still play-patching. His close bond with his fellow 

playwrights is also suggested by the composition of Sir Thomas More, as one of the six hands 

attributed to the play.3 Munday, Chettle, Dekker, and Heywood were at the Admiral’s Men 

around 1600, which could possibly indicate a connection between the play and that company. 

As Hand B, Heywood’s work was relatively minor, but his experience in script-doctoring and 

 
3 Shakespeare was one of the remaining hands. The sixth hand belonged to an unnamed scribe who copied out 
large portions of the play.  
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other collaborative work held him in good stead to move the play towards stage readiness. He 

made a number of additions, but most notably, he added the figure of the clown into the play. 

Addition VI in particular was seemingly to allow more time for costume changes and 

highlights Heywood’s knowledge of the practicalities of the stage. 

Professional Playwrighting 

A professional writer in the Early Modern period, McLuskie argues, would have been in the 

regular employ of the major companies and had a tendency to draw  

on available raw material in collections of narratives and on other plays, and were 

able to turn their hands, as occasion required, to dramatizing a contemporary scandal 

or adding a few scenes to the revival of an old play. (2)  

Heywood’s formative career was built on this practice and his prolific nature probably lends 

credence to Kirkman’s idea that he was writing in taverns—it seemingly took up most of his 

available time. Heywood was spared the precarity of many fellow journeyman playwrights 

because of his role as principal sharer (named third after Thomas Greene and Christopher 

Beeston) as well as an actor in the Queen Anne’s Men.  He is also specifically named in the 

authorisation to work at the Red Bull. However, he indulged in all the new types of ways a 

professional dramatist could make a living and expand their reputation. He penned 

“professional theatre versions of court masques, topical plays responding rapidly to current 

affairs and verses…[that] welcomed the Lord Mayor into London” and McLuskie argues that 

because of this, as well as his production of histories, comedies, and tragedies, his  

work can provide an insight into the cultural movement in which literary arts began to 

be transformed into the commodities of a consumer economy which at the same time 

enacted and articulated the beliefs and aspirations of the society which produced and 

consumed them. (2) 
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This suggests a model of authorship that is astute and self-aware. A clear example of this is 

his frequent appending of letters to his publications, which often contained apologies for the 

sloppiness of the transcription or a self-effacing comment on his reluctance to appear in print 

so haphazardly, as if he had just enough time to dash off a letter, but not enough time to 

polish his manuscript or make any major alterations. The upshot of this, Kidnie suggests, is 

that it does not give the impression “of a journeyman writer seeking to turn a quick profit, but 

of a professional engaged with issues of audience and readership, attribution, textual 

authority and press production” (69). Observations about Heywood’s relationship with 

authorship aside, there is also a focus on the visual element of Heywood’s work running 

through the current scholarly reception of his works.  

 This model is contrasted against Heywood’s famous seeming lack of regard for seeing 

his plays through to print. In a note at the beginning on The English Traveller, he offers three 

reasons why his plays were not regularly in print. The first is that they were simply lost in 

Heywood’s shifts between companies. The second is that some of them were “retained in the 

hands of some Actors, who thinke it against their peculiar profit to haue them come in Print” 

(A3r). The third is a frequent refrain in Heywood studies, that “it neuer was any great 

ambition in me, to bee in this kind Voluminously read” (A3r). The first two of these reasons 

ring plausibly given Heywood’s work between a number of theatres and for multiple people 

in his career. However, there are good reasons to suggest that his lack of “great ambition” is 

more down to his self-effacing temperament more than his actual desires. Obviously the 

planned collected edition of the five Age plays suggests that he was more open to being 

widely read than he let on. More than once, there are protests from Heywood that a work of 

his has “come accidentally to press and he has learned of it only at the last moment—time 

enough to dash off a note, but not time enough to oversee the printing” (Robinson 364). This 

rhetorical move could be a sort of defence mechanism from criticism should the work not 
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conform to the general taste consensus and should not necessarily be treated as genuine 

feeling.   

Richard Rowland argues that Heywood is perhaps best engaged with through 

performance, a claim supported by Mark Bayer, who points out that “[r]ather than “hearing a 

play,” … the “uncapable multitude” at the Red Bull seemed more interested in seeing the 

drama, a predisposition satisfied abundantly by the Ages” (372). This is further supported by 

the fact that in the Age plays,  

[p]erhaps in an effort to match the epic subject matter, and much to the frustration of 

modern readers, Heywood’s characters rarely engage in naturalistic or believable 

dialogue with one another. Instead, they adopt a gestural approach to acting “where 

the language itself implies and compels the corresponding action,” allowing the actor 

to be simultaneously both “in” and “out” of character. (Bayer 380) 

Heywood’s favouring of visual spectacle, combined with a focus on this spectacle in critical 

reception, means that Heywood’s plays are less commonly set on syllabi; this makes it 

difficult for him to penetrate the collective consciousness of those with a less-than-strong 

interest in the period’s other playwrights. Again, when compared to Shakespeare, lacking a 

focus on language and composition to quite the same critical level means that Heywood’s 

status as a neglected playwright continues.  One of the more recent revaluations of 

Heywood’s career comes from Richard Rowland’s Thomas Heywood’s Theatre, 1599-1639: 

Locations, Translations, and Conflict. Rowland (and later Deiter) argue that Heywood 

introduced the Early Modern tradition where “familiar London settings functioned as 

geographical spaces to address the concerns of the city’s inhabitants” (E Lamb 263). 

Rowland further argues that the issue of “the difficulty of establishing the relationship 

between text and performance is perhaps more acute with Heywood than it is with any of his 
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contemporaries” (3). This is exacerbated by a near absent modern performance tradition, 

limited knowledge about his playhouses, and, until Grace Ioppolo’s forthcoming Collected 

Works of Thomas Heywood the fact that there has been no complete edition of Heywood’s 

work. 

Rowland focuses on the visual element of Heywood’s theatre. Heywood lashed out at 

the suggestion that theatre should be kept to the purview of an elite few. In The Hierarchie of 

Blessed Angells, he interrupts the text to “deliver an uncharacteristically bitter attack on those 

who had, he felt, appropriated and undermined the native dramatic tradition” (Rowland 104). 

He goes after Davenant and his rival Carew and then, two years later in a Lord Mayor’s 

pageant, expands those who had a right to entertainment to include “those ‘who are better 

delighted with that which pleaseth the eye, and contenteth the eare’” and defends 

“gesticulations, dances, and other Mimicke postures” (Rowland 104). Heywood’s focus on 

visual spectacle means that without a clear performance history or modern performances, his 

plays can be difficult to visualise or parse clearly. It also highlights the importance of a 

careful reading of Heywood’s stage directions and gaining as much knowledge as possible on 

the conditions of his theatre.  

A Self-effacing Writer 

Heywood’s self-effacing nature is prevalent in reading his own first-person output as a side 

effect of his youth and inexperience I discussed earlier. In many ways, Heywood’s humility 

may have been his own worst enemy. Unlike, say Jonson, he did not possess the skills of a 

shameless self-promoter. Despite the prolific nature of his print career, the issue of dispersal 

makes it difficult to truly grasp Heywood’s signature style holistically, and instead, each of 

his plays is regarded separately but then only marginally. His classical bent marked him as 

part of a cohort of professional writers and his hugely eclectic taste only made him more 

adaptable to the marketplace conditions of the Early Modern period. This flexibility 
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impressed his peers and some critics of the day but his lack of a standout quality has 

diminished his reputation in the centuries that followed.  

His father’s profession clearly had some influence on Heywood’s worldview, with 

Charles Lamb describing him as “being animated by a ‘true hearty Anglicism of feelings’ that 

shapes his Christianism’” (qtd in Aebischer 8). However, the attendant attitudes that come 

with his religiosity may have even presented itself in the Iron Age plays as well. Lisa 

Hopkins notes that some of these attitudes took the form of anachronisms that give the play a 

feeling of being “Christian rather than classical”. She argues that Heywood makes “no 

serious attempt to imagine what Troy might have been like” and that the influences are on the 

whole postclassical as “Helen is surprised “at shrift” (sig. E4r), that is a Christian confession 

… Chorebus speaks Latin” and that Diomed “refers to the crown of Crete as “The Christian 

Scepter” (71). I take issue with the last point as I think it is more plausible that the intended 

line was “Cretan sceptre” following Weiner’s edition. I also think that the anachronisms and 

postclassical references do represent a Christian world view but they do not represent a 

failure of imagination on the part of the experience of the Trojan War. In a brief truce from 

the war, Hector lays down his gauntlet in an open challenge to the Greeks. Initially, the 

Greeks are hesitant to take up the challenge in the face of Achilles, who threatens to “lop his 

hands off that dares touch the gage” (2.4.64). Menelaus intervenes after civil unrest threatens, 

and lots are drawn to determine the prince who shall be granted the honour of facing Hector 

“in a single war” (2.4.22). Ajax draws the lots, which in Heywood’s version of events leads 

Achilles to angrily retreat to his tent.4 Hector expresses his distaste for having to fight his 

 
4 In the Iliad, the feud between Achilles and Agamemnon is caused by Agamemnon forcing Achilles to 
surrender Briseis to him as a spoil of war to Apollo. Achilles refuses to re-enter the battlefield after this until 
Patroclus’ death. Heywood’s version departs significantly in this regard.   
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cousin; not wanting to shed familial blood, he states that he would have rather fought the 

half-god instead. Heywood’s representation of the fight is captured in a stage direction:  

Alarum, in this combate both hauing lost their swords and Shields. Hector takes up a 

great peece of a Rocke, and casts at Aiax; who teares a young Tree up by the rootes, 

and assailes Hector, at which they are parted by both armes. (2.5.52.1) 

Ajax refuses to yield at the goading of Paris, given that Hector lays down the challenge, but 

they mutually decide not to spill any more of their familial blood. Hector presents Ajax with 

his sword and targe, bidding him to “trust the blade, / It never deceived his master” (2.4.64-

5). Ajax offers a “purple studded belt” (2.4.66) which he won from the prince of Samothrace. 

The transposition of this particular episode is most likely a direct adaptation of Book 7 of the 

Iliad. However, many elements of the episode contain marginal differences. The role of Zeus 

in bringing the conflict to a draw is excised, and the familial bond is afforded a greater 

significance in its wake. Heywood, whose background was steeped in Christian morality and 

whose profession required constant defence from Puritan attack, gives a rationalised reading 

of the text, which potentially avoids unnecessary theological complications.   

Heywood and the classics 

Heywood’s relationship with the classics and his status as a professional playwright are 

closely intertwined. Heywood’s passion for classical literature manifests itself early in his 

career—no doubt fostered by his Latinate father—and he drew upon Ovid’s Heroides and 

Metamorphoses as the basis for his 1594 (and likely first) published narrative poem Oenone 

and Paris. Heywood went to the effort of publishing his own translation of Ovid’s Ars 

Amoria very early in his career. Lefèvere posits that translations of classical texts such as this 

were either “valued as part of a humanist education, or coveted as a tool for social 

advancement” (45). While he notes that these works are produced in the shadow of their 
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original Latin, there was still value in accessing and learning the translations in and of 

themselves. Heywood here shows an early willingness in his career to leverage his university-

acquired cultural capital to become entrenched in print culture as a source of income and as a 

boost to his reputation.   

In 1609, Heywood published Troia Britannica, which begins with the genesis of the 

world, recounts a “greatest hits” of classical mythology to the fall of Troy, and finally ends 

with a whirlwind history of Britain—from Brute’s founding of London (or “New Troy”) to 

the ascension of James I. Heywood draws upon various classical and modern sources for the 

poem, including Chapman’s translation of Homer, and he also inserts several Ovidian poems 

and other digressions praising music and poetry. This poem is indicative of Heywood’s 

resourcefulness and ability to advance these traditions of theatre. However, it is the period 

between 1608 and 1614 where Heywood most aggressively publishes in this adaptive mould. 

McLuskie notes that  

to consider Dekker and Heywood “professional” dramatists, insists instead on 

relations with particular companies and conditions of production and has as its model 

of creativity a set of theatrical resources from court shows, from classical learning and 

from the native traditions of theatre which lay behind the performers’ skills and which 

the dramatists deployed to make plays for them. (9)   

Around the time the Age plays were hitting the stage, Heywood published his most 

well-known prose work, An Apology for Actors (1612). It is rightly well regarded for 

defending the honour of the theatre against Puritan attack by evoking Aristotle’s Poetics to 

present theatre as a redemptive force. There are some striking elements to this piece, most 

notably the confidence with which Heywood attests the cultural significance of the theatrical 

tradition. After typically self-effacing notes from Heywood to the Earl of Worcester, the city 
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actors, and the “judicial reader,” A.R. Hopton opens the piece with a stinging rebuke to 

Heywood’s opponents: 

To them that are opposite to this worke.  

Cease your detracting tongues, contest no more,  

Leave off for shame to wound the Actor’s fame,  

Seeke rather their wronged credit to restore;  

Your envy and detractions quite disclaime.  

You that have termed their sports lascivious, vile,  

Wishing good princes would them all exile,  

See here this question to the full disputed;  

Heywood hath you, and all your proofes confuted. (7) 

It seems plausible that this was written by the mathematician and almanac maker Arthur 

Hopton who was writing until around his death in 1614. Hopton was known for his “vigorous 

but moderate religious views” and for attacking Puritans (Capp np). Having backing from a 

strong religious voice in the face of Puritan attack must have provided some comfort to 

Heywood and strengthened his resolve to produce An Apology for Actors.  

Heywood confidently invokes the tradition of theatre and past playwrights to defend 

his peers by asking “how many ancient poets, tragicke and comicke, dying many ages agoe, 

live still amongst us in their works: as, amongst the Greekes … among the Latins?” (17). 

Heywood here invokes a historical tradition and positions himself as one who upholds it. He 

justifies his use of “history” in theatre in The Four Prentices of London (~1594), pointing out 

that 

[o]ur authority is Manuscript, a booke writ in parchment; which not being publique, 

nor generall in the world, wee rather thought fit to exemplifie to the publique censure, 
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things concealed and obscur’d, such as are not common with everyone than such 

Historicall Tales as every one can tell by the fire of Winter. (27-31) 

Here, he demonstrates a commitment to the broader transmission of the classics and becomes 

a key cog in the transmission of an emergent literacy. 

Thomas Heywood’s Age plays set out explicitly to demonstrate the moral and 

aesthetic appeal of mythology and mythological texts in the cultural field of Early Modern 

England. One of Heywood’s passion-projects was the transmission of classical texts; the 

prose work he is most well-known for, An Apology for Actors (1612), uses classical sources 

and mythology to present theatre as a pursuit worthy of development and defence. He makes, 

as Joseph Quincy Adams argues, “a philanthropic attempt to popularize Greek culture among 

the middle classes of London” (336). This even goes to the point of him opening An Apology 

with an extended invoking of Melpomene, “the buskend Muse” (or Muse of Tragedy) (17). 

The Age quintet updates its source material in the process of adaptation to become successful 

in the Early Modern period. The plays in both performance and their planned editions had in 

mind an educative project for Heywood’s audiences. Heywood’s years as a script doctor, 

when considered against his passion for classical texts, means that he was ideally placed to 

take on an educative role in the field of Early Modern theatre. He had access to the classical 

texts in terms of both the cultural knowledge and physical copies that saw the material make 

its way into much of his work.  

1 The Iron Age tells of the kidnapping and subsequent wooing of Helen, the siege of 

Troy leading into the combat between Hector and Ajax; the slaying of Hector and Troilus by 

Achilles; the slaying of Achilles by Paris and finally the contest between Ajax and Ulysses 

for the armour of Achilles, which ends with Ajax’s suicide. The first three acts of 2 The Iron 

Age present the fall of Troy and Pyrrhus’ attempt to seek a measure of revenge on the part of 
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his father, Achilles. These three acts loosely follow Book II of the Aeneid and Heywood 

borrows the dialogue from Hector’s ghost from the original Latin. The adaptation of Vergil’s 

narrative then undertakes an enormous shift in tone towards the melodramatic as Priam and 

his family make their way towards the altar, culminating in the stage direction “They are all 

slain at once” (393). The final two acts swing towards the tragic fall of the house of Atreus. 

Clytemnestra and her lover Aegisthus murder a returning Agamemnon. Heywood then 

foreshortens the events of Aeschylus’ Oresteia considerably by making Orestes’ revenge for 

the death of his father Agamemnon almost immediate. Orestes then flees the scene, as 

Pyrrhus is to take his beloved Hermione in marriage. The two finally fight to the death. Of 

the main characters, Ulysses alone survives bearing Hermione’s body (K3r), from whom 

Helen takes a looking glass, and lamenting the face “[t]hat launch’d a thousand ships from 

Aulis gulf”5 (K4r), ends her own life. We are finally left with Ulysses alone, who becomes 

Heywood’s surrogate in the epilogue. 

 If he [the author] have been too bloody, ’tis the story. 

 Truth claims excuse, and seeks no further glory, 

 Or if you think he hath done your patience wrong 

 In tedious scenes, by keeping you so long, 

 Much matter in few words, he bade me say, 

 Are hard to express; that lengthened out his play. (2IA L3v) 

Ulysses’ lines express Heywood’s admission that the project of his five plays is excessively 

ambitious. The plays are instead, I would suggest, only designed to give an introductory 

measure of the material to the proportion of his audience who were literate, who would then 

have the means to seek new material out.  

 
5 When unspecified, quotations from the early quartos are using my own modernised spelling.  
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Heywood did not always remain faithful to his beloved classical texts. He updated his 

narratives and characterisation in several places to resemble medieval literature—more 

Chaucerian than Ovidian. The prominence of the love triangle between Troilus, Cressida, and 

Diomed is something not emphasised in the classical sources, but expanded on significantly 

by Chaucer. Helen’s wooing is updated to reflect medieval values more closely as opposed to 

classical ones and she more closely mirrors her appearances in medieval literature. 

Margareton has a minor role in The Iron Age, yet does not appear until Lydgate’s Troy Book 

(~1412-20) and Caxton’s Recuyell of the Historyes of Troy (1474). Both of these texts 

similarly brought a medieval influence to both Shakespeare and Heywood. The Roman-

positive values of Early Modern England are also on show with the significantly fleshed out 

role given to Aeneas when compared to his role in the Iliad and the Odyssey.  

The atmosphere of the Red Bull Theatre also informed Heywood’s presentation of 

myth. The Red Bull Theatre had a reputation among the London elite for having a “noisy and 

vulgar audience” (Foakes 39). Private companies were ready to sneer at the Red Bull, with 

Thomas Carew, in the prefatory verses for Davenant’s The Just Italian, decrying that 

their ignorance will strike thy soul with scorn, and pity: mark the places, provoke their 

smiles, frowns, or distorted faces, when they admire, nod, shake the head: they’ll be a 

scene of mirth, a double Comedie. (442) 

Other accounts are slightly more favourable. The reputation of the Red Bull and of 

Heywood largely dates from the late-seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Richard Rowland 

shows that the binary model retrospectively applied was largely unchallenged, though they 

remain “anachronistic misapprehensions, and at worst self-interested fabrications” (18). The 

prevalent idea that it was only a lower class of audience that enjoyed violence, bombast, and 

crudity must be read against the fact that Queen Elizabeth was “especially fond of blood 
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sports and professional clowns” (Rowland 20). The Age plays similarly were performed in 

this middle way—unafraid of the trappings of high-brow material meeting low-brow forms. 

The earlier plays, especially The Silver Age, do this through the use of fireworks, mimed 

dumb-shows, and spectacle-laden battle scenes. 1 The Iron Age, too, relies heavily on 

spectacle, which was a means to reach multiple audiences, not just the lower-status ones.  

Myth was not Heywood’s first foray into educative playwriting. McLuskie, when 

discussing the fraught politics of Sir Thomas More, notes Heywood’s contribution to the play 

was the addition of a clown (as Hand B): by “drawing on the mythology of popular politics” 

and by using pathos and comedy he was “creating an audience for popular political ideas and 

constructing the terms in which they could most effectively be understood” (48). This idea re-

emerges in 1 The Iron Age with Thersites being cast as the principal author surrogate, 

replacing Homer from the first three Age plays. 

Dating the Iron Age Plays 

To speak of Thomas Heywood’s The Iron Age plays is to speak of many different texts. The 

first is Troye, a non-extant play that appears in Henslowe's diary on 2, 7, and 16 July 1596 

and is probably an early influence on Heywood's career and a play that may have seen him 

consider how to stage similar events (42). The second is Heywood’s epic poem Troia 

Britannica (1609), which is a whirlwind tour of classical mythology ranging from the birth of 

Jupiter through the conclusion of the Trojan War and the fall of the House of Atreus. The 

third is the acting script for The Iron Age (c. 1612-13), which, like Troye, has not survived. 

The fourth and final major text is the surviving quarto from 1632, printed by Nicholas Okes. 

At that point, one must turn to the sources from Ovid and Homer that Heywood directly 

translated line-by-line into his scenes, then to other contemporary texts dealing with the same 

subject material, most notably Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida. Given that the quarto did 
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not hit the press until 1632, with such a large period between composition, play and 

publication, and the evidence of the quarto being rewritten for a more literary audience, the 

published text and the non-extant original play-script should be treated as substantive 

variations of the same narrative. This couples with a key point, Heywood’s “habit of 

plagiarizing himself” which was considerable “even for an Elizabethan” (Holaday 430). This 

habit means there are two key questions when considering composition of his plays: first, 

when did Heywood pen the material that makes up the bulk of the play and, second, when did 

Heywood collate this material into the stage productions of the two Iron Age plays 

themselves? I argue that, while 1 The Iron Age likely wasn't written until 1611 or 1612 (and 

presumably performed in 1613), there is a case to be made that it is not imaginatively 

separate from the other three Age plays due to their connection with Troia Britannica. This 

supports the supposition of other scholars that The Iron Age plays do contain much of the 

same material as Troia Britannica as well as other features that suggest a composition date 

after 1611. While one can remove the parts of Troia from the plays and end up with 

something coherent, this is more down to their episodic structure than indicative that they are 

two plays stitched together.  

The subject matter is important for contextualizing these plays. The source material 

was fashionable in the 1590s as can be noted by the increasing access and saturation of 

classical material—Lydgate, Caxton and Chapman’s Homer were suddenly available to 

playwrights and the public. According to Lisa Hopkins in Greeks and Trojans on the Early 

Modern English Stage:  

The Troy story was always present in the collective cultural consciousness, but there 

were times when it spoke with particular urgency to early modern dramatists. One of 

these was the 1590s. (7) 
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She suggests that this peak of interest was partly to do with the Earl of Essex (often figured as 

Achilles), partly to do with the publication of Chapman’s translation of Homer’s Iliad, but 

also influenced by “the fascination with Greece and Troy found in the works of Christopher 

Marlowe and in a number of plays which are influenced by him” (7). Heywood was more 

than happy to tap into this popular subject matter, as he had both the expertise and the passion 

to compose a popular series of plays around the Troy story.  

This leaves two unanswered questions: does the fashionable nature of the classical 

source material help answer why the material was worth revisiting more than fifteen years 

later and then publishing twenty years after that?; and why were the first three plays worth 

publishing immediately after writing and not the last two? To answer the first question, as I 

argue in more detail elsewhere in this introduction, the spectre of Heywood’s own legacy 

loomed late in his career and he increasingly sought to collect his works. The second question 

can be answered if we take Heywood at his word that his early publication history was as 

haphazard as he claims. Again, I will address this more fully in a later section of this 

introduction. 

While scholars such as Martin Wiggins and Catherine Richardson favour a later date 

(1613) for the composition of Heywood’s Iron Age plays (vol VI. 301), Kidnie explains the 

difficulties at hand and argues that there is value in being “more open-ended” (65). A lack of 

hard evidence (playbills, witness accounts, other documentary evidence for performance) 

makes dating the Iron Age plays a problem. A number of scholars date them as early as 1594, 

while others, such as Wiggins, as late as 1613. Kidnie argues for keeping an open mind; as it 

is, scholarship has to draw on other evidence—in particular, internal textual evidence—to 

attempt to date the plays. One of the first scholars to speculate on the Age plays’ composition 

is the literary critic Frederick Fleay. He argues that the plays are revised versions of some of 

Heywood’s earliest works—four plays from the mid-1590s. Fleay attributes probable 
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authorship to Heywood on the following four works: seleo & olempo March 5, 1594 (likely 

The Golden Age); firste pte. Of herculous May 23, 1595 (The Silver Age); 2 p of hercolas 

May 23, 1595 (The Brazen Age); and Troye June 22, 1596 (The Iron Age), which Fleay 

identifies as each of the Age plays in turn, along with their associated properties found in 

Henslowe’s stores (114-16). However, in 1908, Fleay refined his position on Troye and 

suggested that Troye is a shortened version of 1 The Iron Age and 2 The Iron Age, a claim 

which E. K. Chambers, writing in 1923, finds “more plausible” (345).   

John Tatlock concludes of Troia Britannica that, first, it “closely parallel[s]” the Age 

plays, and second, that it also “contains episodes they lack,” based in Caxton, Ovid, Homer, 

and Virgil (685-6). Tatlock argues that the composition of Troia Britannica could not have 

been completed before 1606, as it contains a direct reference to the visit of King Christian IV 

of Denmark to James I on the 17 July, 1606 in Canto VIII.59 (690). However, he notes it is 

unlikely Heywood began composition until he joined the Earl of Worcester’s company in 

1602, as in the dedication in Troia Heywood states that Worcester’s “Favour gave my Muse 

first breath” (691), assuming we take Heywood at face value.  

Tatlock attempts to deduce from internal evidence in which order the plays were 

written. He points out that it is clear that the Golden, Silver, and Brazen Ages were written in 

that order and that these three plays were planned together, noting that the events of each 

blend smoothly into each other; the Silver and Brazen Age in particular divide up the labours 

of Hercules, seemingly for reasons of running time (707). The printing of The Golden Age in 

1611 seemingly confirms the trio’s relation in this order as Heywood calls it the “eldest 

brother of the three Ages, that haue aduentured the Stage,” which suggests that all three plays 

had been acted by this publication (709). 
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Further, it is clear that 1 The Iron Age and 2 The Iron Age were planned together, as 

the first part ends with the deaths of Hector, Troilus, Patroclus and Achilles and the second 

begins with the arrival of Pyrrhus and Penthesilea, whose appearance is signalled at the end 

of the first part. Tatlock points out the “plain slope toward the Trojan channel” suggested by 

the first three plays, which is supported by the fact that Caxton’s Recuyell deals with the 

siege and fall of Troy (708). He also, crucially, argues that the internal textual evidence in 

these plays suggests that The Iron Age plays were written before the preceding trilogy:  

A gradual growth in design, first a play or two on a popular subject, then an expansion 

to cover the whole ground of Caxton, seems more natural than that this strange 

undramatic series of dramas should have been conceived at once. Further, at the 

beginning of [1 The] Iron Age the exposition of the situation…, the previous 

destructions and the rape of Hesione, shows perhaps needless fulness [sic] and 

iteration, if Brazen Age was presupposed. (708)  

Curiously, given that the play covers the Trojan War, and draws on the Iliad as its source, 

Homer does not appear as he does in the Golden, Silver, and Brazen Ages. Given this 

inconsistency and the fact it makes more narrative sense, Tatlock’s suggestion that The Iron 

Age was written or planned first seemingly rings true. However, what it actually demonstrates 

is that the first three plays were composed some time apart from the last two without 

necessarily suggesting any particular order. This suggestion does overlook the claim of The 

Golden Age as the eldest of the three as noted above, and the “needless fulness” could easily 

be attributed to a lapse in author’s or audience’s memory.  

 Tatlock also asserts that The Iron Age predates Troia Britannica, as in the beginning 

of Canto XIII, Heywood writes to the earl of Worcester: 

And you (great Lord) to whom I Dedicate 
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A second work, the yssue of my braine, 

Accept this twin to that you saw of late, 

Sib to the first, and of the self-same straine. 

The first work could possibly be The Iron Age (715). Tatlock takes a relatively broad 

approach to dating The Iron Age plays and suggests that it comes after 1593 (because it 

quotes Richard III) and before 1607. Tatlock agrees with Cromwell in suggesting that the 

material that forms the basis of the Age plays is among Heywood’s earliest works in some 

form or another. Assuming this is true, this would mean the original form and shape of The 

Iron Age plays predates Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida. However, this seems largely 

unlikely unless the plays could be positively identified with the old Henslowe performances 

of the 1590s.   

E.K. Chambers quotes the Epistles of The Iron Age plays and notes that the other 

Ages were “long since writ” in 1632 but assumes that he “should therefore put the play c. 

1613 and take the three theatres at which it was given to be the Curtain, Red Bull, and 

Cockpit” (345). He notes the evidence in the publication of the other Ages’ Epistles that “the 

Iron Age was contemplated, but not yet in existence, up to 1613” (345). Arthur Melville 

Clark, however, rejects the notion that the Age plays are adaptations of Heywood’s work for 

Henslowe in the 1590s and asserts that “[t]he Ages are, beyond the shadow of a doubt, 

dramatizations of Heywood’s own Troia Britannica, 1609 (63). Allan Holaday nuances 

Clark’s argument to a degree, and notes that “Clark’s association of Troia Britannica with the 

Ages does not entirely refute, as he insists that it does, Fleay’s theoretical identification of 

Heywood’s Ages with the old Henslowe plays” (431).   

           Holaday provides a textual examination of all five plays and notes where Heywood 

mined Troia Britannica, offering thoughts on the order and time of composition. He suggests 

that The Golden Age is indeed first in composition and performance and almost certainly 
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seems to be a straightforward “dramatization of the first five cantos of Troia Britannica” with 

some minor scenes stitched in for the sake of making it work on the stage (431). Holaday 

then notes that The Silver Age begins with an adaptation of Canto VI of Troia Britannica but 

the following four acts break away from the poem rather sharply. Act II comprises a prologue 

from Homer and a dumb show miming Perseus’ accidental murder of his grandfather 

Acrisius. Act III covers the exploits of Hercules which are not covered in Troia in any depth, 

and what is covered actually contradicts the poem (433). Similar to The Silver Age, Holaday 

notes that The Brazen Age offers very little to Troia. Act I covers Hercules’ battles for 

Deianira, his overcoming the river Achelous and his killing of the centaur Nessus. Act II 

describes the Venus and Adonis story, the hunt for the Caledonian boar, Adonis’ death and 

the banquet that leads to the death of Meleager and his extended family. Act III brushes 

against similar events to the poem, such as the near immolation of Hermione and her rescue 

by Hercules, details of the Argonauts’ arrival at Colchis and their acquisition of the golden 

fleece and Medea and the sack of Troy and kidnapping of Hermione, but all are handled quite 

differently in detail, tone and emphasis. Act IV seems likely to come from the poem. It 

covers the Mars and Venus story, which Holaday points out was a particular favourite of 

Heywood’s given that he tells it four times among his extant works (434). Act V is again only 

loosely connected to the poem and depicts Omphale’s enslavement of Hercules and his death 

from a poisoned shirt, though with little textual connection to Troia. He also notes that the 

Silver and Brazen Age plays bear more than a passing similarity with Henslowe’s old 

Hercules plays, which he does not directly attribute to Heywood—though others, notably 

Arrell and Bevington after him, now do (438).  

Holaday lastly turns his attention to the two Iron Age plays. He concludes that “the 

poem and the plays exploit many of the same episodes … frequently with wide differences in 

detail sequence and emphasis” (434). Act I has similarities with Cantos 8, 62-96 and 10, 1-5 
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but “the poem offers no source for the Oenone-Paris episode in the play” (434). The close of 

Act II also appears in Troia (Canto 12, 62-111), but for the most part there are consistent 

differences in detail, and the poem ignores key events like the scene between Troilus and 

Cressida, and rearranges the details.  He notes that Act III has parallels with Canto 13, 9-34 

and that Act IV resembles Cantos 13, 78-111, and 14, 16-40 bringing them a little more in 

line with the poem and only containing minor differences (Holaday 435).  Act V, the contest 

of words for the arms of Achilles and the subsequent suicide of Ajax, departs largely from 

Troia (though it is very briefly mentioned) and seems to be Heywood expanding out the 

classical material when he recognises a powerful dramatic moment.  

The first three acts of 2 The Iron Age coincide much more closely with Troia. The 

events of Act I follow Canto 14, 40-41; 94-96; 101-109; and Canto 15, 10-11. Act II follows 

Canto 15, 12-65. Act III follows Canto 15, 70-95 (Holaday 435).  After the first three acts, 

the play again departs sharply from the poem. Holaday is unsure as to whether the source of 

the material came from Henslowe's Troye, but he states that “all we do know is that they did 

not come from the poem” (437). He posits inconclusively that it seems more plausible that 

large parts of Troia Britannica itself came from Troye (439).  

Arlene Weiner also argues for 1 The Iron Age to be considered an early play in 

Heywood’s career. Pointing out that there is a good case to consider the first three plays as 

being written with a significant time lapse from the final two, and that it may have not been 

conceived as a series until the entire quintet was penned, Weiner posits that the Iron Age 

plays were probably closer to The Four Prentices of London chronologically and stylistically 

than to any other work, which puts it among Heywood’s known early output (xix-xx). Weiner 

then posits a theory that is odd at first glance when discussing the relationship between 1 The 

Iron Age and 2 The Iron Age: “I cannot say how much time elapsed between the writing of 

Iron Age and The Second Part of the Iron Age, but I believe in that time Heywood came to 
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know Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida” (xxiii). This claim resurfaces in Douglas Arrell’s 

recent work and coalesces when thinking of the composition of the two plays as fragmentary. 

However, if one considers Troye an influence on The Iron Age plays, then there would also 

be stylistic similarities to that earlier period when the Troy story was enjoying a peak in 

popularity.  

Some passing comparisons between 1 Henry IV and 1 The Iron Age provide an 

interesting question as to whether they were textual evidence for a shared timeframe of Troye 

(dated 1597 and 1596 respectively). Lines such as “I’d have thee know thy fame is not thine 

own, / But all engrossed for me” (1IA 2.3.TLN1014-5) and “all his fame will be engrossed to 

me” (1HIV 3.2.TLN1968) as well as the references to the taking of plumes to signify a 

victory in battle (1IA 2.3.TLN879) are shared between the two plays.  

Further in support of an earlier date of composition are a number of textual links 

drawn out of the text, in particular, some from 1 and 2 Henry IV. The reference to “Sneak’s 

noise” (2HIV 2.4.TLN1040) appears to be the name of “a historical band of minstrels familiar 

to Londoners of Shakespeare’s time” (Long 80). As Achilles sulkily plays lute in his tent 

while his countrymen are being slaughtered, Thersites taunts him with the following line 

“Where’s this great sword and buckler man of / Greece? We shall have him one of sneak’s 

noise, / and some peeking into the tents of the Greeks” (TLN1587-9).  While this is not 

definitive evidence in its own right, it does further establish a link between the two plays and 

adds to the case that Heywood did indeed compose Troye, which gives parts of The Iron Age 

plays an earlier composition time. 

David Bevington initially posits the likely date of composition at around 1609-10 and 

1612-13 for performance dates in keeping with other scholars. While in older editions of 

Troilus and Cressida he did not identify Troye with Heywood, Bevington argues that the 
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similarities and differences between Troilus and Cressida and The Iron Age “give some 

insight into varying strategies for dramatization on the public stage of classical Greek 

sources” (loc7729). However, given Arrell’s work on the link between The Brazen Age and 

hercolas, he modified his conclusion in 2015 to be more readily accepting of the fact that 

Shakespeare was likely influenced by Heywood and not the other way around. Bevington 

also points out that Heywood’s The Iron Age is indicative of a trend towards a larger role for 

Thersites than other earlier Renaissance theatre; the substantial similarities and influence of 

Troilus and Cressida again suggests the material was percolating in Heywood’s mind for a 

significant period of time. I shall return to the function of Thersites later.   

Recently, Douglas Arrell suggests that the composition of the two Iron Age plays is 

fragmentary, and mostly self-plagiarised in the following way:  

when Heywood wrote Troia Britanica he followed the same sequence of events he 

had used in Troye; the poem thus preserves the Trojan War story as he originally 

wrote it. When he expanded Troye into the two part Iron Age, he added a significant 

amount of new material, which is easily identifiable since it is not in Troia Britanica. 

(6)  

He argues, then, that Act V of 1 The Iron Age and acts IV and V of 2 The Iron Age are part of 

the material added sometime during or after 1611, but that we should think of Acts I-III of 1 

The Iron Age and Troye as inseparable. This fragmentary nature of composition is likely a 

significant factor as to why the two Iron Age plays have large tonal shifts and other odd 

inconsistencies. This seemingly did not phase the audiences of early modern London, 

however, as Heywood’s Iron Age plays had a delayed publication which, in his own words, 

was due to their population being acted many times to “not the least applause” (TLN0.103). 

While this theory is not completely impossible, it relies on selective mobilisation of evidence 
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and especially underplays Heywood’s own pronouncements while overstating the tonal issues 

of the two plays.    

More recently, the connections between The Iron Age plays and Shakespeare’s 

Trolius and Cressida have begun to be re-evaluated. Many, as I have shown, have argued that 

Heywood must have been influenced by Shakespeare when he composed the two Iron Age 

plays. If and when there is a more convincing case that Heywood was the author of the 

various Henslowe plays, then there is a strong possibility that the influence could have been 

the other way around (Bevington loc 2135).  There was a reasonable likelihood of a working 

relationship between Heywood and Shakespeare early on in their careers as they possible 

collaborated on Sir Thomas More and the crossover of their subject interests at key junctures 

in their respective careers, as well as some of the echoes between the Iron Age plays and 1 

Henry IV make for an interesting re-evaluation of Heywood’s place in Renaissance theatre.  

It seems remotely plausible that 1 & 2 The Iron Age are, in fact, reworkings of the 

Troye found in Henslowe’s diary, which could suggest that Heywood was tinkering with this 

material around 1596 (though he would not return to it for some time). However, Heywood 

more likely composed The Iron Age plays from parts of Troia Britannica and took influence 

from a number of performances that followed the popular Troy story into The Iron Age plays 

around 1611, which culminated in performances of both in 1612-13. While one must be 

cautious making pronouncements, there are reasonable grounds to assume that Heywood at 

least was aware of Troye when it was being performed in 1596 and probably drew some 

influence from it when he came to penning his own version of the Troy story more than a 

decade later.   
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1 The Iron Age: One Play or One Part? 

Detailed consideration of 1 The Iron Age invites consideration of the other four parts that 

comprise the rest of the cycle of the Age plays. Echoing David Scott Kastan in his Introduction 

to 1 Henry IV: “1 Henry IV: One Part or One Play?”, I consider the benefits of reading each of 

the Age plays individually, or as parts of a contiguous whole? Kastan argues of 1 Henry IV that 

“[t]he second play revisits and revises the first, exposing the conclusion of 1 Henry IV as history 

gilded in the happiest terms Shakespeare was able to imagine” (23). Kastan’s argument 

resonates with the differences between 1 The Iron Age and 2 The Iron Age. A key way the 

question of wholeness has been previously framed by scholars is by considering the 

composition history and Heywood’s attitude to serialised theatre and print.  

 One issue that looms over the question of how to read the Iron Age plays (both 1632) 

as part of a set is their relationship with Troia Britannica. It is also worth returning to Allan 

Holaday’s observation that Heywood’s “habit of plagiarizing himself, even for an Elizabethan, 

is barely short of amazing” (430). While these charges of plagiarism are not strictly true, if one 

is inclined to accept that Troia as a major influence on all of the Age plays, then it follows that 

we should at least initially think of 1 The Iron Age and 2 The Iron Age as two parts of a cohesive 

whole. However, despite the links and the two Iron Age plays being established and largely 

known to critics since the early twentieth century, this has largely not had a significant bearing 

on whether they are read together (see Holaday, for example). Heywood’s attitude towards his 

source material, as something to be mined and reused at will, is perhaps a reason not to place 

too much emphasis on the influence of other material when we read the two plays. Lopez notes 

that  

in the 1620s Heywood seems to have got the idea for a sort of theatrical anthology: out 

of his Golden Age and Silver Age plays he selected episodes involving Jupiter’s various 
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seductions of mortal women and combined them, medley-style, into a single play. The 

new play was titled The Escapes of Jupiter. (175) 

Here we can see that the idea of mixing and reusing material from one piece of dramatic work 

to the next was never too far from Heywood’s mind. Had Heywood’s planned quintet been 

published, large swathes of The Golden Age and The Silver Age would have been in print in 

three of these types of collections (Troia, Escapes, and the Ages). This recycling may give us 

some indication of when classics were most sellable to the book-buying audiences. However, 

it only confuses the issue of whether the plays should be read as a collective whole or as 

separate works.    

 Heywood himself was consistent in his desire to see all five of the Age plays as greater 

than the sum of their parts, planning on “an handsome Volumne…to illustrate the whole 

Worke, with an Explanation of all the difficulties” (2IA AAv). However, although he wrote 

these words in 1632 as the final part of the Age quintet went to print, the collected volume 

never eventuated in his lifetime. Holaday notes, on the other hand, that while the Age plays 

“are usually considered a group, they were composed and first staged individually; logically, 

then, we ought to study each separately” (431). In order to consider the cohesion of the plays, 

it is worth approaching them in terms of genre. Like Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida, the 

Age plays would probably sit somewhere on the cusp of the Histories and Tragedies in a 

theoretical Heywood First Folio. Heywood himself classed them as chronicle plays and 

illustrates his own definition in An Apology for Actors: 

[they] are writ with this ayme, and carried with this methode, to teach their subjects 

obedience to their king, to shew the people the untimely ends of such as have moved 

tumults, commotions, and insurrections, to present them with the flourishing estate of 
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such as live in obedience, exhorting them to allegeance, dehorting them from all 

trayterous and felonious stratagems. (F3v) 

Heywood is concerned here that the primary experience for his audience is to learn from the 

follies of an imagined past of mythological figures (there is also a need to reassure the censors 

that the plays do not contain any outwardly politically dangerous ideas). Aside from its status 

as a chronicle play, Mark Bayer convincingly argues that it is worth considering the Age plays 

as epic theatre in the Brechtian sense. The audience “at the Red Bull seemed more interested 

in seeing the drama, a predisposition satisfied abundantly by the Ages” (372 emphasis mine). 

The visual spectacle of each of the plays is well-documented, as well as the Red Bull’s penchant 

for some early use of fireworks and other bombastic props. Of the audience experience, Bayer 

writes that  

the episodic structure of the Ages ensures that the audience is not permitted to 

comfortably ingest a single narrative thread working toward a satisfying climax and 

consolidated meaning. Spectators are forced to engage in five often digressive stories—

each with its own discrete ending, each only tenuously related to the others. (372) 

The tenuous relation of 1 The Iron Age to the other Age plays is, I argue, what helps it 

work as a standalone piece of narrative theatre. It successfully zooms into characters and 

creates a sense of intimacy, particularly with Paris and Ajax, but it also manages in its middle 

acts to broaden its lens and represent the epic scope of the Trojan War. It feels little pressure 

to revisit the characters of the first three Ages (only occasionally referencing Hercules). In these 

middle acts, the action flits between its principal characters, with Ajax, Achilles, Diomed, 

Paris, Troilus, and Hector all being given the opportunity to show their prowess in battle 

independent of one another before crossing paths in Act IV. Despite the large cast and number 

of principle players in the narrative, there is still a unity of purpose and action throughout, even 
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if it needs to be foregrounded early on and reinforced retrospectively by Thersites in the 

epilogue. This is not a trait shared by the Golden, Silver, and Brazen Age plays. The first three 

plays instead flutter from mimed dumb-show to comedy to tragedy within the space of an act 

or two.  

 The epilogue of 1 The Iron Age actively looks forward to the second part. Thersites 

previews events and characters that the dead heroes of the first part—Ajax, Hector, Achilles 

and Troilus—will not see: 

They shall not see young Pyrrhus, not the queen 

Penthesilea, which had they been / as wise as I, they might, nor Synon, he, 

famous of all men, to be most like me. 

Nor after these, Orestes, and his mother Pillades Aegisthus with many other 

our second part doth promise. These if I fail, 

as I on them; you on Thersites rail. (L3r)  

Clearly then, the first part is preparing the audience to be ready to attend a second play; 

Thersites makes sure that any prospective audience for 2 The Iron Age goes home intrigued 

about the hereto unnamed characters in the epilogue. 

 2 The Iron Age picks up almost immediately where 1 The Iron Age leaves off. The 

Greeks who are on the stage at the end of 1 The Iron Age (Menelaus, Agamemnon, Ulysses, 

Diomed, and Thersites) enter at the beginning of Act I of 2 The Iron Age. The Dramatis 

Personae of 2 The Iron Age only lists “[n]ew persons not presented in the former part of this 

History” (A3v). Pyrrhus is inserted into the play’s action almost immediately; he and Synon 

take centre stage in a more action-filled first half than 1 The Iron Age. Synon announces that 

he is here to “feast the Devil with tragedies (B2r). This dramatic tonal shift, coupled with the 
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absence of romance in 2 The Iron Age breaks up the pair in terms of unity of action and 

establishes its separateness into another major narrative thread.  

 A significant difference between the two Iron Age plays is their mythological outlook. 

1 The Iron Age deals with a relatively realistic view of the events of the Trojan War. The gods 

do not directly intervene in the events of the war (although they do appear in Paris’ vision on 

Mount Ida), a decidedly Euhemerist approach.6 Diomed is not given supernatural abilities 

when he goes into battle and the lens of the play is always kept off Olympus. In this way, it is 

something of a departure from the first three Age plays, with their much more mythically 

inspired material. However, in some respects, 2 The Iron Age restores some of the supernatural 

elements of these first plays with its addition of the ghosts of Agamemnon and Hector. At the 

end of Act III of 2 The Iron Age, the remaining players on the Trojan side of the war are “all 

slain at once.” It is here that the direct involvement with the Trojan War ceases and any major 

arcs that cover the two plays are concluded. Acts IV and V are disjointed, but the focus shifts 

towards Agamemnon, who up until this point has not been a major figure in either play despite 

his title, and the fall of the house of Atreus.   

In light of the disjointed nature of the plays, it is possible Heywood did not initially 

anticipate their publication together or at all. In 1608, Heywood played down his desire to 

publish in the note to The Rape of Lucrece by saying there is “no custome in mee of all other 

men (courteous Readers) to commit my plaies to the presse” (A2r). Robinson notes that he uses 

a similar story in the epistles to The Golden Age and The English Traveller:  

 
6 Euhemerism is the rationalised approach to mythology, popular among Christian apologists, that suggests the 
supernatural elements of mythical narratives are akin to exaggerated history so as not to contradict the Christian 
faith.   
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the play has come accidentally to press and he has learned of it only at the last 

moment—time enough to dash off a note, but not time enough to oversee the printing, 

or guarantee that the play will be “tastfull to euery palat”. (364)  

He goes on to conclude that what we see in Heywood’s Age plays is his “divided ambition to 

write for a viewing or a reading audience” and this was something that “manifested itself in his 

printed plays” (375).    

Whatever Heywood thought about the Age series when he was writing them, in his later 

life he wished for them to be viewed as a cohesive whole. Heywood wanted all five of the Age 

plays bound together in a single volume. While, as Robinson notes, “Heywood consistently 

articulated his commitment to performance over print,” in all but the early years of his career 

his works were published regularly (364). This fact means that we should treat with some 

scepticism Heywood’s reluctance to appear as a printed author. Though he held some 

resentment over being plagiarised early on in his career, this never seemed to keep his works 

out of his printer Nicholas Okes’ hands for long. In An Apology for Actors, he praised Okes’ 

“ethics and craftsmanship” (Stapleton 75), while showing considerable anger at William 

Jaggard’s piracy of his Ovidian poems and attribution of the poems to Shakespeare (Apology 

G4r). His desire for his own collected works suggests that the public reluctance to be printed 

was little more than performative. The relative precarity of his work would necessitate as many 

revenue streams as possible, particularly as Heywood’s acting career seemingly ceased 

between 1619-24 and he was never quite as active afterwards.  

 When reading 1 The Iron Age and given the choice of reading it as a ten-act diptych or 

a larger twenty-five act cycle, there is great value in choosing the latter. However, of the whole 

cycle, 1 The Iron Age is almost uniquely suited to a standalone reading. In mythological time, 

there is a generational gap between the end of The Brazen Age, which wraps up the exploits of 
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Hercules, and the beginning of 1 The Iron Age, which covers Paris’ youth. Many of the major 

characters’ fathers in 1 The Iron Age are part of Jason’s Argonauts and often have cults built 

around them. Priam alludes to this as he refers to Troy’s “twice wracked walls” in events that 

were brought on by his father, Laomedon. It is this generational gap that marks a boundary 

between Homeric epic and tragedy in terms of subject matter. It also indicates the marked 

decline of humanity as outlined by Hesiod: the end of the Heroic Age and advance towards the 

Iron Age. The topic of decline reinforces the didactic element of chronicle plays.     

 Heywood spends a large part of An Apology for Actors extolling the virtues of an 

Aristotelean outlook on theatre. 1 The Iron Age does broadly follow his theory of plotting from 

exposition to denouement. 2 The Iron Age completely lacks anything resembling this neatness. 

2 The Iron Age reads as two plays either way: it can be one of a pair with its predecessor, or, 

alternatively, the first two acts of 2IA can be read as quite separate to the last three acts.  The 

Ages are episodic, yet they also have a framing narrative that contains them. It is not necessary 

to consider them as a set unless one’s interest is in cyclical chronicles more broadly, or in print 

history. Because of Troye, it is highly probable that 1 The Iron Age does not imaginatively 

predate 2 The Iron Age. However, as a reading experience, 1 The Iron Age offers an obvious 

starting point. Much of any Western audience’s formative exposure to mythology is to the 

Trojan War (or at least its direct aftermath); Heywood’s telling proves to be an excellent entry 

point.  

Readers vs Theatregoers 

Heywood produced plays to appeal to two slightly different audiences: theatregoers to the 

Red Bull around 1612 and the play-text purchasing public of 1632. The motivation behind 

both stage and page, I argue, was somewhat similar, in that their consumption conferred 

embodied cultural capital. A model of literacy in the Early Modern period shows the 

emerging existence of a market that would appreciate mythic material. The cultural value of 
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appealing to this audience is in part philanthropic, as Adams put it, but also motivated by his 

desire to capture the social status of a writer of highbrow literature for himself. For the latter 

audience, adding to Heywood’s desire to educate was his wish to have the five plays bound 

up in “a handsome Volume… with an Explanation of all the difficulties, and an Historicall 

Comment of euery hard name which may appeare obscure or intricate to such as are not 

frequent in poetry” (2IA “To The Reader”). 

James Van Horn Melton observes that “[l]iteracy is notoriously difficult to measure or 

even define” before the nineteenth century (81). The traditional model of measurement relies 

on signatures, a “blunt instrument,” but they do give a “statistical constant” when considered 

alongside other extant data and are therefore useful as a means to think about the expansion 

of literacy in the Early Modern period (Melton 82). The figures for England as a whole in the 

1640s put the rate at around 30 per cent (Melton 82), but in some urban centres, especially 

London, they could be as much as 61-67 per cent (Cressey 73). These dates are not far 

removed from the print publication of The Iron Age plays and can therefore be read as 

indicative of a potential reading market. One minor point in favour of the signature as a 

measure of literacy is that in the Early Modern education system “[r]eading was clearly 

learned first”, and at some schools in the late sixteenth century, it was all that was taught 

(Ford 24).   

Jan de Vries notes that there was an enormous acceleration in urban growth in Early 

Modern London. Between 1550 and 1650, the population more than quadrupled and during 

the main phase of Heywood’s career it reached 200,000 (195). As Karen Newman notes, this 

growth also “fostered the development of a consumer society and its attendant cultural 

practices: social mobility, the demand for luxury goods and a preoccupation with fashion and 

display, and urban leisure pastimes, especially theater” (106), and helped usher in the city 

comedy, of which Heywood wrote several. While Heywood’s audiences enjoyed the visual 
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spectacle of his mythic narratives of the past, they were fast approaching a point where they 

were also able to purchase and read them.  

David Cressy argues that “although the importance of literacy was widely proclaimed 

by religious and secular propagandists the majority of the population remained illiterate, at 

least to the extent that they could not write” (13). Though there were benefits to literacy 

which are pretty self-evident to a modern audience, there was not yet a social stigma on 

illiteracy and it was not useful for many in their day-to-day lives. “[F]or the most part the 

demand for literacy was sluggish. The incentives and rewards repeatedly publicized by 

authors and preachers were not sufficiently strong enough to break people from their deep-

rooted and quite comfortable illiteracy” (13). The question for the populace is why develop 

literacy when there are alternatives readily available? “The oral culture … with its traditions 

and tales, its proverbs and jokes, customs and ceremonies, offered enough in the way of 

entertainment and enrichment to sustain a satisfactory alternative” (13). This slowly began to 

change with a shift in religious power. The rise of Puritanism and the “Second Reformation” 

in the late sixteenth century eroded some of the ambivalence towards lay reading of the Bible 

shared by a portion of the Protestant Church with a new emphasis on scripture reading 

(Melton 84). With the later closure of the theatres, the sense of oral culture would also 

arguably not be as strong.  

Given the emerging literate society, it could be argued that Heywood offers his work 

as an intermediate point between the traditions of oral culture and its theatricality, by 

proximating and updating classical source material from text to theatre (with the later view of 

turning it back into text). Heywood’s main audience was arguably in the sluggish-to-learn 

category, but their interests could have been stoked somewhat beyond the typical schoolboy 

fare of religious texts with a shift towards something more epic.  
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Cultural Value of Myth 

Beyond the question of its popularity as a subject matter, Heywood saw another benefit to 

putting classical material on the stage and making it available in print: the opportunity to 

undertake an educative project of achievable scale. The playgoing audience of 1 The Iron Age 

were given a taste of the experience Heywood had at Cambridge: a chance to see “shewes, 

publickly acted” (Apology 28), something that they were increasingly able to afford. 

Consequently, they could access “embodied capital…unrecognized as capital and recognized 

as legitimate competence” (Bourdieu Forms 18). Being able to demonstrate close knowledge 

of mythic narratives was a way of demonstrating prestige, even if it came from a playhouse 

with a less-than-stellar reputation. For his reading audience nearly twenty years later, he had 

something else in mind to impart prestige: his own “Works”.       

Rather than the play collection being a cultural product for an elite audience that 

showed off cultural/economic capital, Heywood aimed to produce one that was aimed at 

readers who were “not frequent in poetry” (2IA “To The Reader”). Benedict Robinson argues 

that  

[t]he play collection represents a decisive innovation in the publishing of plays, one 

that incorporated the printed play—an ephemeral text, and the record of an even more 

ephemeral performance—into high culture by presenting it according to the material, 

typographical conventions of serious literature. (361) 

However, the self-effacing Heywood knew that the material could appeal to a range of 

audiences regardless of their social status, from the courtly audiences who watched The 

Silver Age to the raucous audiences that frequented the Red Bull. It is doubtful that Heywood 

gave a great deal of thought to his audience being able to afford a volume of his plays, but his 

high-minded desire to make it available is what is telling about his attitude to the classics. 
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Part of Heywood’s educative project set out in An Apology regarding the moral purpose of 

the theatre is that having an audience who are able to grasp classical references and other 

literary allusions would be of a clear social benefit and show that the subject matter was 

clearly within the reach of all audiences. The audience could build this capital in two ways: 

seeing the performances and accessing them in print, hence the desire to have the quintet of 

the Age plays appear in his “Works”.  However, despite this ambitious desire he was unable 

to complete his “Works”, and had seemingly abandoned it by 1633: 

True it is, that my Playes are not exposed vnto the world in Volumes, to beare the title 

of Workes, (as others) one reason is, That many of them by shifting and change of 

Companies, haue beene negligently lost, Others of them are still retained in the hands 

of some Actors, who thinke it against their peculiar profit to haue them come in Print, 

and a third, That it neuer was any great ambition in me, to bee in this kind 

Voluminously read. (The English Traveller A3r) 

The evidence presented beforehand, however, suggests that the sentiment here is not entirely 

genuine, but rather reflected a conflict in the Age plays between serving one playgoing 

audience for one purpose and his literary audience for another. For Robinson, “Heywood’s 

collection failed to appear in print because it was half in and half out of two worlds between 

which it could not mediate” (375).  

Heywood tried to bring the classics into regular homes. This, combined with his 

popularity and esteem among his peers, suggests, that at least in the short term, Heywood was 

successful in implementing the theatrical side of his educative project. There is a clear 

economic imperative for Heywood to have his audience literate and purchasing literature. 

Given his status at the Red Bull Theatre, renowned for an audience that was primarily made 

up of yeomen artisans and craftsmen, Heywood’s chance to lever the market was something 
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he enthusiastically chased, with promises late in his career to provide explanatory editions of 

classical texts as well as his own adaptations. While this economic imperative is always at 

play in Heywood’s work as a professional playwright, the desire to explicate meaning for his 

audience with the annotated editions is evidence of a deeper didactic desire in his public 

persona. 

Heywood’s preoccupation with educating the masses about highbrow literature 

through popular generic methods—bombastic staging and old-fashioned plotting—places him 

ideally in this middle ground. Marvin Evans notes that  

the sensitive Heywood attuned his imaginative powers admirably to the pleasures of 

the “untutored” Londoner, to the better-educated minority, and even to the delight of 

the sophisticated Court, more frequently accustomed to the suave spectacle of the 

Beaumont-Fletcher dramas (li-lii).   

Heywood’s ability to bridge the gap between classes made him a driver of the “pleasures” of 

classical material who blended them with impressive stagecraft. Henry Wells observes that 

“Heywood and Dekker were among the playwrights who wrote with more attention to their 

theme and bourgeois audience than to their art” (97). This bourgeois audience grew as 

Heywood’s career progressed.  

 The strongest indication that Heywood’s educative project was successful was his 

audience’s reaction to having their access to theatre limited. Bayer observes that the Red Bull 

in Clerkenwell was an ideal place for a professional theatre to be established as it had a 

history as a place of public entertainment, plenty of land to build on which only further 

encouraged festivities, and it was a rapidly growing suburb that attracted a loyal audience 

(229). This loyalty was grimly demonstrated when, in 1617, the Queen’s Men attempted to 

move from the Red Bull to the Cockpit, and riots broke out among their more passionate 
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audience members. Bayer suggests this move from an amphitheatre-style suburban inn to an 

“intimate and highbrow” theatre in Drury Lane (225) was seen as a betrayal and the violence 

came as a result of losing a treasured cultural institution.   

When a playwright approached any sort of mythical material in the Early Modern 

period, they were faced with the process of adaptation. As Foakes observes, “[t]he Red Bull 

especially offered a repertory largely drawn from the popular tradition of chivalry, romance, 

farce, history and fantasy” (37). Theatre can often be a conservative institution, and a side 

effect of this conservatism is that there were places where the popular tradition was always in 

vogue. Julie Sanders, in Adaptation and Appropriation (2006), discusses the transmission of 

mythic text and narrative in adaptive work as constituting “a simpler attempt to make texts 

‘relevant’ or easily comprehensible to new audiences and readerships via the processes of 

proximation and updating” (19). With the quintet of the Age plays, Heywood builds on the 

chain of adaptation and introduces classical material to new audiences. One of the primary 

aspects that is updated for Heywood’s audience in the process of adaptation is the play’s 

mythological outlook. 1 The Iron Age takes the Euhemerist approach in that the Greek gods 

do not actively play a part in the narrative of the play (save Paris’ dream on Mount Ida). The 

action of the play stays on the mortal side, choosing not to venture into Olympus, much like 

Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida. Aside from some of the awkward difficulties of staging 

gods, this may have been in an effort to appeal to the Christian morals of his audience and not 

further encourage Puritan attack.  

Roland Barthes argues in Mythologies that “the fundamental character of the mythic 

concept is to be appropriated” (143). Further, Sanders observes that in a tradition that 

includes texts such as Ovid’s Metamorphoses,7 mythic appropriation is a “means for 

 
7 Though it by no means necessarily begins here, it is a convenient point to trace back to, given Heywood’s love 
of Ovid and constant adaptation and allusions to his work. 
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contemporary authors to carry out self-conscious investigations into the artistic process” (65). 

However, for this process to function it is necessary that each new author in turn has become 

familiar with either the myths themselves, or some iteration of their retellings. The audience 

could enter at many points in the chain, provided enough of the original material remained for 

it to be culturally recognisable. The esteem Heywood felt towards these texts made him an 

effective figure to pass along this knowledge. Mythical narratives and texts still require a 

degree of literacy and cultural education that cannot always be taken for granted. Heywood 

attempted to fill this gap himself, to pass on the “shared body of storylines, themes, 

characters, and ideas” on which adaptation and appropriation rely (Sanders 45). In the 

process of adaptation, Heywood often veers towards direct lifting material from classical 

sources, as well as reusing his own material. Multiple passages throughout the Age plays 

come directly from Caxton’s Recuyell of the Historyes of Troye, Ovid’s Heroides, and his 

own Troia Britannica. Charitably, this could be described as Heywood’s reverence for the 

source material, but it more likely represents the self-conscious way that he was concerned 

about his own legacy, particularly in print.   

Katherine Bates, in her Introduction to A Woman Killed with Kindness, notes 

Heywood’s pride in the Age quintet, pointing out that  

however lightly Heywood might regard even his triumphs of dramatic invention and 

insight, he had inordinate esteem for his Ages. Ovid and Homer were to him what 

Holinshed, Painter and Plutarch were to Shakespeare, quarries from which to hew 

immortal groups. They were sacred in themselves, the classic Bible which it was his 

proudest employ to interpret. (liii) 

Aside from the reverence Heywood has towards these classic texts, he also considered ways 

to communicate and instil this esteem in his audiences—the typical audience member of the 
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Red Bull Theatre and the book buying market for his planned but failed Works. The mythic 

adaptation in 1 The Iron Age is telling of Heywood’s worldview for several reasons. 

Principally, the fact that these episodes are often close to faithful adaptations demonstrates 

Heywood’s desire to have the stories in the texts of Ovid, Hesiod and other classical writers 

transmitted relatively unscathed by his own hand, due to either the “economic” use of source 

material or genuine reverence. The increasingly literate audience was introduced to these 

texts as a means of garnering both pleasure in the theatricality of the presentation and as part 

of Heywood’s educative project. The updates to 1 The Iron Age reflect some of the Roman 

and medieval roots and reflect a minor rebuke in 1 The Iron Age to the considerably non-

Christian morality that the source material would suggest and takes delight in the Greek 

princes being punished for their warmongering and hubris.   

Staging 1 The Iron Age 

In 2009 an unlikely stage production, ostensibly of Troilus and Cressida, came to Broadway 

under the creative directorship of Brian Kulick. Named The Age of Iron, it largely used the 

plot of Troilus and Cressida in the middle acts. However, in an attempt to give the audience a 

more complete version of the span of the Trojan War, it was bookended by scenes from 

Thomas Heywood’s 1 The Iron Age. Kulick wanted to emphasise the sheer scale and scope of 

the war and noted that “it is immensely helpful for a modern audience to understand the story 

of Troilus and Cressida in context with the mythic seduction of Helen and Paris” (Wells np). 

The production garnered a modest amount of praise for its attempt at presenting a different 

scope to the two plays with Yvonne Korshak noting the “real satisfaction to getting the 

complete narrative, or most of it, under one’s belt in a single evening” (np). However, many 

of the reviews were highly negative, with criticisms focussing on the decision to have the 

play performed on sand and the straight-washing of Patroclus, who was played by a woman. 

The sand, in particular, drew derision, with Sam Thielman noting that while it “probably 
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sounded like a great idea…turning the stage into a literal sandbox…the chief result is to make 

it difficult to walk straight for people trying very hard to be taken seriously” (np). The critics 

were also conflicted about the insertion of Heywood’s material into the play, though they 

were sympathetic to Heywood playing to an “audience of Ajaxes” as director Brian Kulick 

put it (qtd in Rosanne Wells). Wells drily notes that the places where the material comes from 

different sources is clear and that “Shakespeare wins nine times out of ten. It really is no 

contest” (np). More generous portions of the reviews noted that “the adaptation favors 

Heywood’s grand historical sweep” while maintaining “Shakespeare’s sense of detail, 

character, and thematic development” (Thielman np). This remains one of the only significant 

attempts in centuries to stage 1 The Iron Age.  

The performance history of Heywood’s Age plays is marred by a convoluted 

publication history and the obvious gaps in surviving records of early-modern theatre. The 

Red Bull especially suffers from a lack of critical attention in part because of the relative 

scarcity of extant plays (Loughnane 49). With certainty we can say that Heywood was a 

sharer in the Queen Anne’s Men, and that the majority of his output in the seventeenth 

century was first staged at the Red Bull theatre, where he also acted in many of his own 

productions. Reynolds, The Staging of Elizabethan Plays at the Red Bull Theatre, 1605-1625 

(1940),8 postulates that 1 The Iron Age was most likely played in 1613. However, he places 

the play (with some trepidation) in his B list, signifying that there is not sufficient evidence to 

say that the play was certainly performed (5), even though it seems more than likely based on 

Heywood’s first-hand account.  

 
8 Loughnane’s article, “Reputation and the Red Bull Theatre, 1625-42”, picks up where Reynolds leaves off and 
makes a particular point of emphasis on the potential class-based reasons for lack of interest in the history of the 
Red Bull. 
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It seems almost certain that the Iron Age plays were indeed staged, given Heywood’s 

own comments. He writes the following in his address to the reader in 1 The Iron Age: 

Lastly, I desire thee to take notice, that these were the plays often (and not with the 

least applause) publicly acted by two companies upon one stage at once, and have at 

sundry times thronged three several theatres, with numerous and mighty auditories. If 

the grace they had then in the actings take not away the expected lustre hoped for in 

the reading, I shall then hold thee well pleased, and therein myself fully satisfied. 

(A4v) 

Most significantly in this address, Heywood speaks of a mode of collaborative playing on the 

stage. This is perhaps worth connecting to Shakespeare’s King’s Men. On 12 and 13 January 

1612, Shakespeare’s King’s Men and Heywood’s Queen Anne’s Men performed Heywood’s 

The Silver Age and The Rape of Lucrece at the Court in Greenwich (Cunningham 226). Both 

of these plays contain a sizeable cast and it is not unreasonable to assume that the two 

companies collaborated again to perform The Iron Age, putting the King’s Men as the second 

of the “two companies on stage at once”. There are over thirty roles to be filled in The Iron 

Age and, while doubling is certainly a possibility, many of the cast are on stage at once in 

both court scenes and battle scenes. The minimum theoretical cast would be about twenty, as 

Hecuba, Polyxena, Cressida, and other ladies watch “A lofty dance of sixteen Princes, half 

Trojans, half Grecians” (3.2.129) in the banquet scene. The actual total, allowing for this 

scene and various inclusions of others, was probably at least twenty-five. The size of the cast 

could be fairly flexible for any modern revivals because of the presence of Attendants, 

Grecian soldiers, and Trojan soldiers in the cast list. There are also numerous characters who 

only appear in one or two scenes with very few speaking lines, freeing them up to become 

part of the armies afterwards (the gaps between these characters appearing and the armies 

being present would also allow ample time for costume changes).                                                                                                                                     
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The subject matter of The Iron Age plays was highly popular on the Early Modern 

stage. Playwrights were keen to connect the Troy story to their own creation myths as “every 

self-respecting European country claimed its Trojan connection … [and a] number of plays 

clearly suggest that though Troy may be gone, its values and spirit live on” (Hopkins 81). 

Marlowe, Dekker, Chettle, and Peele all contributed to the trend late in the sixteenth century. 

Haynes identifies at least twenty-five dramatic works directly concerning the Troy story in 

the Elizabethan period and a number of non-dramatic works as well (71). There was hardly a 

time where the Troy story was absent from the stage for more than three years in this period 

(Haynes 83). A likely influence on The Iron Age plays, Troye, was performed at the Rose in 

1596, which means that we can glean at least a partial production history of sorts. In 1596, 

Henslowe notes that the Admiral’s Men put on a production of the play to a strong opening 

performance, taking in 3 pounds 9 shillings. While it was subsequently less successful than 

this opening figure would suggest, it was seemingly an expensive production, as Arrell points 

out the “great horse with his leages” that was in the company in 1598 presumably belonged to 

this play (Arrell 1). A prop like this is bespoke and would have little use in other productions 

save the odd revival. The upshot of this is that we can at least speak to the confidence 

Heywood must have had to stage The Iron Age at his own company, having closely observed 

a similar play while working for Henslowe nearly two decades beforehand.  

Reynolds shows interest in the Age plays because of the spectacular staging that is 

required by the texts. While this has led to suggestions that the stage directions were 

something of a literary “wish-list” for Heywood, it seems that the required staging was really 

possible. If 1 Iron Age was performed by two companies Heywood would have had access to 

two sets of resources to meet his staging demands. The contemporary accounts from 

Heywood are convincing and the stage directions are more specific than a “wish list”. In 1 

The Iron Age, perhaps the most spectacular scene occurs at the end of Act II in the combat 
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between Hector and Ajax. As depicted in the woodcut that adorns the print version of the 

play, Hector and Ajax take a great boulder and an uprooted tree respectively and proceed to 

engage in combat with these outsized props:  

Alarum, in this combat both having lost their swords and shields. Hector takes up a 

great piece of a rock, and casts at Ajax; who tears a young tree up by the roots, and 

assails Hector, at which they are parted by both armies. (2.5.52.1)  

There are also a good number of other props required, including a pyrotechnic capacity for 

“burning staves and fireballs” (3.5), which were well within the capability of the Red Bull 

because of its brick construction (Munro et al 102). Some of the weapons mentioned include 

Hector’s sword, lance, and shield, Achilles’ lance and armour, Ajax’s sword and brass shield, 

Paris’ sword, more swords for soldiers, two javelins, and steel poleaxes.  

The time elapsed in the play, as it follows the schedule of the Iliad, gives 1 The Iron 

Age a long span. For example, 1.3 takes place the day after 1.2, and 3.1 the day after 2.5; 

however, ten years pass between 1.3 and 5.1 (Helen’s abduction and the death of Achilles). 

This encapsulates the episodic nature of all the Age plays.  

The play also tells something about the Red Bull as a theatre. It was a roughly square 

open amphitheatre, which made it ideal for staging plays with large casts. In this regard it was 

more like the Fortune than the Globe. It was also well-suited to the production of special 

effects, especially the frequent fireworks of the Age plays, as the building seems to have been 

made from brick rather than wood (Griffith 20). There are at least two doors, as characters 

enter at two doors in 2.2, 2.5, 3.1, 4.11, and 5.1 and characters exit “several ways” in 1.4 and 

3.2. At least eight characters appear on the “walls” of Troy in 2.5 and characters appear 

“above” in 4.3. The other interior space in the play not in the hall of Troy or the main war 

tent of Agamemnon is Achilles’ tent (3.4, 4.6, 4.9). 
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Music is interspersed throughout the play, but it usually takes place off stage (or is not 

specified). There is “music within” (1.2); flourishes (1.2, 2.2, 2.5, 3.1); drums (2.3); “loud 

music” (3.2, 5.1); alarums (multiple); a great alarum (2.4, 3.4); a parley (2.3); retreats (3.5, 

4.8, 4.5); and unstipulated music (1.3, 3.2). Also, Achilles performs on his lute in 3.4 in 

possibly the only case of on-stage music. The “lofty dance” in 3.2 is accompanied by one of 

the instances of unspecified music and could also be on-stage.  

As for later performances and revivals, it is difficult to ascertain whether or not 

specific performances of other broadly mythological texts bear some influence due to the 

ubiquity of the source material. It is assumed that Heywood took into account the popularity 

of the source material and had read Caxton, Chapman’s Homer, Chaucer, and Lydgate. As I 

indicated earlier, he was evidently influenced by Shakespeare who had helped re-popularise 

the works of Ovid in particular. Heywood’s assertion that the plays were performed “often” 

and had “thronged three several theatres” in his address to the reader suggests that the plays 

were subject to revivals, but this should not overstate how limited our documentary evidence 

really is.  

We can be confident that Troye was performed for Philip Henslowe at the Rose in 

1596. When looking back on his career on the stage at nearly sixty years old, Heywood tells 

his readers that all of the Age plays frequently made their presence felt on the Red Bull stage, 

often in collaboration with other companies, such as the King’s Men. Despite some of the 

challenges of staging, the plays do not really contain anything that Heywood had not 

encountered before, especially working for a theatre as familiar with stage effects as the Red 

Bull. The popularity of the subject matter on the Early Modern stage would also have 

increased confidence in finding a significant audience for the plays, even if just an audience 

of Ajaxes. That said, we remain in the dark about any performances of The Iron Age plays 

when it comes to hard evidence. While the Globe’s “Read Not Dead” project has seen the 
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Golden, Silver, and Brazen Ages hit their stage since 2000, they have not yet staged either 

part of The Iron Age.   

Textual History 

1 The Iron Age was printed in 1632, nearly twenty years after its supposed first performances. 

The copy-text therefore represents a hybrid between an acting script and something more 

self-consciously literary, as discussed earlier. While such a timeframe is not uncommon—it 

was unusual to sell a popular play quickly, as holding onto the performance rights 

represented a more solid investment—its printing also distinguishes the plays from the first 

three parts of the quintet, The Golden Age, The Silver Age, and The Brazen Age, which were 

all sent to press shortly after coming to the stage (1611-3). To take Heywood at his word, the 

two plays may have been the most popular parts of the quintet, as they were “often (and not 

with the least applause) publicly acted by two companies, upon one stage at once, and have at 

sundry times thronged three several theatres, with numerous and mighty auditories” (“To the 

Reader”). Like other early single plays (and many double play editions), 1 The Iron Age was 

printed in quarto format. Quartos were smaller and more affordable than other types of 

printing. Instead of gathering together several sheets of paper folded only once, as in the 

larger “folio” format, quartos were made up from individual sheets which were folded twice 

to provide four “leaves” (eight pages). All copies of Q1 seem to have been produced in the 

same print run in 1632. The title page of Q1 depicts a woodcut showing the battle between 

Hector and Ajax at the end of Act II. It also states that it was “Printed at London by Nicholas 

Okes, 1632” (A1r). However, nine copies instead have Okes’ printer’s stamp in place of the 

woodcut, as noted in the table below. 2 The Iron Age was also printed by Okes in 1632, and 

the “To the Reader” in 1 The Iron Age looks forward to the printing of both parts. The title 

page of 2 The Iron Age shows a woodcut of the Trojan horse entering the walls with Synon 

and Thersites embracing on the outside. Weiner argues that there is evidence that some of the 
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head-ornaments and other typographical elements are used in both plays, which “suggests 

that the type may have been transferred from the one to the other” (liii). This would suggest 

that the two plays were printed at the same time. 

Heywood appears to have first used Okes to print The Rape of Lucrece, a True Roman 

Tragedy (with Edward Allde in 1609), and The Golden Age (1611), which was Okes’ first 

play for Heywood with a sole printer’s credit. He proceeded to print An Apology for Actors 

(1612), The Silver Age and The Brazen Age (both 1613) for Heywood. Given these plays 

were all printed in a short timeframe, it is reasonable to suppose that Heywood and Okes 

worked closely together for at least the four-year period between 1609 and 1613. While 

printers of the time commonly did not sell their own wares, often leaving publishing 

decisions to the booksellers who commissioned jobs from them so as to concentrate on the 

printing process, Okes did occasionally appear to sell books himself. Some of the title pages 

he printed list his business as “near Holborn Bridge” and “in Foster Lane.” One of Okes’ 

earliest jobs was printing Shakespeare’s The Rape of Lucrece (1607), and he would work 

with Shakespeare again to print the heavily studied first quarto of King Lear for Nathaniel 

Butter in 1608 and the 1622 quarto of Othello for Thomas Walkley.  

In her textual introduction of 1 The Iron Age, Arlene Weiner points out that “there is 

little sign that theatrical ms [manuscript] underlies the text” (xliv). Many exit and entrance 

stage directions are omitted, there are no instructions to have properties ready and there are 

no actors’ names. Further the stage directions are more “literary, fuller than the theatre would 

require, II.i.18.1, for instance: ‘Enter Margaretan one of Priams youngest sonnes.’” (xliv-xlv).  

Weiner identifies at least two compositors in Okes’ shop that worked on 1 The Iron 

Age. Compositor A is identified by their spelling of “Mermidons/Mirmedons,” “Ile,” 

“Alarum” (which is set in roman type in the stage directions), characters’ titles were included 
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in the name, “&c” was set in roman for stage directions and “Greeke/Troian” were often in 

roman type. Compositor B spelled “Mirmidons,” “I’le,” “alarme” (set in italics in stage 

directions), titles were set as common nouns, and “&c” was italicised in stage directions 

(Weiner xlvii-xlviii). 

The textual history of 1 The Iron Age is relatively straightforward. There is just one 

quarto, with twenty-seven individual copies held in archives and libraries, which have been 

set out in the table below. While there are a number of press variants, the only substantive 

changes appear in the records as coming from a proof-sheet in the copy at the Boston Public 

Library, which is almost certainly a stop-press correction (Brown 275). As my collations 

note, the Harvard Library quarto was clearly printed after the proof-sheet was produced, 

while the two copies in the Huntington Library remain uncorrected. The BPL copy has 

therefore been chosen as the copy text for this edition, as it represents both states of the play, 

corrected and uncorrected. This will serve as a reminder that textual scholarship remains 

constantly mediated and, at times, unstable. However, the choice of this copy text does 

present some minor issues. For example, the Dedicatory Epistle is not present in the BPL 

copy and small textual variants appear inconsistently across the four examined texts.  

Catalogue listings occasionally fail to mention whether the copy of 1 The Iron Age is 

also bound with 2 The Iron Age, but that aside, it is relatively easy to account for most known 

copies. There are a few other editions of 1 The Iron Age that one should keep in mind when 

examining the text. The 1874 Pearson edition is a diplomatic transcription that comes with a 

brief biography of Heywood, but otherwise does not make any textual intervention. Martin 

Evans (1968) and Arlene Weiner (1970) both produced old-spelling, annotated editions in the 

mid-twentieth century, complete with textual essays and consideration of the issues 

associated with Q1 and Weiner published a modern-spelling edition with Garland in 1979. 
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There is also a forthcoming edition as part of Grace Ioppolo’s Collected Works of Thomas 

Heywood, with the Age plays edited by Barry Gaines.   

Referring to the press-variants of this text there are some editorial decisions that need 

to be made that are not simply corrections (like TLN1198 blad>blade). Further, the copy text 

of this edition in the Boston Public Library contains proof sheets, as noted by Brown, which 

cover F1v, F3v, and F4r, and were “almost certainly made by a proof-reader in the process of 

correcting this sheet during its run through the press” (275). 

The corrections are as follows: 

F1v  

TLN1183 armes>armies 

TLN1188 word>word? 

TLN1198 Here>Here, 

TLN1198 blad>blade 

F3v  

TLN1317 made>adds 

TLN1326 weare>sweare 

TLN1328 or the>or on the 

TLN1338 buffet>baffle 

TLN1343 Centaus>Centaurs 

F4r 

TLN1350 against>’gainst   
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Four of these ten corrections are simple amendments of spelling (armes/armies, blad/blade, 

Centaus/Centaurs and probably weare/sweare) and two are added punctuation (word/word? 

and Here/Here,). Two seem to provide metrical improvements to the text (or the/or on the, 

against/’gainst). This leaves two (made/adds, buffet/battle) that could possibly have been 

Heywood’s intervention, or at least that of an attentive proof-reader. In the Harvard copy, 

“Here,” is left uncorrected, which is likely just an oversight from the printer, as it is the only 

correction on that page. All these identified corrections either fix accidentals or clarify 

meaning and the fact that they were adopted in later printings, gives them an authority that is 

too compelling to ignore.  

This modern-spelling edition has been prepared in accordance with the General 

Guidelines for the Digital Renaissance Editions and the Internet Shakespeare Editions which, 

in turn, are based on those prepared for the Revels Plays by David Bevington, and on Stanley 

Wells’ Re-Editing Shakespeare for the Modern Reader. The text has been extensively 

modernised in both spelling and punctuation, as I concur with fellow DRE editor Joost 

Daalder’s assertion that the modern edition must be idiomatic and that “[i]f this is not done, 

and instances of Jacobean spelling or punctuation are preserved for no absolutely compelling 

reason, the text comes to look as a curious mixture of modernity and some quaint kind of 

‘archaisms.’” In keeping with the DRE Guidelines this text uses standard modern U.K. 

English spellings. I have also followed Daalder in providing an accent mark for the early 

seventeenth century past participle ending in –ed, which can be prosodically syllabic and “the 

ending of verbs after thou forms like standst are chosen if such a word is monosyllabic, not 

the ugly stand’st, which would soon cause an unnecessary clutter of apostrophes on a page.” 

Speech prefixes and character names have been regularised throughout and preference has 

been given to familiar forms of names for people and places. The punctuation in Q1 has been 
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modernized wherever necessary to clarify meaning and make the reading process as 

comfortable as possible. 

The editing process inevitably entails choices and compromise. When it comes to 

lineation, 1 The Iron Age is not beset with too much difficulty. Only the Spartan Lord and 

Thersites regularly speak in prose, which reflects their social situation in the text, otherwise 

most of the character speeches in this edition are presented in verse. Additionally, of some 

consideration is the rapid-fire dialogue (particularly in Acts I and II), where Evans and 

Weiner make different editorial decisions. My own decisions on verse and prose take into 

consideration metre, the specific context of a scene, and character. The divergent readings of 

other editors show the range of possibilities for modern actors and directors when using this 

relatively untouched play, and highlight the fact that editing is an inexact science.   

While there are some stage directions present in Q1, I have added additional 

directions liberally to give some sense of the play as performed. This also reflects that this 

edition is produced with performance in mind and a desire to see it take the stage once again. 

The directions as well as the general character notes are present to facilitate this move to 

stage as smoothly as possible. Scene divisions are not present in Q1 or any of its copies. 

Therefore, scene divisions are manually placed, either when all the actors have left the stage, 

or a change in setting is obviously apparent. Again, Evans and Weiner adopt different scene 

divisions, to varying effect. Like the decisions on lineation and punctuation, this gives the 

editor and the reader a range of possibilities in reading and performance.  

List of known copies of Q1 (ESTC) 

UK 

Woodcut y/n 

Advocates Library    y 
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British Library     y 

British Library     n 

Eton College Library    y 

National Library of Scotland   y 

National Library of Scotland   n 

National Library of Scotland   n 

National Library of Scotland   n 

Oxford University Bodleian Library  y 

Oxford University Christ Church  y 

Oxford University Worcester College y 

The National Trust    y 

Victoria and Albert Museum N.A.L  y 

Cambridge University Library  n 

Guildhall Library    n 

North America 

Folger      y 

Folger      y 

Folger      y 

Harvard University    y 

Harvard University    n 
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Henry E. Huntington Library   y 

Henry E. Huntington Library   n 

New York Public Library   y 

Newberry     y 

University of Illinois    y 

University of Texas      y 

University of Texas    n 

List of Characters 

A list of characters appears in the Quarto version of both 1 The Iron Age and 2 The Iron Age. 

2 The Iron Age omits all characters from the first play, however, which adds credence to the 

idea that they were intended to be published together and that they were probably played in 

reasonably short succession when performed. The main characters in both plays are listed as 

“Of the Trojans” or “Of the Greeks” and I have followed the order as listed in Heywood’s 

text.  

 

Of the Trojans 

King Priam 

Priam is the King of Troy during the events of the Trojan War and youngest son of 

Laomedon. Being brash, Laomedon refuses to reward Poseidon and Apollo for building the 

walls of Troy. Poseidon and Apollo retaliate by striking Troy with a sea-monster and a 

pestilence, respectively. Hercules prevents Laomedon from sacrificing his daughter Hesione 

to Poseidon and slays the sea-monster in return for magic horses. However, Laomedon does 
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not keep his word and Hercules lays siege to Troy (hence the opening lines referring to 

“twice-sacked Troy”), killing Laomedon and all his sons except Podarces (Priam), who gives 

him a golden veil embroidered by Hesione. A folk etymology of Priam’s name change comes 

from here: πριατός (priatos), meaning “ransomed.” Priam’s notable children include Hector, 

Aeneas, Paris, Astyanax, Margareton, Antenor, Deiphobus, and Troilus. Though he is usually 

said to have fifty sons, he has sixty-eight sons and eighteen daughters as recorded across 

Homer’s Iliad, Apollodorus’ Bibliotheca and Hyginus’ Fabulae, birthed by Priam’s wife, 

Hecuba, and multiple concubines. His best-known scene in the Trojan War comes after 

Achilles kills Hector and treats the body with disrespect. In Book XXIV of the Iliad, Priam is 

escorted by Hermes into the Greek camp where he pleads with Achilles to return Hector’s 

body. Achilles is moved to return the corpse and a temporary truce is agreed to so that Priam 

may hold a proper burial and funeral games. Priam is killed during the sack of Troy by 

Achilles’ son Pyrrhus, an adaptation of the events of Book II of Virgil’s Aeneid. This event is 

also related in 2 The Iron Age in Act 4. 

Hector 

The first-born son of Priam, Hector is reputed to be the greatest warrior in the Trojan army.  

Hyginus suggests that he managed to slay 31,000 Greek soldiers (Fabulae 115). He initially 

opposes the Trojan War. His duel with Ajax serves as the climax to the second act of 1 The 

Iron Age. Later in the play, he is wounded at the hand of Achilles’ guard and then slain by 

Achilles himself. One of the central plots in the Iliad is on Achilles’ desire to avenge 

Patroclus’ death at the hands of Hector, but Heywood’s Achilles shows his pettiness by using 

his guard to get the upper hand in their combat. 1 The Iron Age, as well as Shakespeare’s 

Troilus and Cressida, contrasts Hector against the immoral and petty Achilles by his chivalry 

and wisdom.  
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Paris 

Another son of Priam and Hecuba. Before Paris was born, Hecuba dreamt of giving birth to a 

flaming torch. Aesacus the seer interpreted this as the downfall of Troy and that a child of a 

royal Trojan needed to be killed to spare the kingdom. Priam and Hecuba were unable to kill 

Paris themselves and put the task upon Agelaus, the chief herdsman. Unable to take a weapon 

to the infant, Agelaus left Paris exposed upon Mount Ida where he was taken in and suckled 

by a she-bear. Oenone, a nymph, becomes Paris’ first lover when he is a young man on 

Mount Ida. 

The events of the Trojan War are sparked from the Judgement of Paris, which Paris 

retells in detail in Act I of the 1 Iron Age. Three goddesses (Hera, Athena and Aphrodite) 

claim the golden apple of beauty, which is inscribed with καλλίστῃ (kallistēi – “for the 

fairest,” rendered in Latin in the 1 Iron Age as detur pulcherrime) and ask Zeus to decide who 

should receive it. Zeus chooses Paris to make the decision, as he had previously shown 

fairness in a contest where Ares in bull form had bested his own prize bull. Each goddess 

attempts to bribe him in turn, Hera offering to make him king of Europe and Asia, Athena 

offering wisdom and skill in war, and Aphrodite offering him untold beauty in the form of 

Helen.  

Troilus 

Part of the Trojan royal family, brother of Hector, Paris, Cassandra, Deiphobus, and 

Polyxena, and son of Priam and Hecuba. Ancient writers considered Troilus to be a paragon 

of male beauty. Despite his youth, he is one of the main commanders of the army during the 

Trojan War. In multiple Medieval and Renaissance retellings of the Trojan War, notably 

Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde and Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida, Troilus falls in love 

with Cressida, whose father has defected to the Greek army. In 1 The Iron Age, he is part of a 
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love triangle with Cressida and Diomed, though he ultimately is unsuccessful in his courting 

of Cressida. There is a prophecy that says that if Troilus makes it into adulthood, then Troy 

will not fall. Unfortunately for their cause, he falls to Achilles.    

Aeneas 

Though he is the central figure in Virgil’s Aeneid and one of the first true heroes of Rome as 

an ancestor of Romulus and Remus, Aeneas plays a relatively minor role in the Iliad—being 

twice saved from death by the gods for his yet unknown destiny. Heywood expands his role 

somewhat, probably due to having the additional context of his extensive reading of Roman 

authors, and Aeneas is significantly more active in the Iron Age plays than in Greek 

literature. He is instrumental in persuading Achilles to lower arms in exchange for the 

affection of Polyxena.  

Antenor 

Antenor was one of King Priam’s counsellors and one of the Trojan elders. In the Iliad, 

Antenor was disposed towards negotiating peace with the Greeks and returning Helen to 

Menelaus. In the writings of Dares and Dictys, Antenor betrays the Trojans and unseals the 

gates to the city—where the Greeks leave his house unscathed in return. In Chaucer’s Troilus 

and Criseyde he is a minor character who is taken prisoner by the Greeks and subsequently 

returned in exchange for Criseyde.  

Deiphobus 

Deiphobus was the son of Priam and Hecuba—noted for being the greatest of Priam’s sons 

after Hector and Paris (according to Hyginus’ Fabulae 115). In the Iliad, Athena took the 

form of Deiphobus to goad Hector into fighting Achilles and throwing his spear at him—at 

which point Hector turned for another weapon to find his brother gone. After the death of 
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Paris, Deiphobus took Helen as his bride, though most accounts do not relate this relationship 

as happy, and Helen decides to return to Menelaus.  

 While he appears in multiple scenes and stage directions in 1 The Iron Age, he has no 

speaking lines. As Weiner notes, despite being given entry directions, he is not addressed 

when the health goes round the table at 1.4. He only appears in stage directions when a good 

proportion of the cast are entering. For example, in 1.1.126: “Aeneas with our son 

Deiphobus,| And other lords shall bear thee company.” This suggests he may have had 

importance at some point but was phased out of later iterations of the play or is maintained 

for a sense of continuity. He is retained on the Character List for this play because of his 

more significant role in 2 The Iron Age. 

Margareton 

Margareton is another character, aside from Cressida, who seems to have not been in the 

original texts depicting the Trojan War and who also appears in Shakespeare’s Troilus and 

Cressida. This illegitimate son of Priam appears in John Lydgate’s Troy Book (~1412-1420) 

and Caxton's Recuyell of the Historyes of Troy (1474). Both of these texts were seemingly 

influences on Shakespeare, and Caxton was an influence on Heywood, though Heywood’s 

familiarity with Lydgate is unknown.    

Astyanax 

Son of Hector and Andromache. He only speaks four lines in the play, imploring his father 

not to go out into battle.  In various tellings, he is either killed by Ulysses or Pyrrhus; one 

account shows Pyrrhus beating Priam to death with Astyanax’s corpse and another shows 

him being thrown off the walls of Troy.   

Queen Hecuba 
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Princess of Thrace who marries Priam to become the queen of Troy. Mother to Paris, 

Cassandra, Hector, Helenus, Deiphobus, Polyxena and Troilus. Her witnessing of the 

destruction of Troy has seen her used as a symbol of the tragedies of war upon women. After 

the Trojan War, she is enslaved and gifted to Ulysses. She is later turned into a dog for first 

killing Ulysses’ sons and then blinding Polymestor of Thrace. Heywood’s understanding of 

her character is probably influenced by Ovid’s Metamorphoses.  

Cassandra 

Daughter of Priam and Hecuba, she is a Trojan soothsayer as first depicted in Aeschylus’s 

Agamemnon. Given the power of prophecy by Apollo, she rejects his advances and in turn he 

causes her predictions never to be believed (though she is not a soothsayer in The Iliad). She 

is awarded to Agamemnon in the aftermath of the Trojan War and when she enters the cursed 

house of Atreus, she physically reacts to the cursed house in a fit of madness. She is then 

killed by Agamemnon’s wife, Clytaemnestra, and her lover Aegisthus. Heywood’s depiction 

is closer to Aeschylus’s version—a frenzied prophetess with madness and “hair about her 

ears.”  

Cressida 

Cressida, alongside Margareton, is another medieval invention inserted into Early Modern 

drama that deals with the Trojan War. Her creation as an archetypical unfaithful woman 

reflects a different, and more Christian, set of values than the source texts of antiquity (and in 

this regard she is worth comparing to Helen). She first appears in Le Roman de Troie (~1155-

1160) by Benoît de Saint-Maure and, as the eponymous heroine, is a central figure in 

Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde (~1385). Davis and Frankforter speculate that her name 

could be a corruption of either Briseis (the priest Calchas’ daughter) or Chryseis (113-14). 

Her name is seemingly used in its most familiar form for the first time in the lost “Troilus and 
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Creissida” play by Chettle and Dekker in 1599 and then soon afterwards in Shakespeare’s 

Troilus and Cressida. In 1 The Iron Age, she is faced with the decision over whose advances 

to choose: Troilus’ or Diomed’s, with the latter winning out on her father’s wishes to avoid 

her doom.  

Polyxena 

The youngest daughter of Priam and Hecuba and the object of affection for Achilles in the 

play. She does not appear in Homer, but later writers, such as Euripides, identify her as the 

one who betrays Achilles’ weakness to Paris and Deiphobus after she has gained his trust. In 

some tellings she commits suicide out of guilt, but in Euripides’ version Achilles’ ghost tells 

the Greeks that her sacrifice is necessary to get favourable winds home. Polyxena wishes her 

own death rather than live as a slave and she is killed by Pyrrhus. She has no spoken lines in 

1 The Iron Age. She is retained in the play, however, because of her pivotal role as the object 

of Achilles’ affections and the fact she is physically given to Achilles at the beginning of 4.7.  

Oenone 

The first wife of Paris who, interestingly, does not appear in Shakespeare’s Troilus and 

Cressida. She is the subject of Heywood’s first known play: Oenone and Paris (1594). Her 

scene imploring him not to abandon her for Helen serves as the emotional centre of Act I of 1 

The Iron Age. However, Paris is all too keen to leave his first wife and promptly boards the 

fleet after callously dismissing her pleas to stay. The implication of the scene is that even 

before the wooing of Helen, there had been little contact between Paris and Oenone and their 

relationship had grown estranged. She only appears in this opening scene of the play.  

Andromache 

Hector’s wife and another character that has been used as a stand-in for the suffering of 

women during the Trojan War. After Hector’s death, she is taken as a concubine of Pyrrhus. 
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The relationship between her and Hector is often contrasted to that between Paris and Helen 

as a way to show the virtue of Greek ideals of marriage, which lends her fate a tragic irony. 

In 4.1 of 1 The Iron Age, she foretells Hector’s death in a dream and begs him to stay with 

her for one final day. This is the only scene in which she speaks.  

Hector’s Armour-bearer 

Only appears in 4.1 to be dispatched by Hector as he travels with Troilus, Aeneas, and Paris 

to fight the Greek princes.  

Trojan Soldiers 

Like the Greek soldiers, they are mostly used here as scene fillers to bulk out the presence of 

the battles and feats. They bear out Achilles’ body in the final scene.  

 

Of the Greeks 

King Agamemnon, General 

Leader of the cursed House of Atreus which is besmirched by murder, incest and crime. 

Agamemnon’s boastfulness of his hunting ability, claiming to be the equal of Artemis, leads 

to a plague and no wind to sail from Troy. Calchas declares that Agamemnon’s daughter, 

Iphigenia, must be sacrificed to appease the goddess. When he returns home, he is killed by 

his vengeful wife Clytaemnestra and her lover Aegisthus. 

Agamemnon’s part in 1 The Iron Age is slightly different to his role in the Iliad or the 

Oresteia. Rather than being the chief antagonist of Achilles—that role is laid upon Ajax—he 

spends much more time playing peace-maker in Heywood’s rendition. He is still the leader 

and figurehead of the Greek army, but his interpersonal relationships are downplayed more 

generally.  
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King Menelaus 

Menelaus, younger brother of Agamemnon and the husband of Helen, is the king of Sparta. 

The combined pull of Agamemnon and Menelaus is able to bring the other Greek princes into 

coalition to invade Troy. In the Iliad, Menelaus challenges Paris to a duel and soundly gains 

the upper hand before Paris is whisked away by Aphrodite. He survives the war and in 

various tellings takes Helen home.  

In 1 The Iron Age when he confronts Paris, Paris disarms him and dismisses the idea 

of killing him as “no spoil for me” (4.2.14) as he is not one of the trio of Achilles, Diomed, or 

Ajax who apparently stand in highest renown.  

King Diomed 

Diomed, son of Tydeus and Deopyle, is best known in the Iliad for his role in Book V, where 

he is granted the ability to see the gods in their true form by Athena so he can avoid them on 

the battlefield. However, at Athena’s request he wounds Aphrodite. He then attacks Apollo, 

withdrawing after being brushed off and warned not to trifle with gods.  

In 1 The Iron Age, he maintains his status as one of the most powerful warriors in the 

Greek army, mentioned in the three that Paris would deign to take spoils from. He is part of 

the love triangle with Troilus and Cressida; the latter chooses Diomed at the behest of her 

father to avoid her own and Troilus’ doom.  

Ulysses, King of Ithaca 

Son of Laertes and Anticlea, Ulysses is renowned for his guile, intellectual prowess and 

flexibility (polytropos). His epithet is “Ulysses the cunning”. He is most well-known for his 

journey home from the Trojan War (his nostos) which spanned ten years. He is notable in the 

Iliad for being among those most opposed to the criticisms of Thersites (which may explain 

the strange bond between Thersites and Ajax) and he is loyal to Agamemnon’s command, 
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frequently counselling him not to withdraw from the conflict. In this telling, he is reluctant to 

engage in the duel with Hector that Ajax takes part in.   

Heywood’s view of Ulysses initially could be seen as slightly more favourable than 

many other of the Trojan War’s participants as he is the only one of the Greek princes whose 

death is not recounted (“to whom belongeth a further History”). However, this downplays the 

sympathies that 1 The Iron Age affords Ajax. Here, Ulysses is presented as opportunistic with 

a politic tongue and Ajax is afforded plenty of opportunity to point out his lack of valour in 

combat and use of underhanded tactics in killing unarmed men (which he does with Diomed). 

Through verbal gymnastics, Ulysses claims Achilles’ accomplishments by the fact that he 

brought him to Troy.  

Achilles 

Son of Peleus and Thetis, Achilles is the greatest of the Greek warriors and central character 

of the Iliad. The conflict between him and Agamemnon over Achilles being forced to give up 

his battle-prize, Briseis, turns the tide of the war heavily to the side of the Trojans. 

Invulnerable except for his heel, he is best known for killing Hector in the wake of Patroclus 

being slain. Hector begs Achilles to treat his body with respect, which Achilles does not do, 

as his rage is insurmountable. Achilles falls to an arrow from the bow of Paris, as predicted 

by the dying words of Hector.  

In 1 The Iron Age, Achilles’ actions are given considerably less moral authority. 

Rather than fight Hector on fair grounds, he instead has his personal guard of Myrmidons 

heavily wound him before finishing the job himself. Paris learns of Achilles’ weakness via 

Polyxena and kills him with an arrow through the heel. His armour is contested by Ajax and 

Ulysses and won by the latter.  

A Spartan Lord 
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Is present in the play to deliver messages to the Greeks. He does not appear after Act I, and in 

1.3 he is used to provide some necessary scene-building and exposition as Helen plans her 

escape around the Spartan Lord, Castor, and Pollux.  

An Ambassador of Crete 

A minor character who only appears in 1.2 and only speaks one line “You truly understand 

our embassy,” on which Thersites immediately casts aspersions.  

Castor and Pollux, the two brothers of Helen 

Castor and Pollux, or the Dioscuri, are twin half-brothers of Helen and Clytaemnestra. In the 

Iliad, they are dead and buried in Lacedaemon by the time of the war, but in other tellings 

they have varying levels of mortality due to their lineage (particularly Pollux, who is often 

immortal). In 1 The Iron Age, their role is largely concluded by the end of Act I, serving as 

unwitting cover for Helen to escape.  

Ajax, Duke of Salamis 

Ajax is one of the more prominent princes in the Greek army. Known as one of the strongest 

and most physically imposing among the ranks, he was trained by the centaur Chrion. In the 

Iliad Ajax is known for his two battles with Hector. The first, depicted on the wood carving 

that adorns the titlepage 1 The Iron Age’s quarto, sees Ajax initially in control before the two 

fight to a draw. The second encounter sees Hector invade the Greek camp where Ajax throws 

a rock which almost kills him. Ajax is then disarmed after intervention from Apollo, a sign of 

the turning tides of the war. In the sources, Ajax’s suicide comes because he is crazed after 

losing the contest for Achilles’ armour and he begins slaughtering livestock, after which he 

realises the trick of Athena and falls on his sword.  

Ajax’s role in 1 The Iron Age differs from both the classical sources and 

Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida. Heywood’s depiction of Ajax, despite his suicide in Act 

V, is much more positive. He is granted lengthy speeches and arguably speaks better than 
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Ulysses. Consistent with Heywood omitting the meddling of the gods, Ajax does not go mad 

slaughtering livestock, but instead during his exchanging of barbs with Thersites.  

Thersites, a railer 

Thersites—“the ugliest man who came to Troy”—is a soldier in the Greek army and probably 

a commoner, given that his parents are not mentioned in the Iliad. In most cultural depictions 

he is a disruptor, often physically deformed, and heavily mistreated by his peers. One 

descriptor that is glossed over in many Early Modern versions of the character is his 

supposed dim-witted nature. In both Shakespeare and Heywood, Thersites is notably sharper 

in his wit (though this is possibly because he is given more spoken lines to demonstrate it 

than the classical sources in which he appears). Thersites’ role in 1 The Iron Age is to provide 

a running commentary of the events as they unfold, arguably replacing the role Homer served 

in the earlier three Age plays. (Homer would usually bookend the plays and provide valuable 

context for the playgoers in a rough and noisy theatre setting.)  

Thersites fills the role of an author-insert character, particularly in Act V. His lack of 

aristocratic roots, coupled with Heywood’s distaste for the actions of the Greek princes 

affords a prime opportunity for Heywood to present his views in a “low” way and lets him be 

considerably more scathing than he could with the previous Age plays’ narrator figure, 

Homer. This role is much akin to Hegel’s description of “Thersitism,” which allows an author 

to disown protest in their writing but keep it present.   

Queen Helena 

Helen of Troy, wife of Menelaus and the “face that launched a thousand ships” (Doctor 

Faustus 5.1.97). She is the principal motivator of the plot and the cause of the enmity 

between the Greeks and Trojans. This happens when she is kidnapped by Paris after his 

dream on Mount Ida and promised to him by Aphrodite (her second kidnapping after Theseus 
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carried her off in her youth). After the war she is often shown to be reunited with Meneluas 

or ascending Olympus.  

The depiction of Helen in this play is relatively generous compared to most of her 

literary appearances. She doesn’t affect the same self-loathing that punctuates the Iliad, 

instead showing guile and flirting charm for the most part. She is also afforded many of the 

asides in Heywood’s play and is granted a small degree of agency in doing so. She meets her 

end in 2 The Iron Age, as all the characters except Ulysses do, but is given the strongest lines 

of the final scene and the most stinging rebuke to the war.  

Calchas, Apollo’s Priest 

Calchas was a priest of Apollo and a soothsayer who read bird trails and human entrails. He 

foretold the duration of Troy’s siege, the construction of the wooden horse that ended the 

war, and put into motion the sacrifice of Iphigeneia, the daughter of Agamemnon. In the 

Iliad, Calchas played a vital role in the conflict between Achilles and Agamemnon as he tells 

that the captive Chryseis must be returned in order to cease the plagues of Apollo. In 3.1 he 

urges his daughter Cressida to choose Diomed over Troilus to avoid her doom, which she 

does with great sorrow. 

Patroclus, Achilles’ friend 

Patroclus, son of Menoetius, is Achilles’ childhood friend. He was given to Peleus, Achilles’ 

father, and he was made Achilles’ male role model—both older and wiser than Achilles. In 

the classical sources and 1 The Iron Age, Patroclus convinces Achilles to let him lead the 

Myrmidons into combat wearing his armour. Patroclus overreaches in his assault and falls to 

Hector. At the end of the Iliad, funeral games are held in his honour. The relationship 

between Achilles and Patroclus is often the source of some erotic tension, as per Greek 

custom, though this is usually a matter of later Greek interpretation (such as Aeschylus or 

Phaedrus) rather than explicitly in the Homeric text.   
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Achilles’ Myrmidons 

Spartan warriors who are highly loyal to Achilles and depicted as more of his private army 

than belonging to a greater Greek cause. They surround Hector at the height of the play’s 

action to pepper him with arrows before Achilles moves in for the kill. In 4.3, there is a 

distinction between the Myrmidon soldiers and Achilles’ personal guard (perhaps achieved 

on stage with distinct costumes).  

Grecian soldiers 

Are mostly used here as scene fillers to bulk out the presence of the battles and feats, as well 

as acting as a chorus of support during the debate between Ulysses and Ajax. They are 

distinct from Achilles’ Myrmidons as they aren’t depicted as being loyal to one ruler and 

instead act as part of a broader Greek cause (though they would have belonged to separate 

leaders). As the two groups do not appear onstage together, they may have been easily 

performed by the same sets of actors in the name of efficiency. They bear out Hector’s body 

in the final scene.  

Attendants 

The attendants, like the Grecian and Trojan soldiers, are mostly in scenes to add a sense of 

scale and grandeur to feasts and courts. They only appear in 1.2, 1.3, and 2.5.  
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A Brief Chronology of Thomas Heywood’s Life 

Dates are often approximate, particularly those for the plays. 

1473 William Caxton’s translation of Recuyell of the Historyes of Troye is printed. 

c. 1573 Thomas Heywood born to Robert and Elizabeth Heywood. 

1588 The Spanish Armada is destroyed.  

1591 Heywood attends Emmanuel College, Cambridge.  

1593 Heywood’s father, Robert, dies. Heywood leaves Cambridge. 

1594 Oenone and Paris. 

c. 1594 The Four Prentices of London performed (printed 1615).9 

1595 1 Hercules and 2 Hercules, Anon.  

1596 First evidence of writing for Philip Henslowe’s Admiral’s Men, October. 

1596 Troye performed on 2, 7, and 16 July. 

1598 The first parts of George Chapman’s Iliad begin to appear; Heywood signs an  

agreement to work for Henslowe exclusively for two years.   

1598-1601 Heywood marries an unknown woman. 

1598 Heywood’s daughter Frances baptized (uncertain).  

1599 1 & 2 Edward IV printed. 

1600 Heywood’s daughter Mary baptized.  

 
9 Here, I follow William West’s date in The Routledge Anthology of Early Modern Drama (2020), who argues 
that the reference to the “long-forgotten arms” in the “To the Reader” are referencing the “resumption of 
military musters in the Artillery Garden in Bishopsgate in 1610. Therefore, “fifteen or sixteen years ago” places 
the play at c. 1594. If this is not the case, then the play is probably dated at around c. 1600.  
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1602 Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida.  

1603 Death of Elizabeth I, 24 March; Coronation of James I, 24 March; the Worcester’s Men  

becomes the Queen Anne’s Men; Heywood’s son Joseph baptized; A Woman Killed 

with Kindness is performed (printed 1607). 

1604 The Wise Woman of Hoxton (printed 1634); Heywood’s daughter Alice baptized.   

1605 The Red Bull Theatre is constructed; Heywood’s son Richard baptized.  

1608 The Rape of Lucrece. 

1609 Troia Britannica printed.  

1610 Heywood’s daughter Edie baptized (uncertain).  

1611 The Golden Age printed. 

1612 An Apology for Actors; The Silver Age (printed 1613) performed at court in  

collaboration with the King’s Men. 

1613 The Brazen Age printed; 1 The Iron Age likely performed.  

1615-24 Heywood seems to cease performing as an actor and did not publish anything in this 

span.    

1616 The Queen’s Men move to the Cockpit Theatre. 

1617 The Cockpit Theatre is set on fire and is rapidly restored by Beeston, which may be  

why it was called the Phoenix on its reconstruction.  

1624 Heywood’s uncle Edmund dies and leaves a bequest to Heywood and his wife; 

Heywood begins work at the Phoenix Theatre with Christopher Beeston; Gynaikeion or 

Nine Books of Various History Concerning Women printed; The Captives.  
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1625 Charles I ascends the throne.  

1627 The English Traveller (printed 1633).  

1631 1 The Fair Maid of the West and 2 The Fair Maid of the West printed. 

1632 1 The Iron Age and 2 The Iron Age published. 

1633 Heywood remarries, taking Jane Span as his wife at St James’ in Clerkenwell; The  

English Traveller. 

1634 A Maidenhead Well Lost.  

1635 The Hierarchy of Blessed Angels. 

1640 The Exemplary Lives and Memorable Acts of Nine the Most Worthy Women of the  

World: Three Jews. Three Gentiles. Three Christians 

1641 Death of Heywood, buried on 16 August. 

1642 Parliament orders the closure of the theatres.  
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The Iron Age: 
 

Containing the rape of Helen; the siege of Troy; 
the combat betwixt Hector and Ajax; Hector and Troilus 
slain by Achilles; Achilles slain by Paris; Ajax and Ulysses 

contend for the armour of Achilles: the death 
of Ajax, &c. 

 
Written by Thomas Heywood 
Aut prodesse solent aut delectare.1 

 
 

Printed at London by Nicholas Okes, 1632. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 Aut prodesse solent aut delectare: Heywood’s customary Latin motto, translates to "They  
are accustomed to give benefit or delight". The motto is a variation of Horace’s Ars Poetica 333: "aut prodesse 
volunt aut delectare". "Solent", which is not a Latin word, is presumably either a printing error or an error on 
Heywood’s part.  
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Dramatis Personae 
Of the party of the Trojans 

King Priam. 
Hector. 
Paris. 
Troilus. 
Aeneas. 
Antenor. 
Deiphobus.2 
Margareton. 
Astianax, Hector’s son. 
Queen Hecuba. 
Cassandra a prophetess. 
Cressida, Calchas’ daughter. 
Polyxena, daughter to Priam. 
Oenone, Paris’ first love. 
Andromache, Hector’s wife. 
Hector’s armour-bearer. 
Trojan soldiers. 

Of the party of the Grecians 
King Agamemnon, General. 
King Menelaus. 
King Diomed. 
Ulysses, King of Ithaca. 
Achilles. 
A Spartan Lord. 
An Ambassador of Crete. 
Castor and Pollux, the two brothers of Helen. 
Ajax, Duke of Salamis. 
Thersites, a railer. 
Queen Helena. 
Calchas, Apollo’s Priest. 
Patroclus, Achilles’ friend. 
Achilles’ Myrmidons. 
Grecian soldiers. 
Attendants. 

 
 

 
2 Deiphobus: Deiphobus has no speaking part in this play. As Weiner notes, despite being given entry directions, 
he is not addressed when the health goes round the table at 1.4.250ff. He only appears in stage directions when a 
good proportion of the cast are entering. The line “Aeneas with our son Deiphobus, / And other lords shall bear 
thee company” (1.1.126) suggests he may have had importance at some point but was phased out of later 
iterations of the play. He is retained on the Character List for this play because of his more significant role in 2 
The Iron Age.  
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Epistle Dedicatory 
 
To my worthy and much respected 
Friend, Mr. Thomas Hammon,3 
of Gray’s Inn4 Esquire. 
 
SIR, 
If the noble scholar Nichod Friscelinus5 thought that his labour in transferring six 
of Aristophanes’ comedies out of the original Greek into the Roman tongue was 
worthy to be dedicated to six several the most eminent princes of his time, for 
learning and judgement: think it then no disparagement to you, to undertake as 
well the patronage, perusal of this poem, which, as it exceeds the strict limits of the 
ancient comedy (then in use)6 in form, so it transcends them many degrees; both in 
the fullness of the scene, and gravity of the subject. The history whereon it is 
grounded, having been the selected argument of many exquisite poets. For what 
pen of note, in one page or other, hath not remembered Troy, and bewailed the 
sack and subversion of so illustrious a city which, although it were situate in Asia, 
yet out of her ashes hath risen two the rarest phoenixes in Europe, namely London 
and Rome?7 Sir, my acquaintance with your worth, and knowledge of your 
judgement, were the chief motives, inducing me to select you before many 
others—accept it, I entreat you, as favourably as he exposeth it willingly, who as he 
hath antecedently long, so futurely ever, 
 
Shall remain yours, 
 
Thomas Heywood 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3 Thomas Hammon: Probably born around 1592 and educated at Christ’s College. Became a barrister in 1617 
after being called to Gray’s Inn in 1611. 2 The Fair Maid of the West is also dedicated to Hammon and 
Heywood addresses the prefatory epistle of The Jew of Malta to him. 
4 Gray’s Inn: One of the four Inns of Court in London.  
5 Nichod Friscelinus: Philipp Nicodemus Frischlin (1547-90). A German philologist and playwright whose 
Opera scenica (1604) contains the six comedies to which Heywood is referring.  
6 limits of ancient comedy: Heywood is attempting to mark out the genre of his play as tragedy rather than 
comedy. He defines tragedy by its attempt at realism (“fullness of the scene”) and subject matter (“gravity of the 
subject”).  
7 London and Rome: Heywood is using the translatio imperii (transfer of rule via transfer of culture) trope. It 
follows the Galfredian tradition of London’s founding: Aeneas flees Troy and founds Rome; his descendant 
Brute flees Rome and founds London (New Troy). Heywood uses this trope at length in Troia Britannica 
(1609).  
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To the Reader 
 
Courteous reader: the Gold, Silver, and Brazen Ages having been many years since 
in the press,8 continuing the history from Jupiter’s birth (the son of Saturn) to the 
death of Hercules. This Iron Age (never till now published) beginneth where the 
other left, holding on a plain and direct course from the second rape of Helen (for 
she was in her minority ravished by Theseus, the friend of Hercules), not only to 
the utter ruin, and devastation of Troy; but it, with the second part, stretcheth to 
the deaths of Helen, and all those kings of Greece, who were the undertakers of 
that ten years’ bloody and fatal siege. I presume the reading thereof shall not prove 
distasteful unto any. First, in regard of the antiquity and nobleness of the history; 
next, because it includeth the most things of especial remark, which have been 
ingeniously commented, and laboriously recorded, by the Muses’ darlings, the 
poets and time’s learned remembrancers, the historiographers.9 
 
Lastly, I desire thee to take notice, that these were the plays often (and not with the 
least applause) publicly acted by two companies upon one stage at once,10 and have 
at sundry times thronged three several theatres, with numerous and mighty 
auditories. If the grace they had then in the actings take not away the expected 
lustre hoped for in the reading, I shall then hold thee well pleased, and therein 
myself fully satisfied. Ever remaining thine as studious, 
 
Prodesse ut Delectare11 
 
Thomas Heywood. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8 Referring to the significant gap in publication (approximately 20 years) between the first three plays of the 
quintet and the two parts of The Iron Age. See the critical introduction for more details. 
9 Brief reference to the argument of An Apology for Actors, where Heywood argues for the value of the theatre 
inasmuch as it relates to a historical tradition.  
10 Heywood’s Silver Age is confirmed to have been co-acted with the King’s Men in a court performance in 
January 1612, which lends credence to the theory that a repeat collaboration may have happened at some point. 
It seems likely that the King’s Men also joined with Queen Anne’s Men to perform 1 The Iron Age. 
11 Prodesse ut Delectare: Shortened form of Heywood’s motto: Aut prodesse solent aut delectare. See note 1.  
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1.1.1-23 [TLN 1-28] 
The Iron Age. 

[1.1] 
 

Enter King Priam, Queen Hecuba, Hector, Troilus, Aeneas, Deiphobus, [and Paris]. 
 
PRIAM  
Princes and sons of Priam, to this end 
We called you to this solemn parliance.12 
There’s a divining spirit prompts me still, 
That if we new begin hostility, 
The Grecians may be forced to make repair 
Of our twice ruined walls,13 and of the rape 
Done to our sister, fair Hesione. 
 
AENEAS  
I am, my princely sovereign, of your mind, 
And can by grounded arguments approve 
Your power and potency. What they twice demolished 
Is now with strength and beauty reared again; 
Your kingdom grown more populous and rich, 
The youth of Troy irregular and untamed, 
Covetous of war and martial exercise. 
From you and silver-tressed Hecuba 
Fifty fair sons14 are lineally derived. 
All Asia’s kings are in your love and league, 
Their royalties as of your empire held. 
Hector and Hector’s brothers are of power 
To fetch your sister from the heart of Greece, 
Where she remains embraced by Telamon.15 
 
PRIAM  
Aeneas, your advice assents with us. 
How stand our sons unto these wars inclined? 

 
12 parliance: Conversation or debate. Priam hopes to canvas his sons on their opinion of the ongoing war with 
Greece. The term is used rarely but shows up again in Heywood’s Four Prentices of London.   
13 twice ruined walls: Refers to Hercules’ wreck of Troy. Laomedon, Priam’s father, refused to reward Poseidon 
and Apollo for building the walls of Troy. Poseidon sent a sea-monster and Apollo a pestilence in retaliation. 
Hercules prevented Laomedon from sacrificing his daughter to Poseidon and slayed the sea-monster in return 
for magic horses. Laomedon did not keep his word and Hercules laid siege to Troy, killing Laomedon and all his 
sons except Poadarces (Priam).   
14 Fifty fair sons: Priam was said to have had this enormous quantity of children between he and Hecuba as well 
as multiple concubines. Collating lists from Apollodorus and Hyginus, the number of children attributed to 
Priam could be as high as sixty-eight.  
15 embraced by Telamon: Father of Ajax Telamon and one of Jason’s Argonauts. Kidnapped Hesione in the first 
destruction of Troy with his brother Peleus (Achilles’ father) and his close friend Hercules.  
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1.1.24-47 [TLN 29-53] 
HECTOR  
In mine opinion we have no just cause 
To raise new tumults, that may live in peace. 
War is a fury quickly conjured up, 
But not so soon appeased. 
 
PARIS  

What juster cause 
When the whole world takes note to our disgrace, 
Of this our Troy, twice racked16 by Hercules. 
 
TROILUS  
And fair Hesione rapt17 hence to Greece, 
Where she still lives cooped up in Salamis.18 
 
HECTOR  
Troy was twice racked, and Troy deserved that rack. 
The valiant, half-divine bred Hercules19 
Redeemed this town from black mortality 
And my bright aunt from death20 when he surcharged21 
The virgin-fed sea-monster22 with his club. 
For my own grandsire, great Laomedon, 
Denied the hero, both the meed23 proposed, 
And (most ungrateful) shut him from the gates. 
Troy therefore drew just ruin on itself. 
’Tis true, our aunt was borne away to Greece. 
Who with more justice might transport her hence, 
Than he whose prize she was? Bold Telamon. 
For venturing first upon the walls of Troy, 
Alcides24 gave her to the Salmine Duke.25 
Detaining her? Whom keeps he but his own? 
Were she my prisoner I should do the like. 
 

 
16 racked: tormented.  
17 rapt: Taken or seized by force. This early definition is looser but can still carry meanings of sexual violence.   
18 cooped up in Salamis: Salamis was the site of a naval battle during the Peloponnesian War and home of King 
Telamon.  
19 (half-divine bred) Hercules: Hercules was the son of Jupiter (Zeus) and the mortal Alcmene; therefore he is 
“half divine”. 
20 my bright aunt from death: Hesione. 
21 Surcharged: To make an overwhelming attack upon.  
22 virgin-fed sea-monster: The sea-monster sent by Poseidon to punish Laomedon (see note 13).  
23 meed: Reward. 
24 Alcides: Alternative name for Hercules.  
25 Salamine Duke: The duke of Salamis is Ajax, but the text is presumably referring to his father, Telamon. 
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1.1.48-70 [TLN 54-80] 
By Jove26 she’s worth the keeping. 
 
PARIS  

Then of force, 
She must be worth the fetching. 
 
HECTOR  
Fetch her that list, my reverent king and father, 
If you pursue this expedition, 
By the untainted honour of these arms 
That live emblazoned on my burnished shield, 
It is without good cause, and I divine27 
Of all your flourishing line, by which the gods 
Have rectified your fame above all kings, 
Not one shall live to meet your sepulchre, 
Or trace your funeral heralds to the tombs 
Of your great ancestors. Oh, for your honour 
Take not up unjust arms. 
 
AENEAS  

Prince Hector’s words 
Will draw on him the imputation 
Of fear and cowardice. 
 
TROILUS  

Fie brother Hector, 
If our aunt’s rape and Troy’s destruction 
Be not revenged, their several blemishes 
The aged hand of Time can never wipe 
From our succession. 
 
PARIS28 

’Twill be registered 
That all King Priam’s sons save one were willing 
And forward to revenge them on the Greeks, 
Only that Hector durst not. 
 
HECTOR  
Ha, durst not didst thou say? Effeminate boy, 

 
26 Jove: Alternative name for Jupiter/Zeus. 
27 divine: To make out by intuition, but with some sort of supernatural insight.   
28 PARIS: This speech prefix is missing in Q. There is a break in the text however, and Hector’s subsequent 
references to “sheep-hook,” “scrip” and “Oenone” indicate that the speaker must be Paris. 
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1.1.71-97 [TLN 81-109] 
Go get you to your sheep-hook and your scrip.29 
Thou look’st not like a soldier, there’s no fire 
Within thine eyes, nor quills upon thy chin.30 
Tell me I dare not? Go, rise, get you gone: 
Th’art fitter for young Oenone’s company 
Than for a bench31 of soldiers. Here comes one, 
Antenor is returned. 
 

Enter Antenor. 
 
PRIAM  
Welcome Antenor, what’s the news from Greece? 
 
ANTENOR  
News of dishonour to the name of Priam, 
Your Highness’ sister, fair Hesione, 
Esteemed there as a strumpet, and no queen. 
After complaint, when I proposed your Majesty 
Would fetch her thence perforce, had you but seen 
With what disdainful pride and bitter taunts 
They tossed my threats, ’twould have inflamed your spleen 
With more than common rage. Never was princess 
So basely used, never ambassador 
With such dishonour sent from prince’s court, 
As I was then from that of Telamon’s, 
Of Agamemnon’s and the Spartan King’s.32 
 
PRIAM  
I shall not die in peace if these disgraces 
Live unrevenged. 
 
HECTOR  

By Jove we’ll fetch her thence, 
Or make all populous Greece a wilderness. 
Paris, a hand, we are friends, now Greece shall find 
And thou shalt know, what mighty Hector dares. 
When all th’united kings in arms shall rue 
This base dishonour done to Priam’s blood. 

 
29 scrip: A shepherd’s satchel.  
30 quills upon thy chin: Facial hair.  
31 bench: in the sense of a judicial bench, such as the role the Greek soldiers play in Act V when deciding the 
fate of Achilles’ armour.   
32 Spartan King’s: referring to Menelaus. 
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1.1.98-125 [TLN 110-137] 
PARIS  
Hear, gracious sir, my dream33 in Ida Mount,34 
Beneath the shadow of a cedar sleeping.35 
Celestial Juno, Venus, and the goddess 
Born from the brain of mighty Jupiter,36 
These three present me with a golden ball,37 
On which was writ, Detur pulcherrimae, 
“Give’t to the fairest”. Juno proffers wealth, 
Sceptres and crowns, saith she will make me rich. 
Next steps forth Pallas with a golden book, 
Saith, “reach it me, I’ll teach thee literature, 
Knowledge and arts, make thee of all most wise.” 
Next smiling Venus came, with such a look 
Able to ravish mankind: thus bespake me, 
"Make that ball mine. The fairest queen that breathes 
I’ll in requital cast into thine arms." 
How can I stand against her golden smiles, 
When beauty promised beauty? She prevailed, 
To her I gave the prize, with which she mounted 
Like to a star from earth shot up to heaven. 
Now if in Greece (as some report) be ladies 
Peerless for beauty, wherefore might not Paris 
By Venus’ aid sail hence to Grecia, 
And quit the rape of fair Hesione 
By stealing thence the queen most beautiful 
That feeds upon the honey of that air?   
 
PRIAM  
That amorous goddess born upon the waves38 
Assist thee in thy voyage; we will rig 
A royal fleet to waft thee into Greece. 

 
33 hear… my dream: This scene recounts the Judgment of Paris. Paris is approached by Mercury, who asks him 
to bestow a golden apple (ball in the case of this play) upon the fairest of the three goddesses.  He is approached 
with various gifts and promises from Venus, Juno and Pallas. Juno offers to make him King of Europe and Asia 
and Pallas offers him wisdom and skill in war. However, Paris chooses Venus, who offers him ultimate beauty 
in Helen, the daughter of Leda. This mytheme is cited as the trigger to the Trojan War, as Paris goes to claim his 
prize, and Pallas joins the side of Menelaus in retaliation to being jilted in the contest (Ov.Her.16.71ff).  
34 Ida Mount: Before his birth, Hecuba dreamed she was to give birth to a fire-brand, which was interpreted by 
an oracle as the downfall of Troy. Consequently, Paris was left to die of exposure on Mount Ida, where he was 
instead suckled by a bear. Growing up on Mount Ida, he fell in love with his first wife, Oenone.  
35 beneath the shadow of a cedar sleeping: Isaiah 2:13. Refers to the hubris of the Jewish populace in the face of 
God.  
36 born from the brain of mighty Jupiter: Athena. 
37 golden ball: Apple.  
38 born upon the waves: Venus was born from “sea-foam”. In Hesiod’s Theogony, Cronus cuts off the genitalia 
of Uranus and throws them into the sea; Venus-Aphrodite is born from the resulting sea-foam.   
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1.1.126-144 [TLN 138-159] 
Aeneas, with our son Deiphobus 
And other lords, shall bear thee company. 
What think our sons Hector and Troilus 
Of Paris’ expedition? 
 
HECTOR  
As an attempt, the heavens have cause to prosper. 
Go brother Paris, if thou bring’st a queen, 
Hector will be her champion, then let’s see 
What Greek dare fetch her hence. 
 
PRIAM  

Straight give order  
To have his fleet made ready. 

 
Enter Cassandra with her hair about her ears.39 

 
CASSANDRA  
Stay Priam, Paris cease, stay Trojan peers 
To plot your universal overthrow. 
What hath poor Troy deserved, that you should kindle 
Flames to destroy it? 
 
PARIS  

    What intends Cassandra? 
 
CASSANDRA  
To quench bright burning Troy, to secure thee, 
To save old Priam and his fifty sons 
(The royal’st issue that e’er king enjoyed).40 
To keep the reverent hairs of Hecuba, 
From being torn off by her own sad hands. 
 
PRIAM  
Cassandra’s mad. 
 

 
39 with her hair about her ears: Sign of madness. Her entry with her hair about her ears gives the Elizabethan 
stage signal of "both an unmarried virgin and, as in this instance, one who is distracted" (Bevington loc 7034). 
Cassandra has jilted Apollo, who in turn cursed her prophetic words to never be believed. Shakespeare’s Troilus 
and Cressida has the direction, “Enter Cassandra raving with her hair about her ears” (2.2.96.1). It is one of 
the lines that scholars use to link the two plays more closely. 
40 issue that e’er king enjoyed: Following Evans, I have deleted the ‘I’ between “king” and “enjoyed”. This 
makes it read more easily (i.e. the safety of Troy and his children is tantamount importance to royalty). “Issue” 
refers to progeny.  
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1.1.144-163 [TLN 160-183] 
CASSANDRA  

You are mad, all Troy is mad. 
And rails41 before its ruin. 
 
HECTOR  

What would my sister? 
 
CASSANDRA  
Stay this bold youth my brother, who by water 
Would sail to bring fire which shall burn all Troy. 
Stay him, o stay him, ere these golden roofs 
Melt o’er our heads, before these glorious turrets 
Be burned to ashes. Ere clear Simoeis’ streams 
Run with blood royal, and Scamander Plain,42 
In which Troy stands, be made a sepulchre 
To bury Troy and Trojans. 
 
PRIAM  
Away with her, some false divining spirit, 
Envying the honour we shall gain from Greece, 
Would trouble our designments.43 
 
HECTOR  

Royal sir, 
Cassandra is a vestal44 prophetess 
And consecrate to Pallas – oft inspired. 
Then lend her gracious audience. 
 
TROILUS  

So let our aunt 
Be still a slave in Greece, and we your sons 
Be held as cowards. 
 
AENEAS  

Let Antenor’s wrongs 
Be basely swallowed, and the name of Troy 
Be held a word of scorn. 

 
41 rails: Jokes at.   
42 Simoeis’ streams/Scamander Plain: Simoeis is the god of the river that runs through the plains of Troy.  
Scamander (or Xanthos) is another river god that is featured in Book XXI of the Iliad. After being insulted by 
Achilles for complaining about his clogging up the river with corpses, Achilles fights them and, being 
overwhelmed, is saved by the fire of Hephaestus.  
43 designments: A plan or intention.   
44 Vestal: Like a priestess of Vesta—chaste and pure.  
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1.1.163-185 [TLN 184-207] 
CASSANDRA  

Then let Troy burn, 
Let the Greeks clap their hands, and warm themselves 
At this bright bonfire. Dreamed not Hecuba 
The night before this fatal youth was born, 
That she brought forth a fire-brand? 
 
HECUBA  

’Tis most true. 
 
CASSANDRA  
And when King Priam to the priest revealed 
This ominous dream, he with the gods consulted, 
And from the oracle did this return, 
That the child born should stately Ilium45 burn. 
 
PARIS  
And well the prophet guessed, for my desire 
To visit Greece burns with a quenchless fire. 
Nor from this flaming brand shall I be free, 
Till I have left rich Troy, and Sparta see. 
 
CASSANDRA  
Yet Hecuba, ere thou thy Priam lose 
And Priam ere thou lose thy Hecuba –  
 
PRIAM  
Away with her. 
 
CASSANDRA  
Why speaks not in this case Andromache? 
Thou shalt lose a Hector, who’s yet thine 
Why good Aeneas dost thou speech forebear? 
Thou hop’st in time another Troy to rear, 
When this is sacked, and therefore thou stand’st mute,  
All struck with silence; none assist my suit. 
 
PRIAM  
Force her away and lay her fast in hold. 
 
 

 
45 Ilium: Another name for Troy.  
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1.1.186-206 [TLN 208-233] 
CASSANDRA  
Then Troy, no Troy, but ashes, and a place 
Where once a city stood. Poor Priam, thou 
That shalt leave fatherless fifty fair sons, 
And this thy fruitful queen, a desolate widow, 
And Ilium46 now no palace for a king, 
But a confused heap of twice burned brick. 
They that thy beauty wondered shall admire 
To see thy towers defaced with Greekish fire.      Exit. 
 
PRIAM  
Thou art no Sibyl47, but from fury speak’st, 
Not inspiration—we regard thee not. 
Come valiant sons, we’ll first prepare our ships, 
And with a royal fleet well-rigged to sea 
Seek just revenge for fair Hesione. 
 

Exeunt all, [trailed by] Paris. [Enter] to him Oenone who in his going out plucks him back. 
 
OENONE  
Know you not me? 
 
PARIS  

Who art thou? 
 
OENONE  

View me well. 
And what I am, my looks and tears will teach thee. 
 
PARIS  
Oenone? What brought thee hither? 
 
OENONE  

To see Ida48 bare 
Of her tall cedars, to see shipwrights square 
The trunks of new-felled pines, asking the cause, 
So many hatchets, hammers, ploughs and saws 
Were thither brought—they ’gan49 me thus to greet: 
"With these tall cedars we must build a fleet  

 
46 Ilium: Another name for Troy.  
47 Sibyl: A woman who is reputed to possess powers of prophecy and divination.  
48 Ida: See footnote 29. 
49 ’gan: began. 
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1.1.207-227 [TLN 234-257] 
For Paris, who in that must sail to Greece, 
To fetch a new wife thence." 
 
PARIS  

And my fair Oenone, 
Know that they told truth, for ’tis decreed 
Even by the gods’ behest, that I should speed 
Upon this new adventure. The gods all, 
That made me judge to give the golden ball. 
"Hark, hark," the sailors cry, "aboard, aboard." 
The wind blows fair, farewell. 
 
OENONE  

Hear me one word. 
By our first love, by all our amorous kisses, 
Courtings, embraces, and ten thousand blisses 
I conjure thee, that thou in Troy may’st stay. 
 
PARIS  
They cry, "aboard", and Paris must away. 
 
OENONE  
What need’st thou plough the seas to seek a wife, 
Having one here; to hazard thy sweet life, 
Seeking a strumpet through war’s fierce alarms, 
And have so kind a wife lodged in thine arms. 
 
PARIS  
Sweet Oenone, stay me not, unclasp thine hold. 
 
OENONE  
Not for Troy’s crown or all the sun-god’s gold.50 
Canst thou? O canst thou thy sweet life endanger, 
And leave thine own wife to seek out a stranger? 
 
PARIS  
I can, farewell. 
 
OENONE  

Oh yet a little stay. 
 

 
50 sun-god’s gold: Referring to Apollo who is often depicted with a golden bow and quiver full of arrows.  
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1.1.228-1.2.10 [TLN 258-282] 
PARIS  
Let go thine hold, or I shall force my way. 
 
OENONE  
O do but look on me, yet once again. 
Though now a prince, thou wast a humble swain,51 
And then I was thine Oenone (O sad fate). 
I crave thy love, I covet not thy state. 
Still I am Oenone; still thou Paris art 
The self-same man, but not the self-same heart. 
 
PARIS  
Untie, or I shall break thy charming band. 
Neptune assist my course,52 thou Jove my hand.         Exit [Paris]. 
 
OENONE  
Most cruel, most unkind, hadst thou thus said 
The night before thou hadst my maiden-head, 
I had been free to choose, and thou to wive; 
Not widowed now, my husband still alive.       [Exit.] 
 

[1.2] 
 

Enter King Menelaus, King Diomed, Thersites, a Lord Ambassador with Attendants. 
 
MENELAUS  
King Diomed, Sparta is proud to see you, 
Your coming at this time’s more seasonable,  
In that we have employment for your wisdom 
And royal valour. 
 
DIOMED  
The Cretan sceptre now in controversy  
(As this ambassador hath late informed) 
Despising that usurping hand, which long 
Hath against law and justice swayed and borne it, 
Offers itself to your protection. 
Is it not so my Lord? 
 

 
51 swain: A shepherd.  
52 Neptune assist my course: Typically, gifts and sacrifices are offered to Neptune before sailing as assurance 
against dangerous weather. Not paying Neptune adequate respect prolongs the events of the Odyssey 
significantly.    
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1.2.11-35 [TLN 283-308] 
AMBASSADOR  
You truly understand our embassy. 
 
THERSITES  
Menelaus! 
 
MENELAUS  

What saith Thersites? 
 
THERSITES  
That heaven hath many stars in’t, but no eyes, 
And cannot see desert. The goddess Fortune 
Is head-winked, why else should she proffer thee 
Another crown that hath one (grand Sir Jove)? 
What a huge heap of business shalt thou have, 
Having another kingdom? Being in Crete, 
Sparta will go to wreck; being in Sparta, 
Crete will to ruin. To have more than these 
Such a bright lass as Helen – Helen? Oh!  
Must have an eye to her too, fie, fie, fie, 
Poor man, how thou’lt be puzzled! 
 
MENELAUS  
Why thinks Thersites my bright Helen’s beauty 
Is not with her fair virtues equalised? 
 
THERSITES  
Yes, I think so, and Helen is an ass, 
But thou believest so too. 
 
DIOMED  
Thersites is a railer. 
 
THERSITES  
No, I disclaim’t, I am a counsellor. 
I have known a fellow matched to a fair wife, 
That hath had ne’er a kingdom, thou hast two 
To look to; scarce a house, thou many palaces; 
He scarce a page, and thou a thousand servants, 
Yet he having no more, yet had too much 
To look to one fair wife. 
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1.2.35-54 [TLN 309-329] 
DIOMED  

Were not the king 
Well-grounded in the virtues of his queen, 
Thy words, Thersites, might set odds betwixt them. 
 
MENELAUS  
My Helen? Therein am I happiest. 
Know Diomed, her beauty I prefer 
Before the crowns of Sparta, and of Crete. 
Music! I know my lady then is coming,      Music within. 
To give kind welcome to King Diomed, 
Strew in her way sweet powders, burn perfume, 
And where my Helen treads no feet presume. 
 
THERSITES  
’Twere better strew horn-shavings.53 

 
Enter Helen with waiting gentlewomen and servants. 

 
HELEN  
’Tis told us this ambassador doth stay 
To take my husband, my dear lord away. 
 
MENELAUS  
True Helen, ’tis a kingdom calls me hence. 
 
HELEN  
A kingdom! Hath your Helen such small grace, 
That you prefer a kingdom ’fore her face? 
You value me too cheap, and do not know 
The worth and value of the face you owe. 
 
THERSITES  
I had rather have a good calf’s face.54 
 
HELEN55  
Theseus, that in my nonage56 did assail me, 

 
53 horn-shavings: "Horn" refers to cuckoldry. Thersites suggest it would be better to strew evidence of 
cuckoldry.   
54 calf’s face: Taken from the association between cuckoldry and bulls. A calf has no horns and therefore cannot 
cuckold.  
55 HELEN: The copy text says Hesione. Hesione is not on stage and the reference to Theseus’ rape of Helen 
indicates that it is Helen speaking.  
56 nonage: Youth. 
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1.2.55-74 [TLN 330-351] 
And being too young for pastime, thence did hail me. 
He, to have had the least part of your bliss, 
Oft proffered me a kingdom for a kiss. 
You surfeit57 in your pleasures, swim in sport, 
But sir, from henceforth I shall keep you short. 
 
DIOMED  
Fair queen, ’tis honour calls him hence away. 
 
HELEN  
What’s that to Helen, if she’ll have him stay? 
Say I should weep at parting (which I fear), 
Some for ten kingdoms would not have a tear 
Fall from his Helen’s eye, but he’s unkind, 
And cares not though I weep my bright eyes blind. 

 
Enter a Spartan Lord. 

 
SPARTAN LORD  
Great king, we have discovered from the shore 
A gallant fleet of ships, that with full sail 
Make towards the port. 
 
MENELAUS  
What number? 
 
SPARTAN LORD  

Some two and twenty sail. 
 
MENELAUS  
Discover them more amply, and make good the haven58  
against them, till we know th’intent of their arrive. 
 
SPARTAN LORD  
My royal lord, I shall.                           [Exit.] 
 
MENELAUS  
Ambassador, this business once blown o’er, 
You shall receive your answer instantly. 
 

 
57 surfeit: To indulge to excess.  
58 haven: A sheltered body of water along a coast or shore where ships or boats can moor or anchor. 
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1.2.75-95 [TLN 352-374] 
HELEN  
You shall not go and leave your Helen here, 
Can I a kingdom govern in your absence, 
And guide so rude a people as yours is? 
How shall I do my lord, when you are gone, 
So many bleak cold nights to lie alone? 
Y’have used me so to fellowship in bed, 
That should I leave it, I should soon be dead, 
Troth I shall never endure it. 
 
MENELAUS  

   My sweet Helen, 
Was never king blessed with so chaste a wife? 
 

Enter the Spartan Lord. 
 
MENELAUS  
The news? Whence is their fleet? 
 
SPARTAN LORD  
From Troy. 
 
MENELAUS  
The general? 
 
SPARTAN LORD  
Priam’s son. 
 
MENELAUS  
Their expedition? 
 
SPARTAN LORD  
To seek adventures and strange lands abroad, 
And though now weather-beat, yet braver men, 
More rich in jewels, costlier arrayed, 
Or better featured ne’er eye beheld, 
Especially the prince, their general, 
Paris of Troy, one of King Priam’s sons. 
 
HELEN  
Braver than these our Lacedaemons59 are? 

 
59 Lacedaemons: Another name for Spartans. Spartans were known for their ferocity and bravery in battle.   
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1.2.96-118 [TLN 375-401] 
SPARTAN LORD  
Madam, by much. 
 
HELEN  

How is the prince of Troy 
To Menelaus, mighty Sparta’s king? 
 
SPARTAN LORD  
Prince Menelaus is my sovereign, madam, 
But might I freely speak without offence, 
(Excepting Menelaus) never breathed 
A braver gallant than the Trojan prince. 
 
MENELAUS  
What entertainment shall we give these strangers? 
 
HELEN  
What? But the choice that Lacedaemon yields,  
If they come brave, our bravery let us show, 
That what our Sparta yields, their Troy may know. 
Let them not say they found us poor and bare, 
Or that our Grecian ladies are less fair 
Than theirs. Give them occasion to relate 
At their return, how we exceed their state. 
 
MENELAUS  
Helen hath well advised, and for the best. 
Her counsel with our honour doth agree, 
All Sparta’s pomp is for the Trojans free. 
 
HELEN  
Oh had I known their landing one day sooner, 
That Helen might have trimmed up her attire 
Against this meeting, then my radiant beauty 
I doubt not, might in Troy be termed as fair, 
As through all Greece I am reputed rare. 

 
A flourish. Enter Paris, Aeneas, Deiphobus, Antenor; Mene- 

laus and Diomed embrace Paris and the rest; Paris turns 
from them and kisseth Helen, all [the] way she with her hand puts60 

him back. 

 
60 puts: Helen pushes Paris away.  
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1.2.119-144 [TLN 402-429] 
HELEN  
’Tis not the Spartan fashion thus to greet 
Upon the lips, when royal strangers meet. 
I know not what your Asian courtship is. 
Oh Jove, how sweetly doth this Trojan kiss?     [Aside.] 
 
PARIS  
Bear with a stranger lady, though unknown, 
That’s practised in no fashion save his own. 
He that his fault confesseth ne’er offends, 
Nor can he injure, that no wrong intends. 
 
HELEN  
To kiss me! Why before so many eyes      [Aside.] 
The king could do no more, would Fortune61 bring 
This stranger there where I have met the king. 
 
MENELAUS  
Patience, sweet Helen, Trojans welcome all, 
You shall receive the princeliest entertain 
Sparta can yield you, but some late affairs 
About the Cretan sceptre calls us hence, 
That business once determined we are yours. 
In the meantime fair Helen be’t your charge 
To make their welcome in my absence large. 

 
They all go off with a flourish, only Paris and 

Helen keep the stage. 
 
PARIS  
Oh Jove my dream! Sweet Venus aid my prayer,    [Aside.] 
And keep thy word, behold a face more fair 
Than thou thyself canst show, this is the same 
Thou promised me in Ida, this I claim. 
Give me this face fair Venus, and that’s all 
I’ll ask in guerdon62 of the golden ball. 
 
HELEN  
Of what rare metal is this Trojan made?      [Aside.] 
That one poor kiss hath power so to persuade, 

 
61 Fortune: Referring to the goddess of fortune.  
62 guerdon: Recompense.  
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1.2.145-170 [TLN 430-457] 
Here at my lips the sweetness did begin, 
And since hath passed through all my powers within. 
Oh kiss me if thou lovest me once again, 
I feel the first kiss thrill through every vein. 
 
PARIS  
Queen, I must speak with you. 
 
HELEN  

Must? 
 
PARIS  

Helen, aye: 
I have but two ways to take, to speak, or die. 
Grant my tongue pardon then, or turn your head 
And say you will not, and so strike me dead. 
 
HELEN  
Live and say on, but if your words offend 
If my tongue can destroy, you’re near your end. 
 
PARIS  
Oh Jove, that I had now an angel’s voice 
As you an angel’s shape have, that my words 
Might sound as sphere-like music63 in your ear. 
That Jove himself, whom I must call witness, 
Would now stand forth in person to approve 
What I now speak, Helen: Helen I love. 
Chide me, I care not, tell your husband, do, 
Fearless of death, behold, I boldly woo. 
For let me live, bright Helen to enjoy, 
Or let me never back resail to Troy. 
For you I came, your fame hath hither driven me, 
Whom golden Venus hath by promise given me. 
I loved you ere I saw you by your fame, 
Report of your rare beauty to Troy came. 
But more than bruit64 can tell or fame emblazon, 
Are these divine perfections that I gaze on. 
 
 

 
63 sphere-like music: Celestial music.  
64 bruit: Talk among the general population.  
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1.2.171-198 [TLN 458-486] 
HELEN  
Insolent stranger, is my name so light 
Abroad in Troy, that thou at the first sight 
Shouldst hope to strumpet us? Thinks Priam’s son, 
The Spartan queen can be so easily won? 
Because once Theseus ravished us from hence, 
And did to us a kind of violence, 
Follows it therefore we are of such price, 
That stolen hence once, we should be ravished twice? 
 
PARIS  
That Theseus stole you hence (by heaven) I praise him, 
And for that act I to the skies will raise him. 
That he returned you back by Jove I wonder, 
Had I been Theseus, he that should asunder 
Have parted us, and snatched you from my bed, 
First from my shoulders should have ta’en this head. 
Oh that you were the prize of some great strife, 
And he that wins might claim you as his wife, 
Yourself should find, and all the world should see 
Helen, a prize alone ordained for me. 
 
HELEN  
I am not angry, who can angry be 
With him that loves her? They that Paris see, 
And hears the wonders and rare deeds you boast, 
And warlike spoils in which you glory most, 
By which you have attained ’mongst soldiers grace, 
None can believe you that beholds your face. 
They that this lovely Trojan see, will say, 
"He was not made for war, but amorous play." 
 
PARIS  
Love amorous Paris then. 
 
HELEN  

My fame to endanger? 
 
PARIS  
I can be secret lady. 
 
HELEN  

  And a stranger? 
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1.2.199-220 [TLN 487-511] 
Say I should grant thee love, as thou shouldst climb 
My long wished bed. If, at th’appointed time 
The wind should alter, and blow fair for Troy, 
Thou must break off in midst of all thy joy. 
 
PARIS  
Not for great Sparta’s crown, or Asia’s treasure 
(That exceeds Sparta’s) would I lose such pleasure. 
 
HELEN  
Would it were come to that. 
 
PARIS  
Your husband Menelaus hither bring. 
Compare our shapes, our youth and everything, 
I make you judgess, wrong me if you can— 
You needs must say I am the properer man.65 
 
HELEN  
I must confess that too. 
 
PARIS  

Then love me lady. 
 
HELEN  
Had you then set sail, 
When my virginity, and bed to enjoy 
A thousand gallant princely suitors came,66 
Had I beheld thee first, I here proclaim, 
Your feature should have borne me from the rest. 
You come too late, and covet goods possessed. 
 
PARIS  
I came for Helen, Helen’s love I crave; 
Helen I love, and Helen I must have, 
Or in this province where I vent my moans, 
I’ll beg a tomb for my exiled bones. 

 
A flourish. Enter Menelaus, Diomed, Thersites with Spartan 

 
65 properer man: Possibly dual meaning between "more fit for purpose" and the regional meaning of "Attractive, 
fair, handsome; elegant; well-made". The passage suggests attractiveness as a virtue Paris is looking to promote 
as he invites a comparison of "shapes" and "youth".  
66 Reference to the “face that launched a thousand ships” from Marlowe’s Dr Faustus.  
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1.2.221-238 [TLN 512-531] 
Lords: Aeneas, Deiphobus, Antenor. 

A banquet is brought in. 
 
MENELAUS  
Now prince of Troy, our business being o’er, 
This day in Lacedaemon, you shall feast. 
Paris, we are proud of such a princely guest. 
 
THERSITES  
Thus every man is born to his own fate. 
Now it rains horns, let each man shield his pate.67 
 
HELEN  
This royalty extended to the welcome 
Of Priam’s son, is more than Asia’s king 
Would yield unto the greatest prince of Greece. 
What is this Paris whom you honour so? 
 
MENELAUS  
Why asks my queen? 
 
HELEN  
May not this proud, this beauty vaunting68 Trojan, 
In a smooth brow hide black and rugged treason? 
 
MENELAUS  
He such a one? Rather a giddy brain, 
A formal traveller, King Diomed, 
Your censure of this Trojan? 
 
DIOMED  
A capering carpet knight, a cushion lord,69 
One that hath staled70 his courtly tricks at home, 
And now got leave to publish them abroad; 

 
67 pate: The crown of one’s head. 
68 vaunting: The practice of bragging.  
69 capering carpet knight, a cushion lord: Capering – to prance, dance or leap around. Carpet Knight and 
Cushion Lord are just insults at Paris’ supposed lack of manliness. In the Iliad, Paris is denigrated as not being a 
true warrior because of his use of archery. Unlike England in this period, archers were not considered to meet 
the warrior ideal, as they do not engage in hand-to-hand combat, circumventing the honour code of warriors. 
The English however, venerated their archers given their effectiveness during the Hundred Years’ War—most 
famously at the Battle of Agincourt in 1415 (see Tribble “Where are the Archers in Shakespeare?” (2015) for a 
more detailed analysis of this cultural issue as well as a discussion on the mechanics of staging archery).    
70 staled: Following trends that other men have grown weary of. See Julius Caesar 4.1.38: “out of use and staled 
by other men”   
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1.2.239-253 [TLN 532-549] 
He’s a mere toy. 
 
MENELAUS  

Thersites, your opinion. 
Didst ever see wisdom thus attired? 
 
THERSITES  
I have known villainy hath looked as smooth 
As yon brisk fellow. 
 
MENELAUS  
I am a fool then say. 
 
THERSITES  

And so thou art, 
To hug the serpent fraud so near your heart. 
 
MENELAUS  
Shallow Thersites. [To Paris.] My fair prince of Troy  
Welcome, come sit betwixt my queen and me. 
 
THERSITES  
He’ll one day stand betwixt thy queen and thee.  
I have observed, ’tis still the cuckold’s fate 
To hug that knave who helps to horn his pate.71 
 
MENELAUS  
Fill me a standing bowl of Greekish wine72 
Prince Paris, to your royal father’s health. 
 
PARIS  
Thanks Menelaus. Here King Diomed. 
 
DIOMED  
To you, Aeneas. 
 
AENEAS  

Thersites, ’t must go round. 
 
 

 
71 Horn his pate: Literally to cuckold his head.  
72 bowl of Greekish wine: A kylix. Mainly used in symposia, they often had lewd or otherwise humorous 
drawings on them. They typically represent Dionysus, the god of wine and are signifiers of revelling.   
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1.2.254-270 [TLN 550-566] 
THERSITES  
Not I, full bowls make empty brains, not I. 
 
MENELAUS  
Helen, the more to dignify his welcome 
Begin a health to aged Hecuba. 
 
THERSITES  
Men may be drunk, but he’s a drunken fool 
That brings his wife up in the drinking-school. 
 
HELEN  
Prince Paris, to the reverent Hecuba. 
 
PARIS  
Will the Spartan king vouchsafe the pledge of Priam’s queen? 
 
MENELAUS  
Prince Diomed, and then so to you Thersites, 
This health must needs pass round. 
 
THERSITES  
’Twill make you all turn round before you part. 
 
DIOMED  
To you Thersites. 
 
THERSITES  
’Tis better live in fire than die in wine; 
That burns but earth, this drowns a thing divine. 
I’ll scald my soul no more. 
 
HELEN  
You look not well Prince Paris—on my life 
His colour comes and goes—are you not sick? 
 
THERSITES  
Sick! And so many healths, how can that be? 
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1.2.271-285 [TLN 567-581] 
PARIS  
Peace cynic, bark not dog73. King, by your leave 
I’ll have one health to beauteous Helen. 
 
MENELAUS  
It shall be pledged Prince Paris. 
 
THERSITES  
Drink till you all drop down, but when you fall, 
Look that the queen lie under most of all. 
 
PARIS  
I’ll have Thersites pledge this. 
 
THERSITES  
I’ll be no drunkard, kings and queen, I’ll rise. 
 
PARIS  
Drink this or eat my sword. 
 
THERSITES  
Say so, I’ll kiss the cup. 
 
HELEN  
You are not well Prince Paris, walk with me. 
 
PARIS  
With you! What you? You are the queen of hearts.  
 
HELEN  
This chair serve for your bed, lie down and sleep. 
 
PARIS  
Thanks queen, to all good night.      He sleeps. 
 
MENELAUS  
How now Thersites? This your politician? 
A shallow weak-brain courtier. 
 
 

 
73 Peace cynic, bark not dog: A reference to the Cynic philosopher, Diogenes. Diogenes frequently praised the 
virtue of dogs and the Cynics were named for the Greek word for dog: κυνικός/kynikos. They were know for 
their indifference and shamelessness.  
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1.2.286-308 [TLN 582-606] 
DIOMED  
Alas poor puny prince, in troth Thersites 
You were deceived in him. 
 
THERSITES  
I knew he was either a politician or a drunkard, 
Your younger brothers for the most part are so. 
 
MENELAUS  
Well my fair queen, whilst we prepare for Crete, 
Feast you the prince, though his behaviour’s rude,  
Let us be royal, bounty of all things 
Doth best express the majesty of kings. 

 
Exeunt all, but Paris and Helen, at which he starts up 

from his chair and takes her by the hand. 
 
PARIS  
Are they all gone? Then pardon me sweet queen, 
I was not as I seemed, but I am now 
What once I vowed, a prince captived to you. 
 
HELEN  
No Paris no, I am the queen of hearts. 
 
PARIS  
And so you are, the empress of all hearts. 
Celestial Helen, shall I be eternized 
In the fruition of your heavenly love? 
 
HELEN  
And you deserve it well. O Prince! Fie, fie, 
Dissemble74 with your friends so cunningly. 
 
PARIS  
My love, fair queen, exceeds the love of friends, 
And therefore had the royal king, your husband, 
Expressed more love to me than ever monarch 
Did to a stranger prince, it could not though 
Lessen my zeal to you. Speak the fairest queen 
That ever spake, this night shall we agree 

 
74 Dissemble: To disguise one’s character and give a false appearance. 
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1.2.309-335 [TLN 607-634] 
To consecrate75 to pleasure and delights? 
Your husband left me charge I should enjoy 
All that the court can yield. If all? Then you.76 
I would not for the world, but you should do 
All that the king, your lord, commands you to. 
Your king and husband, you sin doubly still 
When you assent not to obey his will. 
Speak beauteous queen.  

No? Then it may be 
She means by silence to accord with me. 
I’ll try that presently. Lend me your hand. 
’Tis this I want, and by the king’s command 
You are to let me have it. More than this,  
I want your lips to help me make a kiss.      
 Kisseth her. 
 
HELEN  
Oh heaven! 
 
PARIS  

Oh love, a joy above all measure, 
To touch these lips is more than heavenly pleasure. 
 
HELEN  
Beshrew77 your amorous rhetoric that did prove 
My husband’s will commanded me to love, 
For but for that injunction, Paris know 
I would not yield such favours to bestow 
On any stranger, but since he commands, 
You may take more than either lips or hands. 
Do I not blush sweet stranger? If I break 
The laws of modesty, think that I speak, 
But with my husband’s tongue, for I say still 
I would not yield, but to obey his will. 
 
PARIS  
This night then without all suspicion, 
The ravishing pleasures of your royal bed 

 
75 consecrate: To set apart as sacred and give the object holiness. Another example of Paris’s "amorous 
rhetoric."   
76 then you: Recalls Act II of A Woman Killed with Kindness, where Master Wendoll is urged by Anne’s 
husband Frankford to “be a present Frankford” in his place, which Wendoll takes as an invitation to seduce her.   
77 Beshrew: To invoke evil upon something.  
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1.2.336-367 [TLN 635-668] 
You may afford to Paris. Bitter Thersites, 
King Diomed, and your servants may suppose 
By my late counterfeit distemperature78 
I aim at no such happiness, alas 
I am a puny courtier, a weak-brain, 
A brain-sick young man. But, divinest Helen, 
When we get safe to Troy— 
 
HELEN  

To Troy? 
 
PARIS  
Yes queen, by all the gods it is decreed, 
That I should bear you thither. Priam knows it, 
And therefore purposely did rig this fleet, 
To waft me hither. He and Hecuba, 
My nine and forty brothers, princes all 
Of ladies and bright virgins infinite, 
Will meet us in the road of Tenedos.79 
Then be resolved for I will cast a plot 
To bear you safe from hence! 
 
HELEN  

      This Trojan prince 
Wills more than any prince of Greece dares plead, 
And yet I have no power to say him nay: 
Well Paris I beshrew you with my heart, 
That ever you came to Sparta (by my joy 
Queen Helen lies, and longs to be at Troy). 
Yet use me as you please, you know you have 
My dearest love, and therefore cannot crave 
What I’ll deny. But if reproach and shame 
Pursue us, on you Paris light the blame, 
I’ll wash my hands of all, nor will I yield 
But by compulsion to your least demand. 
Yet if in lieu of my king’s entertain, 
You bid me to a feast aboard your ship, 
And when you have me there, unknown to me 
Hoist sail, weigh anchor, and bear out to sea, 
I cannot help it, ’tis not in my power 

 
78 distemperature: Illness, particularly drunken.  
79 Tenedos: The island where the Trojan horse was built. 
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1.2.368-388 [TLN 669-693] 
To let fall sails, or strive with stretching oars 
To row me back again. This you may do, 
But sooth80 friend Paris, I’ll not yield thereto. 
 
PARIS  
You shall be then compelled, on me let all 
The danger waiting on this practice fall. 

 
Enter a Spartan Lord. 

 
SPARTAN LORD  
Castor and Pollux your two princely brothers  
Are newly landed, and tomorrow next 
Purpose for Lacedaemon. 
 
HELEN  

  On their approach   [Aside.] 
I’ll lay my plot to escape away with Paris. 
I have it. [To the Spartan Lord.] You sir, for some special reason    
Their coming keep concealed, but when tomorrow 
You shall perceive me near the water port, 
Even when thou seest me ready to take barge, 
You apprehend me. 
 
SPARTAN LORD  

Gracious queen, I do. 
 
HELEN  
[Gives payment.] Take that, farewell. [Exit Spartan Lord.] Now my fair princely guest  
All that belongs81 to you’s to invite Queen Helen 
Aboard your ship tomorrow. 
 
PARIS  

       Sparta’s mirror,82 
Will you vouchsafe to a poor wandering prince 
So much of grace, will your high majesty 
Deign the acceptance of a homely banquet 
Aboard his weather-beaten bark?83 
 

 
80 sooth: Truly. Used in certain phrases to emphasise the assertion made.  
81 belongs: remains. 
82 Sparta’s mirror: Expressing that he thinks her the model citizen of Sparta. 
83 bark: A small ship or rowing boat.  
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1.2.388-1.3.4 [TLN 694-720] 
HELEN  

No friend, 
The king, my husband, is from Sparta gone, 
And I, ’til his return, must needs keep home. 
Urge me not I entreat, it is in vain 
Get me aboard, I’ll ne’er turn back again. 
 
PARIS  
Nor shall you lady, Sparta nor all Greece 
Shall fetch you thence, but Troy shall stand as high 
On terms with Greece, as Greece hath stood with Troy.    
 Exeunt. 
 

[1.3] 
 

Enter the Spartan Lord. 
 

SPARTAN LORD  
This is the water-port, the queen’s royal guest 
hath bound me to attendance till the prince and she be ready 
to take water. Methinks in this there should be some trick 
or other. She was once stolen away by Theseus, and this a gal- 
lant smooth-faced prince. The king from home, the queen’s 
but a woman, the Trojans’ ships new trimmed, the wind stands 
fair, and the sailors already aboard, sweet meats and wine, 
good words and opportunity, and indeed not what? If both 
parties be pleased, but pleased or not, the music gives war- 
ning: are they not now upon their entrance? 
 

Enter in state84 Paris, Helen, Diomed, Thersites, 
Aeneas, Antenor, Deiphobus, 

with Attendants. 
 

SPARTAN LORD  
Health to your majesties. Your princely brothers 
Castor and Pollux, being within two leagues 
Of this city, come to visit you. 
 
HELEN  
My brothers stolen upon us unawares! 
Let me entreat thee, royal Diomed, 

 
84 In state: In formal attire (stately garb).  
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1.3.5-1.4.8 [TLN 721-740] 
And you Thersites, do me so much grace, 
As give them friendly meeting. 
 
DIOMED  

Queen, we shall.  Exeunt [apart from Paris, Helen, 
and Trojan Attendants]. 

 
HELEN  
Our entertainment shall be given aboard, 
Where, I presume, they shall be welcome guests 
To princely Paris. 
 
PARIS  

As to yourself, fair queen. 
 
HELEN  
Set forwards then. 
 
PARIS  
We’ll hoist up sail, ne’er to return again. 
 

Exeunt the Trojans with a great shout. 
 

[1.4] 
 

Enter Castor, Pollux, Diomed, [and] Thersites. 
 
CASTOR  
Our brother Menelaus gone for Crete? 
 
POLLUX  
Our love to see him, makes us lose much time: 
Yet all our labour is not vainly spent, 
Since we shall see our sister. 
 

Enter the Spartan Lord in haste. 
 

SPARTAN LORD  
Princes, the king’s betrayed, all Greece dishonoured, 
the queen borne hence, the Trojans have weighed anchor, and 
with a prosperous gale they bear from hence: 
Shouting and hurling up their caps for joy, 
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1.4.9-25 [TLN 741-760] 
They cry farewell to Greece, amain85 for Troy. 
 
THERSITES  
Ha, ha, ha.  
 
DIOMED  
The queen borne hence with that smooth traitor Paris. 
See princes with what pride they have advanced 
The arms of Troy upon their waving pendants. 
 
CASTOR  
Rage not, but let’s resolve what’s to be done.  
 
DIOMED  
Let some ride post to Crete for Menelaus. 
 
SPARTAN LORD  
That be my charge. 
 
DIOMED  

Who’ll after him to sea? 
 
POLLUX  
That will my brother Castor and myself, 
And perish there, or bring my sister back. 
 
DIOMED  
Princes be’t so, and fairly may you speed: 
Whilst I to Agamemnon, great Achilles, 
Ulysses, Nestor,86 Ajax, Idumean,87 
And all the kings and dukes of populous Greece, 
Relate the wrongs done by this ravisher. 
Part, and be expeditious.       Exeunt several ways. 
 
THERSITES  
Ha, ha, ha. 
I smelled this sea-rat ere he came ashore. By this he’s gnawing 
Menelaus’ cheese, and made a huge hole in’t. Ship-diet pleaseth 

 
85 amain: With full force. 
86 Nestor: Nestor had a significant role in teaching Diomed the proper rhetorical technique to being a powerful 
soldier, giving him control over his muthos (in the sense of "myth-making" words), which were necessary for 
the aristocratic warriors of Greece.      
87 Idumean: Idumea was an ancient region between the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Aqaba, bordering ancient 
Palestine. 
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1.4.25-2.1.16 [TLN761-784] 
’bove all his palace banquets, much good do’t them. 
They are at it without grace, by this both bare. 
Cuckold? No subject with that name be sorry, 
Since sovereigns may be such in all their glory. 

 
[Exeunt.] 

 
[2.1] 

 
Enter Troilus and Cressida. 

 
TROILUS  
Fair Cressida, by the honour of my birth, 
As I am Hector’s brother, Priam’s son, 
And Troilus, best beloved of Hecuba; 
As I love arms and soldiers, I protest, 
Thy beauty lives enshrined here in my breast. 
 
CRESSIDA  
As I am Calchas’ daughter, Cressida— 
High priest88 to Pallas, she that patrons Troy, 
Now sent unto the Delphian oracle,89 
To know what shall betide Prince Paris’ voyage— 
I hold the love of Troilus dearer far, 
Than to be queen of Asia. 
 
TROILUS  
Daughter to Calchas and the pride of Troy, 
Plight me your hand and heart. 
 
CRESSIDA  

Fair heaven, I do. 
Will Troilus in exchange grant me his too? 
 
TROILUS  
Yes, and fast sealed, you gods, your anger wreak 
On him or her, that first this union break. 
 
 

 
88 High priest: Unclear syntax. Calchas is the one who is sent to the oracle, as he is the high priest.  
89 Delphian oracle: Also referred to as Pythia, the high priestess of Apollo. She is still considered the most 
authoritative of all oracular figures. She does not appear in Homeric works, but later audiences are familiar with 
her cultural impact as a shorthand for authoritative statements.  
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2.1.17-32 [TLN 785-804] 
CRESSIDA  
So protests Cressida, wretched may they die, 
That ’twixt our souls these holy bands untie. 

 
Enter Margareton,90 one of Priam’s youngest sons. 

 
MARGARETON  
My brother Troilus, we have news from Greece: 
Prince Paris is returned. 
 
TROILUS  

And with a prize? 
 
MARGARETON  
Asia affords none such. 
 
TROILUS  
What, is she worth our Aunt Hesione? 
 
CRESSIDA  
Or what might be her name? 
 
MARGARETON  

Helen of Sparta. 
 
TROILUS  
Helen’s name 
Hath scarce been heard in Troy. 
 
MARGARETON  
But now her fame 
Will be eternized, for a face more fair 
Sun never shone on, nor the earth e’er bare. 
Why stay you here? By this Paris and she 
Are landed in the port of Tenedos, 
There Priam, Hecuba, Hector, all Troy 
Meet the mid-way to attend the Spartan queen. 
 
TROILUS  
In that fair train,91 my Cressida shall be seen 

 
90 Margareton: See note in the Character List. Margareton is a medieval rather than classical character.  
91 train: Procession of people.  
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2.1.33-2.2.22 [TLN 805-830] 
Of rarer beauty than the Spartan queen. 

[Exeunt.] 
 

[2.2] 
 

A flourish. Enter at one door, Priam, Hecuba, Hector, Troilus. At the other Paris, Helen, 
Aeneas, Antenor. 

 
PRIAM  
What Earth, what all mortality 
Can in the height of our inventions find 
To add to Helen’s welcome? Troy shall yield her. 
Should Pallas, patroness of Troy, descend, 
Priam and Priam’s wife, and Priam’s sons 
Could not afford her god-head more applause 
Than amply we bestow on Helena. 
 
HECUBA  
We count you in the number of our daughters, 
Nor can we do Queen Helen greater honour. 
 
HECTOR  
I was not forward to have Paris sent, 
But being returned th’art welcome. I desired not 
To have bright Helen brought, but being landed, 
Hector proclaims himself her champion 
’Gainst all the world, and he shall guard thee safe 
Despite all opposition. 
 
PRIAM92  

Hector’s word 
Is oracle, he’ll seal it with his sword. 
 
PARIS  
And now my turn comes to bid Helen welcome. 
You are no stranger here, this is your Troy, 
Priam your father, and this queen your mother, 
These be your valiant brothers, all your friends. 
Why should a tear fall from these heavenly eyes 
Being thus round engirt93 with your allies? 

 
92 PRIAM: The copy text gives this line to Paris in a repeated speech prefix. Priam seems much more likely to 
say the line as he replies to Hector’s response to his questions.  
93 engirt: to encircle or surround.  
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2.2.23-47 [TLN 831-855] 
HELEN  
I am I know not where, not amongst whom, 
I know no creature that I see save you. 
I have left my king, my brothers, subjects, friends 
For strangers, who, should they forsake me now, 
I have no husband, father, brother near. 
 
PARIS  
Have you not all these, is not Paris here? 
Hark, how the people having Helen seen 
Applaud th’arrival of the Spartan queen 
And millions that your coming have attended, 
Amazed swear some goddess is descended. 
 
TROILUS  
No way you can your eyes or body turn, 
But where you walk the priests shall incense burn. 
 
AENEAS  
The sacrificed beasts the ground shall beat, 
And bright religious fire the altars heat. 
 
HECTOR  
Nor fear the bruit94 of war or threatening steel, 
United Greece we value not. 
 
TROILUS  
Alone, by Hector is this town well-manned, 
He like an army against Greece shall stand. 
 
PARIS  
And who would fear for such a royal wife 
To set the universal world at strife. 
Bright Helen’s name shall live, and ne’er have end, 
When all the world about you shall contend. 
 
HELEN  
Be as be may, since we are gone thus far, 
Proceed we will in spite of threatened war, 
Hazard, and dread? Both these we nothing hold, 

 
94 bruit: Clamour or din.  
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2.2.48-2.3.10 [TLN 856-881] 
So long as Paris we may thus enfold.       [Helen embraces Paris.] 
 
PARIS  
My father, mother, brothers, sisters all, 
Ilium and Troy in pomp majestical, 
Shall solemnise our nuptials. Let that day 
In which we espouse the beauteous Helena, 
Be held a holy-day, a day of joy 
Forever, in the calendars of Troy. 
 
PRIAM  
It shall be so, we have already sent 
Our high priest Calchas to the oracle 
At Delphos to return us the success 
And a true notice of our future wars, 
Whilst we expect his coming, be’t our care, 
The Spartan’s second nuptials to prepare.      Exit. 
 

[2.3] 
 

Enter after an alarum, King Agamemnon, Menelaus 
Achilles, Ajax, Patroclus, Thersites, 

Calchas. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Thou glory of the Greeks, the great commander 
Of the stout Myrmidons,95 welcome from Delphos. 
What speaks the oracle? The sack of Troy? 
Or the Greeks’ ruin? Say shall we be victors, 
Or Priam triumph in our overthrow? 
 
ACHILLES  
The god of Delphos sends you joyful news, 
Troy shall be sacked, and we be conquerors. 
Upon your helms wear triple-spangled plumes,96 
Let all the loudest instruments of war, 
With stern alarums rouse the monster Death, 

 
 

95 Myrmidons: Those in Achilles’ army. In the play, they appear in the form of his personal guard. They share an 
etymology with ants, and took from that a reputation for loyalty, hardiness, and fierceness.  
96 triple-spangled plumes: There is a practice that soldiers take plumes from the helmets of vanquished foes. 
This line refers to the the fact that this will be the third sack of Troy. May also refer to Marlowe’s 2 
Tamburlaine IV.iii.116-7 “And in my helm a triple plume shall spring,/Spangled with diamonds”, which is in of 
itself a Spenserian borrowing (Cheney 132).  
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2.3.11-36 [TLN 882-907] 
And march we boldly to the walls of Troy. 
Troy shall be sacked and we be conquerors. 
 
AJAX  
Thanks for thy news Achilles. By that honour 
My father won upon the walls of Troy, 
My warlike father Ajax Telamon, 
I would not for the world Priam should send 
Incestuous97 Helen back on terms of peace. 
May smooth Ulysses and bold Diomed, 
Whom you have sent on your late embassy,98 
Be welcomed as Antenor was to Greece, 
Scorned and reviled, since th’oracle hath said, 
Troy shall be sacked, and we be conquerors. 
 
ACHILLES  
King Agamemnon, here’s a Trojan priest 
Was sent by Priam to the oracle. 
The reverent man I welcome, and entreat 
The General with these princes, do the like. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Welcome to Agamemnon reverent Calchas. 
 
MENELAUS  
To Menelaus welcome. 
 
AJAX  
To Ajax welcome. Father canst thou fight 
As well as pray, if we should want for men? 
 
CALCHAS  
By prayers I use to fight, and by my counsel 
Give aid to arms. 
 
AJAX  
Such as are past arms, father Calchas, still  
Say counsels good, but give me strength at will, 
When you with all your counsel, in the field 
Meet Hector with his strength, tell me who’ll yield? 

 
97 Incestuous: Synonymous with adulterous in this case, here the term does not have its other connotations.  
98 late embassy: This refers to Antenor’s report in 1.1.  
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2.3.37-65 [TLN 908-938] 
AGAMEMNON  
The strong-built walls of stately Tenedos 
We have levelled with the earth. It now remains 
We march along unto the walls of Troy, 
And thunder vengeance in King Priam’s ears, 
Had we once answer of our embassy. 
 
AJAX  
I ever held such embassies as base, 
The restitution of our ravished queen 
On terms of parley bars our stern revenge, 
And ends our war ere fully it begin. 
King Agamemnon no, Ajax sayeth no, 
Whose sword as thirsty as the parched earth, 
Shall never ride in peace upon his thigh,  
Whilst in the town of Troy there breathes a soul 
That gave consent unto the Spartan’s rape. 
March, march, and let the thunder of our drums 
Strike terror to the city Pergamus.99 
 
ACHILLES  
The son of Telamon speaks honourably, 
We have brought a thousand ships to Tenedos, 
And every ship full fraught with men-at-arms: 
And all these armed men with fiery spirits 
Sworn to revenge King Menelaus’ wrongs, 
And burn sky-kissing Ilium to the ground. 
Therefore strike up war’s instruments on high, 
And march unto the town courageously. 

 
In their march they are met by Ulysses and King Diomed, at 

which they make a stand. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Princes, what answer touching Helena? 
 
DIOMED  
What answer but dishonourable term? 
Contempt and scorn perched on their leaders’ brows, 
By Jove, I thought they would have slain us both. 
If ever Helen be redeemed from thence 

 
99 Pergamus: The name of the citadel of Troy in The Iliad. 
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2.3.66-86 [TLN 939-963] 
But by the sack of Troy, say Diomed 
Is no true soldier. 
 
ULYSSES  

Even in the king 
There did appear such high majestic scorn 
Of threatened ruin, that I think himself 
Will put on arms and meet us in the field: 
We linger time—great Agamemnon, march, 
That we may buckle with the pride of Troy. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Priam so insolent, his sons so brave 
To entertain so great ambassadors 
With such ungentle usage. 
 
ACHILLES  
They have a knight called Hector, on whose valour  
They build their proud defiance, if I meet him, 
Now by the azured arms of that bright goddess100 
From whom I am descended, with my sword 
I’ll lop that limb off, and enforce their pride 
Fall at Achilles’ feet, Hector and I  
Must not both shine at once in war’s bright sky. 
 
AJAX  
When they both meet, the greater dim the less, 
Great General, march, Ajax endures not words 
So well as blows, in a field glazed with swords. 
 

Enter to them in arms, Priam, Hector, Troilus, Paris, 
Aeneas, Antenor, Deiphobus, &.c. 

 
PRIAM  
Calchas a traitor? 
 
PARIS  

And amongst the Greeks? 
  
 
 

 
100 bright goddess: Referring to Achilles’ mother Thetis. The azured arms highlight her nature as a sea-nymph.  
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2.3.87-108 [TLN 964-988] 
HECTOR  
Base runagate101 wretch, when we their tents surprise, 
As Hector lives the traitorous prophet dies. 
  
AENEAS  
Let not remembrance of so base a wretch 
Make us forget our safety, th’Argive kings102 
Are landed, and this day razed Tenedos 
And bid us battle on Scamander plains. 
 
TROILUS  
Whom we will give a brave and proud affront, 
Shall we not brother Hector? 
 
HECTOR  

Troilus yes, 
And beat a fire out of their burgonets103 
Shall like an earthy comet blaze towards heaven 
There grow a fixed star in the firmament104 
To emblaze our lasting glory. Hark their drums, 
Let our drums give them parliance. 
 

A parley. Both armies have an interview. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Is there amongst your troops a felon prince 
Called by the name of Paris? 
 
PARIS  
Is there amongst your troops a knight so bold 
Dares meet that Paris single in the field, 
And call him felon? 
 
HECTOR  

Or insulting Greek,  
Is there one Telamon, dares set his foot 
To Paris (here he stands) and hand to hand 
Maintain the wrongs done to Hesione, 
As Paris shall the rape of Helena? 

 
101 runagate: Term for a deserter. 
102 th’Argive Kings: More broadly referring to the invading army, but Diomed is actually the King of Argos.  
103 burgonets: A visored helmet, fitted so the head could be turned without exposing the neck.  
104 firmament: The arch or vault of heaven overhead, in which the clouds or stars appear (OED). 
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2.3.109-129 [TLN 989-1012] 
AJAX  
Know here is one called Ajax Telamon, 
Behold him well, son to that Telamon, 
Thou fain105 would’st see, and he dares set his foot 
To Paris or thyself. 
 
HECTOR  

Thou durst not. 
 
AJAX  

Dare not? 
 
HECTOR  
Or if thou durst, by this my warlike hand 
I’ll make thine head fall where thy foot should stand. 
And yet I love thee coz,106 know thou hast parleyed 
With Trojan Hector. 
 
AJAX  
Were’t thou ten Hectors, yet with all thy might 
Thou canst not make my head fall to my feet, 
By Jove thou canst not coz. 
 
ACHILLES  

  I much have heard 
Of such a knight called by the name of Hector. 
If thou be’st he whose sword hath conquered kingdoms, 
Pannonia, Illyria, and Samothrace,107 
And to thy father’s empire added them, 
Achilles as a friend wills thee to sheath 
Thy warlike sword, retire from Troy’s defence 
And spare thy precious life, I would not have 
A knight so famed meet an untimely grave. 
 
HECTOR  
I meet thee in that honourable love, 
And for thine own sake wish thee safe aboard. 
 

 
105 fain: Willingly or gladly. Also carries a sense of necessity and obligation (OED 2b).  
106 coz: Cousin. Hector’s aunt, Hesione, is the second wife of Telamon, Ajax’s father.  
107 Pannonia, Illyria and Samothrace: Pannonia and Illyria were Balkan tribes in antiquity. Samothrace is in the 
north of the Aegean Sea, fairly close to Tenedos. The three locations together give testament to how wide-
ranging Hector’s conquests have been.  
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2.3.130-2.4.11 [TLN 1013-1037] 
For if thou stayest, thou, son of Peleus,108 
I’d have thee know thy fame is not thine own, 
But all engrossed for me;109 not all thy guard 
Of warlike Myrmidons can wall it safe 
From mighty Hector. 
 
DIOMED  

Shame you not great lords 
To talk so long over your menacing swords? 
 
ALL GREEKS  
Alarm then for Greece and Helena. 
 
ALL TROJANS  
As much for us, for Troy and Hecuba.      [Exit.] 
 

[2.4] 
 

A great alarm and excursions, after which, 
enter Hector and Paris. 

 
HECTOR  
O brother Paris, thou hast this day lodged 
Thy love in Hector’s soul, it did me good 
To see two Greekish knights fall in their blood 
Under thy manly arm. 
 
PARIS  

My blows were touches 
Unto these ponderous strokes great Hector gave. 
Oh that this general quarrel might be ended 
In equal opposition; you and I 
Against the two most valiant. 
 
HECTOR  

I will try 
The virtue of challenge. In the face 
Of all the Greeks I will oppose myself 
To single combat, he that takes my gage 

 
 

108 Peleus: Peleus is Achilles’ father, who, with Hercules and his brother Telamon, participated in the sack of 
Troy under Laomedon’s rule. He was also an Argonaut, having pursued the Golden Fleece with Jason et al.  
109 engrossed: To gain or keep exclusive possession of his exploits.  
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2.4.12-42 [TLN 1037-1069] 
Shall feel the force of mighty Hector’s rage. 
 

A turn110. Both the armies make ready to join battle, but 
Hector steps betwixt them holding up his lance. 

 
HECTOR  
Hear me you warlike Greeks, you see these fields 
Are all dyed purple with the reeking gore 
Of men on both sides slain, you see my sword 
Glazed in the sanguine moisture of your friends. 
I call the son of Saturn111 for a witness 
To Hector’s words, I have not met one Grecian 
Was able to withstand me, my strong spirit 
Would fain be equalled. Is there in your troops 
A knight whose breast includes so much of valour 
To meet with Hector in a single war? 
By Jove, I think there is not. If there be, 
To him I make this proffer: if the gods 
Shall grant to him the honour of the day, 
And I be slain, his be mine honoured arms, 
To hang for an eternal monument 
Of his great valour, but my mangled body 
Send back to Troy, to a red funeral pile. 
But if he fall? The armour which he wears 
I’ll lodge as trophies on Apollo’s shrine, 
And yield his body to have funeral rights. 
And a fair monument so near the sea, 
That merchants flying in their sail-winged ships 
Near to the shore in after times may say, 
"There lies the man Hector of Troy did slay", 
And there’s my gauntlet to make good my challenge. 
 
MENELAUS  
Will none take up his gage112? Shall this proud challenge 
Be entertained by none? I know you all, 
Shame to deny, yet fear to undertake it. 
The cause is mine, and mine shall be the honour 
To combat Hector. 
 

 
110 A turn: The two armies either cross or do a turn (walk) around the stage so that Hector can easily step in front 
of them. It could also signify a sudden about-turn.  
111 son of Saturn: Jupiter.  
112 gage: Throwing down the gauntlet.  
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2.4.42-60 [TLN 1070-1091] 
AGAMEMNON  

Menelaus pause, 
Is not Achilles here, stern Ajax here, 
And kingly Diomed? How will they scorn, 
That stand upon the honour of their strength, 
Should you prevent them of this glorious combat? 
 
PARIS  
By Jove, I think they dare as well take up 
A poisonous serpent as great Hector’s gage. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Yes Trojan, seest thou not Aeacides113 
Dart emulous114 looks on kingly Diomed, 
Lest he should stoop to take his gauntlet up? 
And see how Diomed eyes warlike Ajax, 
Ajax, Ulysses: every one inflamed 
To answer Hector. 
 
ACHILLES  

Is there any here 
Dares stoop whilst great Achilles is in place? 
 
AJAX  
I dare. 
 
DIOMED  

And so dare I. 
 
ACHILLES  

You are all too weak 
To encounter with the mighty Hector’s arm, 
This combat solely doth belong to me. 
 
AJAX  
Then wherefore dost not thou take up the gauntlet? 
 
ACHILLES  
To see if thou or any bolder Greek 

 
113 Aeacides: A reference to the descendants of Aeacus and their family line. Peleus is his son, and Achilles his 
grandson. Alexander the Great claims lineage with Aeacus to strengthen his claim to rule. Curiously, the name 
is not used to refer to Telamon, who passes his own name down to Ajax.  
114 emulous: Envious. Desirous of rivalling (OED). 
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2.4.61-86 [TLN 1092-1119] 
Dare be so insolent to touch the same,115 
And bar me of the honour of the combat. 
 
AJAX  
By all the gods I dare. 
 
ACHILLES  

And all the devils— 
I’ll lop his hands off that dares touch the gage. 
 
ULYSSES  
Pray leave this emulous fury. Agamemnon, 
To end this difference, and provide a champion 
To answer Hector’s honourable challenge 
Of nine the most reputed valiant, 
Let several lots be cast into a helm, 
Amongst them all one prize; he to whom Fortune 
Shall give the honour, let him straight be armed 
To encounter mighty Hector on this plain. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
It shall be so, you valiant sons of Priam. 
Conduct your warlike champion to his tent 
To breathe a while and put his armour on. 
No sooner shall the prize be drawn by any, 
And our bold champion armed, but a brave herald 
Shall give you warning by the trumpet’s sound, 
Till when we will retire unto our tents, 
As you unto the town. 
 
PARIS  

Faint-hearted Greeks, 
Draw lots to answer such a noble challenge. 
Had great Achilles cast his gauntlet down 
Amongst King Priam’s sons, the weakest of fifty 
Would in the heat of flames, or mouth of hell, 
Answer the challenge of so brave a king. 
 
HECTOR  
Greeks to your tents, to put armour on. 
 

 
115 touch the same: Referring to the gauntlet.  
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2.4.87-2.5.18 [TLN 1120-1142] 
Make haste, I long to know my champion.                                                                               
Exeunt all. 
 

[2.5] 
 

Flourish. Enter above upon the walls116 Priam, Hecuba, 
Helena, Polyxena, Astianax, Margareton, 

with attendants. 
 
PRIAM  
Here from the walls of Troy, my reverent queen 
And beauteous Helen, we will stay to see 
The warlike combat ’twixt our valiant son, 
And the Greeks’ champion. Young Astianax, 
Pray that thy father may have victory. 
 
ASTIANAX  
Why should you doubt his fortune, whose strong arm 
Unhorsed a thousand knights all in one day? 
And think you anyone amongst the Greeks 
Is able to encounter with his strength? 
 
PRIAM  
But howsoever child, unto the pleasure 
Of the high gods, we must refer the combat. 
 

Enter Paris below. 
 
PARIS  
My royal father, Hector in his arms 
Sends for your blessing, with the queen my mother, 
And craves your prayers to the all-powerful gods,  
To grant him victory. 
 
PRIAM  
Blessed may he be with honour, all my orisons117 
Shall invocate the gods for his success. 
 
PARIS  
I almost had forgot, fair Helena; 

 
116 Enter above upon the walls: It seems likely that they were entering on the Red Bull’s balcony (see Griffith 
(2001) for a probable view of the setup of the theatre) overlooking the stage.  
117 orisons: Prayers. Shares etymological roots with oration.  
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2.5.19-41 [TLN 1143-1168] 
Dart me one kiss from these high battlements 
To cheer him with. Thanks queen, these lips are charms [Helen blows Paris a kiss.] 
Which whoso118 fights for, is secure from harms. 
 
 

Heralds on both sides. The two champions, Hector 
and Ajax, appear betwixt the two armies. 

 
AGAMEMNON  
None press too near the champions. 
 
TROILUS  
Heralds on both sides, keep the soldiers back. 
 
HECTOR  
Now Greeks, let me behold my champion. 
 
AJAX  
’Tis I, thy cousin, Ajax Telamon. 
 
HECTOR  
And coz, by Jove, thou hast a brave aspect,119 
It cheers my blood to look on such a foe. 
I would there ran none of our Trojan blood 
In all thy veins, or that it were divided 
From that which thou receivest from Telamon. 
Were I assured our blood possessed one side, 
And that the other, by Olympic Jove, 
I’d thrill120 my javelin at the Grecian moisture, 
And spare the Trojan blood. Ajax, I love it 
Too dear to shed it; I could rather wish 
Achilles, the half-god of your huge army, 
Had been my opposite. 
 
AJAX  

He keeps his tent 
In mournful passion that he missed the combat. 
But Hector, I shall give thee cause to say, 
There’s in the Greekish host a knight, a prince, 
As lion-hearted, and as giant-strong  

 
118 whoso: Whoever.   
119 aspect: Appearance.  
120 thrill: To cast or hurl. 
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2.5.42-62 [TLN 1169-1196] 
As Thetis’ son. Behold my warlike target121 
Of ponderous brass, quilted with seven ox hides, 
Impenetrable, and so full of weight, 
That scarce a Grecian (save myself) can lift it. 
Yet can I use it like a summer’s fan, 
Made of the stately train of Juno’s bird.122 
My sword will bite the hardest adamant. 
I’ll with my javelin cleave a rock of marble. 
Therefore, though great Achilles be not here, 
Think not brave cousin Hector but to find, 
Achilles’ equal both in strength and mind. 
 

Alarum. In this combat, both having lost their swords and 
shields, Hector takes up a great piece of a rock, and casts 

at Ajax, who tears a young tree up by the roots and 
assails Hector; at which they are parted by both armies. 

 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Hold, you have both shed blood too dear to lose, 
In single opposition. 
 
PARIS  

Is your champion, 
My cousin Ajax willing to leave combat? 
Will he first give the word? 
 
AJAX  

Sir Paris, no, 
’Twas Hector’s challenge, and ’tis Hector’s office, 
If we surcease on equal terms of valour, 
To give the word. 
 
HECTOR  

Then here’s thy cousin’s hand, 
By Jove thou hast a lusty123 pond’rous arm: 
Thus till we meet again, let’s part both friends; 
For proof whereof Ajax we’ll interchange 

 
121 target: A small shield.  
122 Juno’s bird: Juno is often depicted alongside a peacock, as the peacock’s train is where the eyes of the giant 
Argus Panoptes (the all-seeing) were preserved. The giant had one hundred eyes, only two of which rested at a 
time. He was therefore set by Juno to guard the white heifer Io, but was slain by Hermes under the command of 
Zeus. Juno preserved Argus’ eyes to reward his faithfulness to her cause.     
123 lusty: Vigorous and healthy.  
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2.5.63-87 [TLN 1197-1223] 
Somewhat betwixt us, for alliance sake: 
Here take this sword and target, trust the blade, 
It never deceived his master. 
 
AJAX  

Take of me 
This purple studded belt—I won it cousin 
From the most valiant prince of Samothrace— 
And wear it for my sake. 

 
Enter a Herald. 

 
HERALD  
Priam unto the Greekish general 
This proffer makes. Because these blood-stained fields 
Are over-spread with slaughter, to take truce 
Till all the dead on both sides be interred, 
Which, if you grant, he here invites the general, 
His nephew Ajax, and the great Achilles, 
With twenty of your chief selected princes, 
To banquet with him in his royal palace: 
Those revels ended, then to arms again. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
A truce for burying of the slaughtered bodies 
We yield unto, but for our safe return 
From Troy and you, what pledges have you found? 
 
HECTOR  
You shall not need more than the faith of Hector 
For Priam’s pledge. King Agamemnon take 
My faith and honour, which if Priam break, 
I’ll break the heart of Troy. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
We’ll take your honoured word, this night we’ll part, 
Tomorrow morning when fit hour shall call, 
We’ll meet King Priam near his city’s wall.        
 

Exeunt. 
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3.1.1-21 [TLN 1226-1251] 
[3.1] 

 
Enter Thersites. 

 
THERSITES  
Brave time, rare change, from fighting now to feasting. 
So many heavy blades to fly in pieces 
For such a piece of light flesh? What’s the reason? 
A lass of my complexion,124 and this feature 
Might have been raped, and stolen again by Paris, 
And none of all this stir for’t: but I perceive 
Now all the world’s turned wenchers,125 and in time 
All wenches will turn witches, but these trumpets 
Proclaim their interview. 
 

 A flourish. Enter all the Greeks on one side, all the Trojans 
on the other. Every Trojan Prince entertains a Greek, and 

so march two and two, discoursing, as being conducted by them 
into the city. 

 
THERSITES  
See here’s the picture of a politic state, 
They all embrace and hug, yet deadly hate. 
They say there are brave lasses in this Troy. 
What if Thersites sprucely smudged126 himself, 
And strived to hide his hunch-back127? No not I. 
’Tis held a rule, whom nature marks in show 
And most deforms, they are best armed below.128 
I’ll not conceal my virtues, yet should I venture 
To damn myself for painting, fan my face 
With a dyed ostrich plume, plaster my wrinkles 
With some old lady’s trowel, I might pass 
Perhaps for some Maid Marian,129 and some wench 

 
124 lass of my complexion: Anticipating the next speech after the Greeks and Trojans have entered.  
125 all the world’s turned wenchers: All the world has turned to womanizing. 
126 smudged: to make smart or trim.   
127 hunch-back: Thersites is frequently described with a hunched back as early as Homer. His physical disability 
puts him in the category of those who can speak truth to power, such as Diogenes, with whom he is compared 
earlier. 
128 whom nature marks in show… they are best armed below: Typical of Thersites’ crude sense of humour: the 
most deformed are the most well-endowed.   
129 Maid Marian: A female character in the morris dance and May game (spring festivities). They were generally 
played by boys and were associated with sluttish behaviour and clowning. In The Faerie Queene it seems to be 
used as a term of ridicule, which is probably how Thersites means it: “Ah, my deare Lord! what sight is this?” 
quoth she, / “What May-game hath misfortune made of you?”. 
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3.1.22-44 [TLN 1252-1278] 
Wanting good eye-sight might perhaps mistake me 
For a spruce courtier. Courtier? Tush, I from 
My first discretion has abhorred that name,  
Still suiting my conditions with my shape, 
And do, and will, and can, when all else fail 
(Though neither sooth nor speak well) bravely rail. 
And that’s Thersites’ humour. 

 
Loud Music. A long table and a banquet in state; they are 

seated, a Trojan and Greek. Hecuba, Polyxena, Cressida, and 
other Ladies wait; Calchas is present whispering with his 

daughter, Cressida. 
 
PRIAM  
After so much hostility in steel, 
All welcome to this peaceful entertain.130 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Priam, we know thee to be honourable, 
Although our foe treason is to be feared 
In peasants not in princes.        They sit. 
 
HECTOR  
Aye, so, now sit, a Trojan and a Greek. 
Cousin Ajax near me, you are next in blood, 
And near me you shall sit: the strain of honour 
That makes you so renowned, sprung from Hesione. 
’Tis part of Hector’s blood, your grosser spirits 
Less noble are your father Telamon’s. 
Welcome to Troy, and Hector, welcome all. 
 
AJAX  
In Troy thy kinsman, but in field thy foe, 
Thy welcome cousin here I pay with thanks, 
The truce expired, with buffets, blows and knocks. 
 
HECTOR  
For that we love thee, coz. 
 
 

 
130 peaceful entertain: A formal or elegant meal. Heywood’s usage here is among the earliest recorded by the 
OED. 
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3.1.45-63 [TLN 1279-1298] 
ACHILLES  
Methinks this Trojan Hector 
Outshines Achilles, and his polished honours 
Eclipseth our bright glory—till he set 
We cannot rise. 
 
PARIS  
King Menelaus, we were once your guest, 
You now are ours; as welcome unto Troy, 
As we to Sparta. 
 
MENELAUS  

But that these our tongues 
Should be as well truce-bound as our sharp weapons. 
We could be bitter, Paris, but have done. 
 
ULYSSES  
Menelaus is discreet, such heinous wrongs 
Should be discoursed by arms and not by tongues. 
 
DIOMED  
Why doth Achilles’ eye wander that way? 
 
ACHILLES  
Is that a Trojan lady? 
 
TROILUS  
She is. 
 
ACHILLES  
From whence? 
 
PRIAM  
Of us. 
 
ACHILLES  
Her name? 
 
PRIAM  
Polyxena. 
 
ACHILLES  
Polyxena? She hath melted us within,      [Aside.] 
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3.1.64-81 [TLN 1299-1319] 
And hath dissolved a spirit of adamant. 
She hath done more than Hector and all Troy, 
She hath subdued Achilles. 
 
CALCHAS  
In one word this Troy shall be sacked and spoiled, 
For so the gods have told me, Greece shall conquer, 
And they be ruined, leave then imminent peril, 
And fly to safety. 
 
CRESSIDA  
From Troilus? 
 
CALCHAS  
From destruction. Take Diomed and live, 
Or Troilus and thy death. 
 
CRESSIDA  
Then Troilus and my ruin. 
 
CALCHAS  

Is Cressid131 mad? 
Wilt thou forsake thy father, who for thee 
and for thy safety hath forsook his country? 
 
CRESSIDA  
Must then this city perish? 
 
CALCHAS  

Troy must fall. 
 
CRESSIDA  
Alas for Troy and Troilus. 
 
CALCHAS  

Love King Diomed, 
A prince and valiant, which made emphasis 
To his imperial style. Live Diomed’s queen, 
Be brief, say quickly wilt thou? Is it done? 
 
 

 
131 Cressid: Preserved for the sake of metre: "Then Troilus and my ruin/Is Cressid mad?” 
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3.1.83-96 [TLN 1320-1335] 
CRESSIDA  
Diomed and you I’ll follow, Troilus shun. 
 
TROILUS  
Be’t Ajax, or Achilles, that Greek lies     [To Ajax.] 
Who speaks it, I’ll maintain it on his person. 
 
AJAX  
Ha, Ajax! 
 
ACHILLES  
Achilles! 
 
DIOMED  
We speak it, and dares Troilus say we lie? 
 
TROILUS  
And wear it Diomed. 
 
DIOMED  

Dar’st thou make’t good? 
 
TROILUS  
On Diomed, or the boldest Greek 
That ever menaced Troy excepting none. 
 
ALL GREEKS  
None? 
 
ALL TROJANS  
None. 
 
HECTOR  
Excepting none 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Kings of Greece. 
 
PRIAM  
Princes of Troy. 
 
ACHILLES  
Achilles baffled? 
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3.1.96-111 [TLN 1336-1353] 
AJAX  

And great Ajax braved? 
 
HECTOR  
If great Achilles, Ajax, or the devil 
Brave Troilus, he shall brave and buffet thee. 
 
PRIAM  
Sons. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Fellow kings. 
 
PRIAM  
As we are Priam and your father. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
As we are Agamemnon, general.  
Turn not this banquet to a centaur’s feast,132 
If there be strife debate it in fair terms, 
Show yourselves governed princes. 
 
ACHILLES  

We are appeased. 
 
AJAX  
We satisfied, if Hector be so. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
How grew this strife? 
 
HECTOR  
I know not, only this I know. 
Troilus will maintain nothing against his honour, 
And so far, be it through the heart of Greece, 
Hector will back him. 
 
PARIS  

So will Paris too. 
 

 
132 Turn not this banquet into a Centaur’s feast: Centaurs had a reputation for being unable to hold their wine 
and subsequently becoming violent.   
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3.1.112-127 [TLN 1354-1371] 
PRIAM  
Mildly discourse your wrongs, fair princes do.  
 
TROILUS  
King Diomed maintains his valour thus, 
He sayeth it was his lance dismounted Troilus, 
And not the stumbling on the breathless corse133 
Of one new slain that felled me.134 
 
PARIS  

’Tis false.  
 
MENELAUS  

’Tis true.  
 
PARIS  
It was my fortune to make good that field, 
And he fell just before me, Diomed then  
Was not within six spears’ length of the place.  
 
MENELAUS  
How Trojan ravisher? 
 
PARIS  
Call me not cuckold-maker,         [They all rise.] 
I care not what you term me. 
 
MENELAUS  
I cannot brook this wrong. 
 
PARIS  
Sayest thou me so mad Greek? 
 
PRIAM  
Paris. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Govern you kingdoms lords, and cannot sway 
Your own affection? 
 

 
133 corse: body.   
134 Some irony here, perhaps, in claiming that Diomed did little of note, given that in Iliad V, he fights the gods 
and lays a path of destruction rarely matched in even the rest of that epic.  
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3.1.127-146 [TLN 1372-1391] 
PRIAM  

  Paris, forbear. 
Mildly discourse, and gently we shall hear. 
 
PARIS  
I say King Diomed unhorsed not Troilus. 
 
DIOMED  
How came I by his horse then? 
 
PARIS  
As the unbacked courser having lost his rider, 
Galloped about the field you met with him, 
And catched him by the rein.  
 
TROILUS  
Here was a goodly act 
To boast on, and send word to Cressida. 
 
DIOMED  
Was no prince near when I encountered Troilus? 
 
MENELAUS  
I was, and saw the spear of Diomed 
Tumble down Troilus but peruse135 his armour, 
The dint’s still in the vambrace.136 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Be’t so, or not so, at this time forbear 
To urge extremes. Kings, let this health go round, 
Pledge me King Priam in a cupful crowned. 
 
HECTOR  
Now after banquet, revels. Music strike 
A pyrrhic strain,137 we are not all for war, 
Soldiers their stormy spirits can appease, 
And sometimes play the courtiers when they please. 
 
 

 
135 peruse: To wear out.   
136 vambrace: A piece of armour worn on the arm, especially the forearm.  
137 Pyrrhic strain: The Pyrrhichios is a prominent war dance of the Greeks, performed with arms. It is a quick 
and light dance that brings to mind the metrical foot (two short syllables). 
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3.1.146-170 [TLN 1392-1419] 
A lofty dance of sixteen Princes, half Trojans [and] 

half Grecians. 
 
PRIAM  
I have observed Achilles, and his eye 
Dwells on the face of fair Polyxena. 

 
AJAX  
Why is not Helen here at this high feast? 
I have sweat many a drop of blood for her, 
Yet never saw her face.  
 
ACHILLES  
I could love Hector, what’s our cause of quarrel? 
For Helen’s rape? That rape hath cost already 
Thousands of souls, why might not this contention 
’Twixt Paris and the Spartan King be ended, 
And we leave Troy with honour? 
 
AJAX  

Achilles how? 
 
ACHILLES  
Fetch Helen hither, set her in the midst 
Of this brave ring of princes, Paris here, 
And Menelaus here—she betwixt both. 
They court her o’er again, whom she elects 
Before these kings, let him enjoy her still, 
For who would keep a woman ’gainst her will? 
 
MENELAUS  
The names of wife and husband, th’interchange 
Of our two bloods in young Hermione, 
To whom we are joint parents, Helen’s honour 
All plead on my part, I am pleased to stand 
To great Achilles’ motion.  
 
PARIS  

So are we. 
All I have for comfort is but this, 
That in the day I show the properer man, 
I’th’night I please her better than he can. 
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3.1.171-189 [TLN 1420-1441] 
HECTOR  
Are all the Grecian kings agreed to this? 
 
ALL  
We are, we are. 
 
HECTOR  
Place the two rivals then, each bide his fate, 
and usher in bright Helen in all state. 
 

The kings promiscuously138 take their places, Paris and 
Menelaus are seated opposite, Helen is brought 

in betwixt them by Hecuba and the ladies. 
 
HELEN  
Oh that I were (but Helen) anything, 
Or might have any object in my eye 
Save Menelaus. When on him I gaze, 
My error chides me, I my shame emblaze.  
 
MENELAUS  
O Helen, in thy cheek thy guilt appears,  
More I would speak, but words are drowned in tears.  
 
AJAX  
A gallant queen, for such a royal friend 
What mortal man would not with Jove contend? 
 
MENELAUS  
Helen, the time was I might call thee wife, 
But that style’s changed, Aye, thou thyself art changed 
From what thou wast and (most inconstant dame) 
Hast nothing left thee, save thy face and name.  
 
PARIS  
And I both these have, hast thou not confessed 
Fair Helen, thy exchange was for the best. 
 
MENELAUS  
What can our Sparta value? 
 

 
138 Promiscuously: Unceremoniously or casually.  
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3.1.189-202 [TLN 1442-1460] 
PARIS  

Troy. 
 
MENELAUS  

You err. 
 
PARIS  
Who breathes that Sparta would ’fore Troy prefer? 
 
MENELAUS  
Thou hast left thy father Tendarus.139 
 
PARIS  

  To gain 
King Priam, Lord of all this princely train. 
 
MENELAUS  
Thy mother Leda thou hast left who mourns, 
And with her piteous tears laments thy loss: 
Cannot this move thee? 
 
HELEN  

Oh, I have left my mother. 
 
PARIS  
No Helen, but exchanged her for another. 
Poor Leda, for rich Hecuba, a bare queen 
For the great Asian Empress. 
 
MENELAUS  
From Castor and Pollux thou hast ranged140 
Thy natural brothers. 
 
HELEN  

True, true. 
 
PARIS  

No, but changed, 
For Hector, Troilus, and the royal store 
Of eight and forty valiant brothers more. 

 
139 Tendarus: Uncommon rendering of Tyndareus, the mortal father of Helen (though Zeus is her "biological" 
father). 
140 ranged: abandoned.  
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3.1.203-217 [TLN 1461-1480] 
MENELAUS  
If nothing else can move thee Helena, 
Think of our daughter young Hermione. 
 
HELEN  
My dear Hermione. 
 
MENELAUS  

Canst thou call her dear, 
And leave that issue which thy womb did bear? 
She’s ours betwixt us, canst thou? 
 
PARIS  

Can she? Knowing 
A sweeter babe within her sweet womb growing. 
Begot last night by Paris. 
 
MENELAUS  
Look this way Helen, see my arms spread wide. 
I am thine husband, thou my Spartan bride. 
 
HELEN  
That way? 
 
PARIS  

My Helen, this way turn thy sight, 
These are the arms in which thou layest last night. 
 
HELEN  
Oh, how this Trojan tempts me! 
 
MENELAUS  

This way wife, 
Thou shalt save many a Greek and Trojan’s life. 
 
HELEN  
’Tis true, I know it. 
 
PARIS  

This way turn thine head, 
This is the path that leads unto our bed. 
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3.1.218-230 [TLN 1481-1496] 
HELEN  
And ’tis a sweet smooth path. 
 
MENELAUS  
Here. 
 
PARIS  
Here. 
 
MENELAUS  
Take this way Helen, this is plain and even. 
 
PARIS  
That is the way to hell, but this to heaven 
Bright comet shine this way. 
 
MENELAUS  

Clear star shoot this, 
Here honour dwells. 
 
PARIS  

 Here many a thousand kiss. 
 
HELEN  
That way I should, because I know ’tis meeter.141 
 
MENELAUS  
Welcome. 
 
HELEN  
But I’ll this way, for Paris kisses sweeter. 
 
PARIS  
And may I die a eunuch if ere morn 
I quit thee not. 
 
MENELAUS  

I cannot brook this scorn, 
Grecians, to arms. 
 
 

 
141 meeter: Suitable, fit, and proper.  
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3.1.231-3.2.10 [TLN 1497-1515] 
HECTOR  

    Then Greece from Troy divide, 
This difference arms, not language most decide. 
 
ALL GREEKS  
Come to our tents. 
 
ALL TROJANS  

    And we to man the town. 
 
HECTOR  
These tents shall swim in blood. 
 
ALL GREEKS  

       Blood Troy shall drown. Exeunt diverse ways. 
 
ACHILLES  
Yet shall no stroke fall from Achilles’ arm, 
Fair Polyxena, so powerful is thy charm. 
 

[3.2] 
 

Alarm. Enter Troilus and Diomed. 
 
TROILUS  
King Diomed! 
 
DIOMED  
My rival in the love of Cressida. 
 
TROILUS  
False Cressida, injurious Diomed. 
Now shall I prove in hostile interchange 
Of warlike blows that thou art all unworthy 
The love of Cressida. 
 
DIOMED  
Why cam’st thou not on horse-back, 
That Diomed once again dismounting, thee 
Might greet his lady with another course142 
Won from the hand of Troilus. 

 
142 course: Courser. A battle horse that is also suitable for tournaments.   
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3.2.10-3.3.13 [TLN 1516-1542] 

TROILUS  
Diomed, 

By the true love I bear that truthless dame, 
I’ll win thee and send thy horse and armour 
Unto the tent of Cressida. Guard thy head, 
This day by me thou shalt be captive led. 

 
Alarm. They fight and are parted by the army, 

Diomed loseth his helmet [and exits]. 
 
TROILUS  
Another horse for Diomed to fly, 
He had never greater need than now to run. 
Though he be fled, yet Troilus this is thine. 
My steed he got by sleight, I this by force.  
I’ll send her this to whom he sent my horse. 
 

[Exit.] 
 

[3.3] 
 

Enter Aeneas and Achilles reading a letter. 
 
ACHILLES  
Is this the answer of the note I sent 
To royal Priam and Queen Hecuba, 
Touching their daughter, bright Polyxena? 
 
AENEAS  
Behold Queen Hecuba’s hand, King Priam’s seal, 
With the consent of fair Polyxena, 
Conditioned thus, Achilles shall forbear 
To damage Troy. 
 
ACHILLES  

Return this answer back, 
Tell Priam that Achilles’ arm’s benumbed, 
And cannot lift a weapon against Troy. 
Say to Queen Hecuba we are her son, 
And not Achilles, nor one Myrmidon 
Shall give her least affront; as for the lady 
Bid her presume, we henceforth are her knight, 
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3.3.14-32 [TLN 1543-1566] 
And but for her, Achilles scorns to fight. 
 
AENEAS  
Then thus sayeth Priam, but restrain thy powers, 
And as he is a king, his daughter’s yours. 
 
ACHILLES  
Farewell.          Exit [Aeneas]. 

Alarm. Enter Ajax. 
 
AJAX  
Achilles, where’s Achilles? What, unarmed 
When all the champaign143 where our battles join, 
Is made a standing pool of Greekish blood, 
Where horses plunged up to the saddle skirts, 
And men above the waste wade for the lives, 
And canst thou keep thy tent? 
 
ACHILLES  

My lute, Patroclus. 
 

A great alarm. Enter Agamemnon. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Let Greeks kill Greeks, let’s bend unnatural arms 
Against our own breasts, ere the conquering Trojans 
Have all the honour of this glorious day. 
Can our great champion touch a womanish lute, 
And hear the groans of twenty thousand souls 
Gasping their last breath? 
 
ACHILLES  

I can. 
Alarum. Enter Menelaus. 

 
[MENELAUS]  
Rescue, some rescue, the red field is strewed 
With Hector’s honours and young Troilus’ spoils. 
 
ACHILLES  
Yet all this moves not me. 

 
143 champaign: A battlefield.  
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3.3.33-51 [TLN 1567-1589] 
Alarum. Enter Ulysses. 

 
ULYSSES  
How long hath great Achilles been surnamed Coward 
in Troy, that Hector, Troilus, Paris, have all that name so 
current in their mouths? I ever held him valiant,  
yet will Achilles fight? 
 
ACHILLES  

Ulysses, no, 
Beneath this globe Achilles hath no foe. 
 
ULYSSES  
Then here unarmed be slain, think’st thou they’ll spare 
Thee more than us? 
 
AJAX  

Or if thou wilt not arm thee, 
Let thy Patroclus lead thy Myrmidons, 
And wear thy armour. 
 
ULYSSES  

       Thy armour is sufficient 
Without thy presence being feared in Troy. 
 
ACHILLES  
To save our oath and keep our tents from sack, 
Patroclus don our arms, lead forth our guard, 
And wearing them by no prince be out-dared. 
 
PATROCLUS  
Achilles honours me, what heart can fear, 
And great Achilles’ sword-proof armour wear? 
 

Exeunt all the princes, enter Thersites. 
 
THERSITES  
Where’s this great sword-and-buckler man144 of Greece? 
We shall have him one of Sneak’s noise,145 
And come peeking into the tents of the Greeks, 

 
144 sword and buckler man: Swashbuckling.  
145 Sneak’s noise: Sneak’s noise were a band of minstrels. Here Thersites is taunting Achilles for his cowardice, 
likening him to a tavern fiddler while he strums his lute.  
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3.3.52-62 [TLN 1590-1609] 
With, “Will you have any music gentlemen?” 
 
ACHILLES  
Base groom, I’ll tear thy flesh like falling snow. 
 
THERSITES  
If I had Hector’s face thou durst not do’t. 
 
ACHILLES  
Durst not? 
 
THERSITES 
Durst not, he’s in the field, thou in thy tent, 
Hector playing upon the Greekish burgonets,146 
Achilles fingering his effeminate lute. 
And now because thou durst not meet him in the field, thou 
hast counterfeited an honour of love. Achilles? 
Thou the champion of Greece? — a mere bug-bear,147 
A scare-crow, a hobby-horse. 
 
ACHILLES  
Ulysses taught thee this, deformed slave.    [beating Thersites] 
 
THERSITES  
Coward, thou durst not do this to Hector. 
 
ACHILLES  
On thee I’ll practise, ’til I meet with him. 
 
THERSITES  
Ajax is valiant, and in the throng of the Trojans, 
Achilles is turned fiddler in the tents of 
The Grecians. 
 

Alarum. Enter Diomed wounded, bringing in 
Patroclus dying. 

 
DIOMED  
Look here Achilles. 
 

 
146 burgonets: See note 94. 
147 bug-bear: A source of imaginary terror, fear, or dread. Distinct from its modern meaning as an annoyance.  
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3.3.63-78 [TLN 1610-1630] 
ACHILLES  
Patroclus? 
 
PATROCLUS  
This wound great Hector gave, 
Revenge my death, before I meet my grave. 

 
Enter Ulysses and Ajax wounded. 

 
ULYSSES  
Yet will Achilles fight? See Ajax wounded, 
Two hundred of thy warlike Myrmidons 
Thou hast lost this day. 
 
AJAX  

Let’s beat him to the field. 
 
ACHILLES  
Ha? 
 
AJAX  
Had I lost a Patroclus, a dear friend 
As thou hast done, I would have donned these arms 
In which he died, sprung through the Trojan host, 
And maugre148 opposition, let the blow 
Or by the same hand died. Come join with me, 
And we without this picture, statue of Greece, 
This shadow of Achilles, will once more  
Invade the Trojan host. 
 
ACHILLES  

Ajax? 
 
AJAX  

Achilles? 
 
ACHILLES  
We owe thee for this scorn. 
 
AJAX  

I scorn that debt—  

 
148 maugre: Despite.   
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3.3.79-97 [TLN 1631-1651] 
Thou hast not fought with Hector. 
 
ACHILLES  
My honour and my oath both combat in me, 
But love sways most. 

Alarum. Enter Menelaus and Agamemnon. 
 
MENELAUS  
Our ships are fired, five hundred gallant vessels 
Burned in the sea, half of our fleet destroyed, 
Without some present rescue. 
 
ACHILLES  

Ha, ha, ha. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Doth no man ask where is this double fire 
That two ways flies towards heaven? 
Upon the right our royal navy burns, 
Upon the left, Achilles’ tent’s on fire. 
 
ACHILLES  
Our tent? 
 
AGAMEMNON  
By Jove thy tent, and all thy Myrmidons, 
Have not the power to quench it. Yet great Hector 
Hath shed more blood this day, than would have served 
To quench, both fleet and tent.  
 
ACHILLES  

My sword and armour. 
Polyxena, thy love we will lay by, 
Till by this hand, that Trojan Hector die. 
 
AJAX  
[Aside.] I knew he must be fired out.149      Exit. 
 

 
 

 
149 fired out: Ajax knows that only the spectre of Hector slaying Patroclus will drag him into battle, here 
represented as the fire that Hector starts.  
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3.4.1-20 [TLN 1652-1676] 
[3.4] 

 
Alarum. Enter Hector, Paris, Troilus, Aeneas, 

with burning staves and fire-balls. 
ALL TROJANS  
Strike, stab, wound, kill, toss firebrands, and make way, 
Hector of Troy, and a victorious day. 
 
HECTOR  
Well fought brave brothers. 

 
Enter Ajax. 

 
PARIS  
What’s he? 
 
TROILUS  
’Tis Ajax, down with him. 
 
HECTOR  
No man presume to dart a feather at him 
Whilst we have odds. Cousin, if thou seekest combat, 
See we stand single, not one Trojan here, 
Shall lay a violent hand upon thy life, 
Save we our self. 
 
AJAX  

Cousin, th’art honourable, 
I now must both entreat and conjure thee, 
For my old Uncle Priam’s sake, his sister 
Hesione my mother, and thine aunt –  
This day leave thine advantage, spare our fleet, 
And let us quench our tents, only this day 
Stay thy victorious hand, ’tis Ajax pleads. 
Who but of Jove hath never begged before,  
And save of Jove, will not entreat again. 
 
ALL TROJANS 
Burn, still more fire. 
 
HECTOR  

I’ll quench it with his blood 
That adds one spark unto this kindled flame. 
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3.4.21-4.1.17 [TLN 1677-1707] 
My cousin shall not for Hesione’s sake 
Be ought denied of Hector, she’s our aunt. 
Thou then this day hast saved the Grecian fleet. 
Let’s sound retreat, whose charge made all Greece quake, 
We spare whole thousands for one Ajax’s sake. 
 

A retreat sounded. Exeunt the Trojans. 
 

AJAX  
Worthiest a life thou hast, Greece was this day 
At her last cast, had they pursued advantage. 
But, I divine,150 hereafter from this hour, 
We never more shall shrink beneath their power.      
  

Exit. 
 

[4.1] 
 

Enter Hector, Troilus, Paris, Aeneas, Hector’s armour-bearer, with others. 
 
HECTOR  
My armour, and my trusty Galatea,151 
The proudest steed that ever rider backed, 
Or with his hooves beat thunder from the earth.  
The sun begins to mount the eastern hill,  
And we not yet in field. Lords, yesterday 
We slipped a brave advantage, else these ships 
That float now in the Samothracian road,  
And with their waving pendants menace Troy,  
Had with their flames reflecting from the sea,  
Gilt those high towers, which now they proudly brave. 
 
TROILUS  
On then, Achilles is unconquered yet, 
Great Agamemnon and the Spartan king,  
Ajax the big-boned Duke of Salamis, 
With him that with his lance made Venus bleed,  
The bold (but ever-rash) King Diomed.  
To lead these captive through Scamander plains, 
That were a task worth Hector. 

 
150 divine: See note 24.  
151 Galatea: Hector’s warhorse.  
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4.1.17-36 [TLN 1708-1732] 
PARIS  

Why not us? 
Yet most becoming him, come then Aeneas, 
Let each pick one of these brave champions out 
And single him a captive. 
 
AENEAS 
’Twere an enterprise 
That would deserve a lasting chronicle, 
Lead on, renowned Hector. 
 
HECTOR  

Unnimble slave, 
Dispatch, make haste, I would be first in field, 
And now I must be called on. 
 

Enter Andromache and young Astianax. 
 
ANDROMACHE  
Oh stay dear lord, my royal husband stay, 
Cast by thy shield, fellow uncase his arms, 
Knock off the rivets, lay that baldric152 by, 
But this one day rest with Andromache. 
 
HECTOR  
What meanest thou woman? 
 
ANDROMACHE  

To save my honoured lord 
From a sad fate, for if this ominous day, 
This day disastrous, thou appear’st in field 
I never more shall see thee. 
 
HECTOR  

Fond Andromache. 
Give me some reason for’t. 
 
ANDROMACHE  

A fearful dream, 
This night me thought I saw thee ’mongst the Greeks 
Round girt with squadrons of thine enemies, 

 
152 baldric: A belt or girdle used to support a sword or shield.  
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4.1.37-60 [TLN 1733-1757] 
All which their javelins thrilled against thy breast, 
And stuck them in thy bosom. 
 
HECTOR  

So many squadrons,  
And all their darts quivered in Hector’s breast, 
Some glanced upon mine armour, did they not? 
 
PARIS  
Did none of all these darts rebound from Hector 
And hit thee sister, for (my lass) I know, 
Thou hast been oft hit by thine Hector so. 
 
ANDROMACHE  
Oh do not jest my husband to his death, 
I waked and slept, and slept and waked again, 
But both my slumbers and my sound sleeps 
Met in this one main truth, if thou this day 
Affront their army or oppose their fleet, 
After this day we ne’er more shall meet. 
 
HECTOR  
Trust not deceptuous visions; dreams are fables, 
Adulterate scenes of antique forgeries  
Played upon idle brains. Come lords to horse.  
To keep me from the field, dreams have no force.  
 
ANDROMACHE  
Troilus, Aeneas, Paris, young Astianax, 
Hang on thy father’s armour, stay his speed. 
 
ASTIANAX  
Father, sweet father, do not fight today. 
 
HECTOR  
Help to take off these burrs, they trouble me. 
 
ANDROMACHE  
Hold, hold thy father, if thou canst not kneel, 
Yet with thy tears entreat him stay at home. 
 
ASTIANAX  
I’ll hang upon you, you shall beat me father 
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4.1.61-76 [TLN 1758-1779] 
Before I let you go. 
 
HECTOR  
How boy? I’ll whip you if you stir a foot, 
Go get you to your mother. 
 
PARIS  

Come to horse. 
 

Enter Priam, Hecuba, [and] Helen. 
 
PRIAM  
Hector, I charge thee by thine honour stay, 
Go not this day to battle. 
 
HECTOR  

By all the gods 
Andromache, thou dost abate my love 
To win me from my glory. 
 
PRIAM 

From thy death.  
Troilus, persuade thy brother, daughter Helen, 
Speak to thy Paris to entreat him too. 
 
HELEN  
Paris, sweet husband. 
 
PARIS  

Leave your cunning, Helen. 
My brother shall to the field. 
 
HELEN  
But by this kiss thou shalt not. 
 
PARIS  
Now have not I the heart to say her nay, 
This kiss hath overcome me. 
 
ANDROMACHE  

  My dearest love,  
Pity your wife, your son, your father, all 
These live beneath the safeguard of that arm. 
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4.1.77-94 [TLN 1780-1802] 
Pity in us whole Troy already doomed 
To sink beneath your ruin. 
 
PRIAM  

If thou fall, 
Who then shall stand? Troy shall consume with fire 
(That yet remains in thee), we perish all, 
Or, which is worse, led captive into Greece. 
Therefore, dear Hector, cast thy armour off. 
 
ANDROMACHE  
Husband. 
 
HECUBA  

Son. 
 
HELEN  

Brother. 
 
HECTOR  

   By Jove, I am resolved. 
 
ANDROMACHE  
Oh, all ye gods! 
 
HECTOR  

Not all the devils 
Could half torment me like these women’s tongues. 
 
PARIS  
At my entreaty, and for Helen’s love, 
Leave us to bear the fortunes of this day, 
Here’s Troilus and myself will make them swear, 
Ere the fight end, there are two Hectors here. 
 
AENEAS  
Besides Aeneas and Deiphobus, 
Young Margareton, and a thousand more 
Sworn to set fire on all their tents this day, 
Then Hector for this once resolve to stay. 
 
HECTOR  
To horse then Paris, do not linger time. 
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4.1.95-4.2.6 [TLN 1803-1821] 
PARIS  
To horse, come brother Troilus. 
 
HECTOR  
Watch Margareton, if the youthful prince 
Venture beyond his strength, let him have rescue. 
 
TROILUS  
He shall be all our charge. 
 
PRIAM  
Hector, let’s mount upon the walls of Troy, 
And thence survey the battle. 
 
HECTOR  

Well be’t so. 
But if one Trojan shall for succour cry, 
I’ll leave the walls and to his rescue fly.       Exit. 
 

[4.2] 
 

Enter Troilus and Diomed after an alarm. 
 
TROILUS  
King Diomed. 
 
DIOMED  
Cressid’s first love. 
 
TROILUS  

Yes Diomed, and her last, 
I’ll live to love her when thy life is past. 

 
Enter Menelaus, both upon Troilus. 

 
MENELAUS  
Hold Trojan, for no Greek must be disarmed. 

 
Enter Paris. 

 
PARIS  
Unmanly odds, King Menelaus turn 
Thy face this way, ’tis Trojan Paris calls. 
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4.2.7-26 [TLN 1822-1845] 
MENELAUS  
Of all that breath, I love that Paris’ tongue 
When it shall call to arms. Now one shall down. 
 

Alarum. Menelaus falls. 
 
PARIS  
Thou keep’st thy word, for thou art down indeed. 
Yet by the sword of Paris shalt not die. 
I slew thy fame when I first stole thy queen, 
And therefore, Spartan, will now spare thy life. 
Achilles, Diomed, Ajax, one of three 
Were noble prize, thou art no spoil for me. 
 

Alarum. Enter above Priam, Hector, Astianax, Hecuba, Helen. Below Achilles and 
Margareton. 

 
ACHILLES  
If thou be’st noble by thy blood and valour, 
Tell me if Hector be in field this day. 
 
MARGARETON  
Thy conjuration hath a double spell, 
Hector is not in field, but here I stand 
Thy warlike opposite. 
 
ACHILLES  
Thou art young and weak, retire and spare thy life. 
 
MARGARETON  
I’m Hector’s brother, none of Hector’s blood 
Did ever yet retreat. 
 
ACHILLES  

If Hector’s friend, 
Here must thy life and glory both have end.      Achilles kills him. 
 
HECTOR  
Oh father, see where Margareton lies, 
Your son, my brother, by Achilles slain. 
 
PRIAM  
Thy brother Troilus will revenge his death 
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4.2.27-51 [TLN 1846-1875] 
But Hector shall not move.  
 
HECTOR  
Troilus, nor all the Trojans in the field, 
Can make their swords bite on Achilles’ shield. 
’Tis none but Hector must revenge his death. 
 
PRIAM  
But not this day. 
 
HECTOR  

Before the sun decline, 
That terror of the earth I’ll make divine. 

 
Exit from the walls. 

 
 

Alarum. Enter Hector beating before him Achilles’ 
Myrmidons. 

HECTOR  
Thus flies the dust before the northern winds, 
And turns to atoms dancing in the air, 
So from the force of our victorious army, 
Fly armed squadrons of the boldest Greeks, 
And mated at the terror of our name, 
So clear the field before me, no man’s favoured. 
The blood of three brave princes in my rage, 
I have sacrificed to Margareton’s soul. 
Ajax Oileus, Ajax Telamon, 
Merionus, Menelaus, Idomean, 
Arch-dukes and kings have shrunk beneath this arm, 
Besides a thousand knights have fallen this day 
Beneath the fury of my ponderous blows, 
And not the least of my victorious spoils, 
Quivered my javelin through the brawny thigh 
Of strong Achilles, and I seek him still, 
Once more to tug with him. My sword and breath 
Assist me still, till one drop down in death.  
 

Enter Achilles with his guard of Myrmidons. 
 
ACHILLES  
Come cast yourselves into a ring of terror, 
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4.2.52-78 [TLN 1876-1903] 
About this warlike prince, by whom I bleed. 
 
HECTOR  
What means the glory of the Grecian host, 
Thus besiege me with his Myrmidons 
And keep aloof himself. 
 
ACHILLES  

That shall my lance 
In bloody letters text upon thy breast, 
For young Patroclus’ death, for my dishonours, 
For thousand spoils, and for that infinite wreck 
Our army hath endured only by thee, 
Thy life must yield me satisfaction. 
 
HECTOR  
My life? And welcome, by Apollo’s fire, 
I never ventured blood with more content, 
Than against thee Achilles, come prepare. 
 
ACHILLES  
For eminent death, you of my warlike guard, 
My Myrmidons, for slaughters most renowned, 
Now sworn to my designments,153 your steel poleaxes,154 
Fix all at once, and girt him round with wounds. 
 
HECTOR  
Dishonourable Greek, Hector ne’er dealt 
On base advantage, or ever lift his sword 
Over a quaking foe, but as a spoil 
Unworthy us, still left him to his fear, 
Nor on the man, whom singly I struck down, 
Have I redoubled blows, my valour still 
Opposed against a standing enemy. 
Thee have I twice unhorsed, and when I might 
Have slain thee grovelling, left thee to the field, 
Thine armour and thy shield impenetrable, 
Wrought by the god of Lemnos155 in his forge 

 
153 designments: see note 43.  
154 poleaxes: An axeblade on a pole. Often carried by the personal guards of great personages or monarchs.  
155 god of Lemnos: Hephaestus is the god of blacksmiths and metallurgy. He crafts the Shield of Achilles after 
his armour and weapons are stripped off Patroclus’ body. It contains images that represent a microcosm of 
civilisation.  
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4.2.79-103 [TLN 1904-1931] 
By art divine, with the whole world engraven, 
I have through pierced, and still it wears my scars. 
Forget not how last day, even in thy tent  
I feasted my good sword, and might have flung 
My balls of wild-fire round about your fleet, 
To have sent up your Greekish pride in flames, 
Which would have fixed a star in that high orb, 
To memorize to all succeeding times 
Our glories and your shames, yet this I spared, 
And shall I now be slain by treachery? 
 
ACHILLES  
Tell him your answer on your weapons’ points, 
Upon him, my brave soldiers. 
 
HECTOR  

Come you slaves, 
Before I fall, I’ll make some food for graves, 
That gape to swallow cowards. Seize you dogs 
Upon a lion with your armed fangs, 
And bate me bravely, where I touch I kill, 
And where I fasten, tear body from soul, 
And soul from hope of rest. All Greece shall know, 
Blood must run waste in Hector’s overthrow. 

 
Alarum. Hector falls, slain by the Myrmidons, 

then Achilles wounds him with his lance. 
 
ACHILLES  
Farewell the noblest spirit that e’er breathed 
In any terrene156 mansion. Take up his body 
And bear it to my tent. I’ll straight to horse, 
And at his fetlocks157 to my greater glory, 
I’ll drag his mangled trunk that Grecians all, 
May deaf the world with shouts, at Hector’s fall. 
 

[Exeunt.] 
 

 
 

 
156 terrene: Worldly, belonging to the earth. 
157 fetlocks: The part of a horse’s leg where the tuft of hair grows.  
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4.3.1-24 [TLN 1932-1956] 
[4.3] 

 
Enter Priam, Aeneas, Troilus, Paris. 

 
PRIAM  
Black fate, black day, be never calendared 
Hereafter in the number of the year, 
The planets cease to work, the spheres to move, 
The sun in his meridian course to shine, 
Perpetual darkness overwhelm the day, 
In which is fallen the pride of Asia. 
 
TROILUS  
Rot may that hand.  
And every joint drop piece-meal from his arm, 
That took such base advantage on a worthy,158 
Who all advantage scorned. 
 
PARIS  
Yet though his life they have basely ta’en away, 
His body we have rescued maugre159 Greece. 
And Paris, I, the meanest of Priam’s sons, 
Have made as many Myrmidons weep blood, 
As had least finger in the worthy’s fall. 
 
PRIAM  
What but his death could thus have armed my hand, 
Or drawn decrepit Priam to the field. 
That star is shot, his lustre quite eclipsed 
And shall we now surrender Helena? 
 
PARIS  
Not till Achilles lie as dead as Hector, 
And Ajax by Achilles, not whilst Ilium 
Hath one stone reared upon another’s back 
To over-look these walls, or these high walls  
To over-peer the plain. 
 

 
158 worthy: Refers to the Nine Worthies, who represent the idealised notion of chivalry in the Middle Ages. They 
include three pagans (Hector, Alexander the Great, and Julius Caesar), three Jews (Joshua, David, and Judas 
Maccabeus), and three Christians (King Arthur, Charlemagne, and Godfrey of Bouillon). They are closely 
connected to romance genre of chivalry, further reinforcing the connection between Heywood’s play and its 
Chaucerian influences. 
159 maugre: Despite. From middle French.  
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4.3.24-51 [TLN 1957-1986] 
TROILUS  

Contrary elements,  
The warring meteors—hell and Elysium160 
Are not so much opposed, as Troy and Greece, 
For Hector, Hector’s death. 
 
PARIS  

A most sad funeral 
Will his in Troy be, where shall scarce an eye 
Of twice two hundred thousand be found dry. 
These objects once passed o’er, which we desire, 
Those eyes that now shed water, shall speak fire. 
 
AENEAS  
Now sound retreat. 
 
PRIAM  

We back to Troy return, 
Where every soul in funeral black shall mourn.     Exit. 
 
PARIS  
Hector is dead, and yet my brother Troilus 
A second terror to the Greeks still lives. 
In him there’s hope since all his Myrmidons 
Having felt his fury, fly even at his name. 
But must the proud Achilles still insult 
And triumph in the glory of base deeds? 
No, Hector he destroyed by treachery, 
And he must die by craft. But Priam’s temper 
Will ne’er be brought to any base revenge, 
A woman is most subject unto spleen, 
And I will use the brain of Hecuba. 
This bloody son of Thetis doth still dote 
Upon the beauty of Polyxena, 
And that’s the base we now must build upon. 
My mother hath by secret letters wrought him 
Once more to abandon both the field and arms. 
The plot is cast, which if it well succeed, 
He that’s of blood insatiate, must next bleed.       Exit. 
 

 
160 Elysium: Part of the Greek conception of the afterlife. Initially, only mortals related to the gods and heroes 
could enter the Elysian Fields where they would remain and exist in a blessed and happy state. This was later 
expanded to the righteous and heroic, as well as those chosen by the gods.  
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4.4.1-26 [TLN 1987-2016] 
[4.4] 

 
Achilles discovered in his tent, about him his 

bleeding Myrmidons, himself wounded, 
and with him Ulysses. 

 
 
ULYSSES  
Why will not great Achilles don his arms, 
And rouse his bleeding Myrmidons? Shall Troilus 
March back to Troy with armour, sword and lance, 
All dyed in Grecian blood? Shall aged Priam 
Boast in fair Ilium that the son of Thetis, 
Whose warlike spear pierced mighty Hector’s breast, 
Lies like a coward slumbering in his tent,  
Because he fears young Troilus? 
 
ACHILLES  

Pardon me, 
Ulysses, here’s a brief from Hecuba, 
Wherein she vows, if I but kill one Trojan, 
I never shall enjoy Polyxena. 
 
ULYSSES  
But thinks Achilles, if the Greeks slain, 
And forced perforce to march away from Troy, 
That he shall then enjoy Polyxena? 
No, ’tis King Priam’s subtlety, whilst thou 
Sleep’st in thy tent, Troilus through all our troops 
Makes lanes of slaughtered bodies, and will toss 
His balls of wild-fire as great Hector did 
O’er all our naval forces. But did this prince 
Lie breathless bleeding at Achilles’ feet, 
Despairing Priam would to make his peace 
Make humbly tender of Polyxena, 
And be much proud to call Achilles son? 
 
ACHILLES  
Were Troilus slain? 
 
ULYSSES  
Who else deals wounds so thick and fast as he, 
They call him Hector’s ghost, he glides so quick 
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4.4.27-4.5.8 [TLN 2017-2040] 
Through our battalions. If he beat us hence, 
And we be then compelled to sue to them? 
It will be answered, that great Hector’s deathsman 
Shall never wed his sister. Hector’s son 
Will never kneel to him, by whose strong hand 
His father fell, but were young Troilus slain, 
And Priam’s sons sent wounded from the field, 
Troy then would stoop, and send Polyxena 
Even to Achilles’ tent. 
 
ACHILLES  

My sword and armour.  
Arise my bleeding ministers of death,  
I’ll feast you with an ocean of blood-royal. 
Ulysses, ere this sun fall from the skies, 
By this right hand the warlike Troilus dies.     [Exit.] 
 

[4.5] 
 

Alarum. Enter Troilus and Thersites. 
 
THERSITES  
Hold if thou be’st a man. 
 
TROILUS  
Stand if thou be’st a soldier, do not shrink. 
 
THERSITES  
Art not thou Troilus, young and lusty Troilus? 
 
TROILUS  
I am, what then? 
 
THERSITES  
And I Thersites, lame and impotent, 
What honour canst thou get by killing me? 
I cannot fight. 
 
TROILUS  

What mak’st thou in the field then?  
 
THERSITES  
I came to laugh at madmen, thou art one, 
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4.5.9-32 [TLN 2041-2069] 
The Trojans are all mad, so are the Greeks 
To kill so many thousands for one drab, 
For Helen, a light thing, do thou turn wise 
And kill no more. I since these wars began 
Shed not one drop of blood. 
 
TROILUS  

But proud Achilles  
Slew my bold brother, and you Grecians all 
Shall perish for the noble Hector’s fall. 
 
THERSITES  
Hold, the pox take thee hold, whilst I have breath, 
I am bound to curse thy fingers.  
 

Enter Achilles with his Myrmidons, after Troilus 
hath beaten Thersites. [Exit Troilus]. 

 
ACHILLES  
I might have slain young Troilus when his sword 
Late sparkled fire out of the Spartans’ helm,  
But that had stilled my fame; but I will trace him 
Through the whole army. When I meet the Trojan 
Breathless and faint I’ll thunder on his crest, 
Some valour, but advantage likes me best. 

 
Enter Troilus. 

 
TROILUS  
Let cowards fight with cowards, and both fear, 
The base Thersites is no match for me, 
Oppose me to the proudest he in field, 
Most eminent in arms and best approved, 
To make the thirsty after blood to bleed, 
And that’s the proud Achilles. 
 
ACHILLES  

Who names us? 
 
TROILUS  
Fate, thou hast now before me set the man 
Whom I most sought, to thee whom I will offer 
To appease Hector’s ghost a sacrifice. 
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4.5.33-52 [TLN 2070-2093] 
You widowed matrons who now mourn in tears, 
And all you watery eyes surcease to weep. 
Fathers that in this war have lost your sons, 
And sons your fathers, by Achilles’ hand 
No more lament upon their funeral arms, 
But from this day rejoice. Posterity 
From age to age this to succession tell, 
He falls by Troilus, by whom Hector fell. 
 
ACHILLES  
Hector’s sad fate betide him. Soldiers on, 
Both brothers show like mercy. Thy vain sound 
That boasted lies now levelled with the ground. 
 

Troilus is slain by him and the Myrmidons. 
Enter Thersites. 

 
THERSITES  
Achilles! 
 
ACHILLES  
What’s he? Thersites. 
 
THERSITES  
Thou art a coward. 
 
ACHILLES  
Have I not saved thy life, and slain proud Troilus 
By whom the Greeks lie piled in breathless heaps? 
 
THERSITES  
Yes, when he was out of breath, so thou 90lowest Hector 
Girt with thy Myrmidons. 
 
ACHILLES  

Dogged Thersites, 
I’ll cleave thee to thy navel if thou op’st161 
Thy venomous jaws. 
 
THERSITES  

Do, do, good dog-killer. 

 
161 op’st: Open. 
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4.5.53-70 [TLN 2094-2116] 
ACHILLES  
You slave. 
 
THERSITES  
I am out of breath now too, else bug-bear Greek 
Thou durst not to have touched me. 

 
Achilles beats him off, retreat sounded. Enter Agamemnon, 
Ajax, Ulysses. all the others but [Achilles. To them,] Paris. 

 
AGAMEMNON  
To whom dost thou address thine embassy? 
 
PARIS  
To Achilles. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
And not the general? It concerns our place 
To hear King Priam’s embassy. 
 
PARIS  
Let me have passage to Achilles’ tent, 
There Agamemnon (if you please) may hear 
What Priam sends to your great champion. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Let it be so. 
 
AJAX  

The general wrongs that honour  
We princes in our love confer on him.  
Had I th’imperial mandate in my mouth, 
I would not lose one jot of my command 
For all the proud Achilles on earth, 
Take him at best he’s but a fellow peer, 
And should lift his head above the clouds 
I hold myself his equal. 

 
Enter Achilles from his tent. 

 
ACHILLES  
Untutored Ajax. 
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4.5.70-97 [TLN 2117-2147] 
AJAX  

Who spake that word?  
 
ACHILLES  
’Twas I Achilles, let the son of Priam 
Be private with us. 
 
AGAMEMNON  

It belongs to us 
To be partakers of his embassy. 
 
ACHILLES  
Dismiss then our inferiors, you Ulysses 
Are welcome, Menelaus, Diomed. 
Let Ajax stay without, and know his duty.      Exit. 
 
AJAX  
Duty? Oh you gods! 
Ha? In what dialect spake he that language 
Which Greece yet never knew, we owe to him? 
I’ll after him and drag him from his tent, 
And teach the insolent manners. Give me way. 
Ulysses, thou and all the world shall know, 
That save the obedience that I owe the gods,  
And duty to my father Telamon, 
Ajax knows none, no not to Agamemnon: 
For what he hath of me’s my courtesy, 
What he claims else, or the proudest Greek that breathes, 
I’ll pay him in the poorest and basest scorn 
Contempt was e’er expressed in. 
 
ULYSSES  
Ajax you are too bold with great Achilles, 
You bear yourself more equal than you ought, 
With one so trophied. 
 
AJAX  

Bold? Oh my merits, 
Are you so soon forgot? Why king of Ithaca, 
What hath this toy (above so talked of) done,  
Saving slain Hector, which at best received 
Was but scarce fairly, which the common tongues, 
Voices, with base advantage. 
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4.5.97-117 [TLN 2147-2171] 
ULYSSES  

Yes, Prince Troilus 
Surnamed the second Hector, lieth imbaked162 
In his cold blood, slain by Achilles’ hand. 
The stream of glory now runs all towards him; 
Achilles looks for’t Ajax. 
 
AJAX  
But when Achilles slumbered in his tent, 
Or waking with his lute courted the air, 
Then Ajax did not bear himself too bold 
With this great champion. When I saved our fleet 
From Hector’s wild-fire, I deserved some praise, 
But then your tongues were mute. 
 
ULYSSES  

You in these times 
Did not affect ostent,163 but still went on. 
But Thetis’ son looks for a world of sound, 
To spread his attributes. 
 
AJAX  

The proud Achilles 
Shall not outshine me long, in the next battle, 
If to kill Trojans be to dim his praise, 
I’ll quench his lustre by my bloody raze.164 

 
Enter Agamemnon, Achilles, Diomed, Menelaus 

and Paris. 
 
PARIS  
Shall I return that answer to King Priam? 
 
ACHILLES  
Say in the morning we will visit him, 
So bear our kind regrets to Hecuba. 
 
AJAX  
But will Achilles trust himself with Priam, 

 
162 imbaked: To encrust or cake.  
163 affect ostent: He did not take up a pretentious display. Heywood uses the phrase in this context in Troia 
Britannica.  
164 raze: Erasure or obliteration. Ajax intends to level Troy.  
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4.5.118-143 [TLN 2172-2197] 
Whose warlike sons were by his valour slain? 
 
ACHILLES  
Priam is honourable, see here’s his hand,  
His queen religious, and behold her name –  
Polyxena divine, read here, her vows, 
Honour, religions, and divinity, 
All jointly promising Achilles’ safety. 
Paris, you hear our answer, so return it. 
 
PARIS  
We shall receive Achilles with all honour.      Exit. 
 
MENELAUS  
Were I Achilles and had slain great Hector, 
With valiant Troilus, Priam’s best loved sons, 
I for the brightest lady in all Asia, 
Would not so trust my person with the father. 
 
ACHILLES  
I am resolved, Ulysses you once told me 
Priam would sleep if Troilus once were slain. 
 
ULYSSES  
And I dare gage165 my life, the reverent king 
Intends no treason to Achilles’ person,  
But merely by this honourable league, 
To draw our warlike champion from the field. 
 
ACHILLES  
But we’ll deceive his hopes. Fear not great kings,  
When to my tent I bring Polyxena, 
The sooner Troy lies level with the ground. 
You understand me lords, shall I entreat you  
Associate me unto the sacred temple 
Of divine Phoebus?166 
 
AGAMEMNON  
In me these kings shall answer, we in peace 
Will bring Achilles to Apollo’s shrine, 

 
165 gage: To pledge/offer as a guarantee or forfeit.   
166 Phoebus: The main epithet of Apollo is Phoebus, meaning “bright”.  
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4.5.144-4.6.27 [TLN 2198-2228] 
Provided, Priam, ere we enter Troy, 
Will give us hostage for our safe return. 
 
ACHILLES  
My honoured hand with his.        Exeunt. 
 

[4.6] 
 

Enter Paris and Hecuba. 
 

HECUBA  
Oh Paris, till Achilles lie as dead 
As did thy brother Hector at his feet, 
His body hacked with as many wounds, 
As was thy brother Troilus when he fell, 
I never, never shall have peace with heaven, 
Or take thee for their brother, or my son. 
 
PARIS  
Mother, I hate Achilles more than you, 
But I have heard he is invulnerable. 
His mother Thetis, from the oracle 
Receiving answer he should die at Troy, 
Being yet a child, and to prevent that fate, 
She dipped him in the sea, all save the heel. 
These parts she drenched remain impenetrable, 
But what her dainty hand forbore to drown 
As loathe to feel the coldness of the wave, 
That, and that only may be pierced with steel. 
Now, since I know his fellow kings intend 
To be his guard to Ilium, what’s my rage? 
Or this my weapon to destroy a prince, 
Whose flesh no sword can bite off. 
 
HECUBA  
Have I not heard thee Paris praise thyself 
For skill in archery? Have I not seen 
A shaft sent level from thy constant hand, 
Command the mark at pleasure? Mayest not thou 
With such an arrow, and the self-same bow,  
Wound proud Achilles in that undrenched part, 
And by his heel draw life’s blood from his heart? 
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4.6.28-4.7.15 [TLN 2229-2256] 
PARIS  
Well thought on, the rare cunning of this hand, 
None save the powers immortal can withstand. 
When in the temple he shall think to embrace 
My sister Polyxena, I’ll strike him there. 
The Greeks are entered Troy. Let’s fill the train 
To avoid suspect, and now my shaft and bow,  
Greece from my hand, receive thine overthrow. 
 

[Exeunt.]  
 

[4.7] 
 

Enter at one door Priam, Hecuba, Paris Aeneas, 
Antenor, Deiphobus, Helena, and Polyxena. At the 

other, Agamemnon, Achilles, Menelaus, Ulysses, 
Diomed, Thersites, and Ajax. They interchange 

embraces, Polyxena is given to Achilles. 
 

PRIAM  
Though the damage you have done to Troy, 
Might cease our arms, and arm our brows with wrath, 
Yet with a smooth front, and heart unfeigned, 
Now bid Achilles welcome. Welcome all 
Before these kings, and in the sight of Helen, 
The dearest of my daughters Polyxen 
I tender thee. On to Apollo’s shrine, 
The flamen167 stays. These nuptial rights once past, 
You of our best varieties shall taste.         
 

Exeunt [apart from Paris]. 
 

Paris fetcheth his bow and arrows. 
 

PARIS  
My bow! Now thou great god of archery, 
The patron of our action and our vows, 
Direct my shaft to wound bright Thetis’ son,  
And let it not offend thy deity, 
That in thy temple I exhaust his blood, 
Without respect of place, revenge seems good.     Exit. 

 
167 flamen: A priest devoted to the service of a particular deity.   
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4.8.1-17 [TLN 2257-2279] 
[4.8] 

 
A great cry within. Enter Paris. 

 
PARIS  
’Tis done, Achilles bleeds, immortal powers 
Clap hands, and smile to see the Greek fall dead, 
By whom the valiant Hector’s blood was shed. 
 

Enter all the Trojans, and the Greeks bringing 
in Achilles with an arrow through his 

heel. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Priam, thou hast dishonourably broke 
The laws of arms. 
 
PRIAM  

By all the gods I vow, 
I was a stranger to this horrid act, 
It never came from Priam. 
 
ULYSSES  
Call for your surgeon then to stop his wound. 
 
MENELAUS  
For if he die, it will be registered 
Forever to thy shame. 
 
PRIAM  

A surgeon there. 
 
ACHILLES  
It is in vain for life, that god of physic168 
We Grecians honour in a serpent’s shape, 
He could not stanch my blood. Know fellow kings 
My mother Thetis, by whose heavenly wisdom, 
My other parts were made invulnerable,169 
Could not of all the gods obtain that grace 
But that my blood, vented as now it is, 

 
168 physic: Medicine. 
169 invulnerable: Thetis dipped Achilles in the sea to protect his body from any harm.  
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4.8.18-38 [TLN 2280-2301] 
The wound should be incurable. What coward 
That durst not look Achilles in the face, 
Hath found my life’s blood in this speeding place?170 
 
PARIS  
’Twas I, ’twas Paris. 
 
AJAX  

’Twas a milk-sop171 then. 
 
DIOMED  
A traitor to all valour. 
 
PARIS  
Did not this bleeding Greek kill valiant Hector, 
Encompassed with his guard of Myrmidons? 
 
PRIAM  
Degenerate Paris, not old Priam’s son, 
Thou never took’st thy treacherous blood from me. 
 
AJAX  
How cheers Achilles, though thy too much pride 
Which held the heart of Ajax from thy love, 
He’ll be the foremost to revenge thy death. 
 
ACHILLES  
Gramercy noble Ajax, Agamemnon, 
Ulysses, Diomed, I feel my strength 
Begins to fail, let me have burial, 
And then to arms, revenge Achilles’ death. 
Or, if proud Troy remain invincible, 
To Lycomedes172 send to youthful Pyrrhus, 
My son begot on bright Deidamia,173 
And let him force his vengeance through the hearts 
Of these, by whom his father was betrayed.  

 
170 this speeding place: Heel.  
171 milk-sop: A man or boy who lacks courage.   
172 Lycomedes: Lycomedes was the one who concealed Achilles among his daughters at Thetis’ request. 
Achilles’ affair with his daughter, Deidamia, resulted in the birth of Pyrrhus. The summoning of Pyrrhus in this 
scene is the principle driving force behind 2 The Iron Age.   
173 Deidamia: Pyrrhus’ mother. She gives birth while Achilles is hiding on Skyros, who is disguised as a woman 
under the name Pyrrha. He seduces Deidamia, and Deidamia gives birth to their son, Pyrrhus. Deidamia tries to 
prevent Achilles leaving his disguise in order to keep him from his prophesised doom if he goes to war.    
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4.8.39-53 [TLN 2302-2319] 
I faint, may every drop of blood I shed, 
Exhaled by Phoebus, putrify the air, 
That every soul in Asia that draws breath, 
May poisoned die for great Achilles’ death. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
He’s dead, the pride of all our Grecian army. 
 
ULYSSES  
Will Priam let us bear his body hence? 
 
PARIS  
Yes, and not drag it ’bout the walls of Troy, 
As he did Hector’s basely.174 
 
PRIAM  
Take it, with all truce, time to bury it. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Come princes, on your shoulders bear him then, 
Bravest of soldiers, and the best of men. 

 
They bear him off. And to Priam enter 

Aeneas. 
 
AENEAS  
Where’s mighty Priam? 
 
PRIAM  

What’s the news Aeneas? 
 
AENEAS  
Such as will make your highness doff175 your age 
And be as youthful spirited as the spring. 
Penthesilea,176 queen of Amazons, 

 
174 Not drag it ’bout the walls of Troy,/As he did Hector’s basely: In Book 22 of The Iliad, after killing Hector, 
Achilles drags Hector’s corpse around the walls of Troy’s citadel. After twelve days of unsuccessfully trying to 
mutilate Hector’s corpse because of Apollo and Aphrodite’s intervention, Thetis convinces Achilles to ransom 
the body to Priam.  
175 doff: To throw off, lay aside; hence (in wider sense), to do away with, get rid of (anything associated with 
oneself) (OED). 
176 Penthesilea: Penthesilea was queen of the Amazons. She is the daughter of Ares, the god of war. After 
accidentally killing her sister, Hippolyta, she wished to die honourably in battle and was thus easily convinced 
to join in the Trojan War.   
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4.8.54-5.1.11 [TLN 2320-2348] 
With mighty troops of virgin warriors, 
Gallant viragoes, for the love of Hector, 
And to revenge his death, are entered Troy. 
May it please you to receive the Scythian queen. 
 
PRIAM 
What Troy can yield, or Priam can express, 
The Amazonian princess shall partake. 
Come Hecuba, and ladies, let’s prepare, 
To bid her friendly welcome to this war. 
 

[Exeunt.] 
 

[5.1] 
 

Enter Thersites with soldiers, bringing in a 
table, with chairs and stools placed 

about it. 
 
THERSITES  
Come, come, spread, spread, up with the pulpits straight, 
Seats for the judges, all the kings of Greece. 
Why, when, you lazy drudges? Is this place 
For a whole jury royal? Where’s the armour, 
The prize for which the crafty fox Ulysses, 
And mad bull Ajax, must this day contend? 
What, is all ready? Rare world, when instead 
Of smooth-tongued lawyers,177 soldiers now must plead.  
 

Loud music. Enter all the kings of Greece, the armour 
of Achilles, born betwixt Ulysses and Ajax, and placed upon 

the table, and Princes seat themselves, a chair is placed 
at either end of the stage, the one for Ajax, the other for 

Ulysses. 
 
 
AGAMEMNON  
This sessions, valiant duke of Salamis, 
And king of Ithaca, was called for you. 
Since great Achilles’ armour is the prize,  

 
177 Smooth-tongued lawyers: Gentle digs at lawyers were common at the time and students from the Inns of 
Court were well-known theatre fans. 1 The Iron Age is dedicated to Thomas Hammon of Gray’s Inn, one of the 
Inns of Court.  
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5.1.12-45 [TLN 2349-2382] 
Due to the worthier, here before these kings, 
And in the face of all the multitude, 
You are appointed for your several pleas. 
That prince who to these arms can prove most right, 
Shall wear his purchase178 in the army’s sight. 
 
AJAX  
If to the worthiest they belong to me. 
Could you select ’mongst all this throng of princes, 
None worthier than Ulysses, to contend 
With Ajax? And in view of all our navy, 
Of all these tall ships, gilt with Hector’s flames, 
Which when Ulysses fled into his tent, 
Aye, I extinguished, these twelve hundred ships 
I saved at once, deserved Achilles’ arms. 
Laertes’ son179 may think it grace enough, 
That though he miss his aim,180 he may be said  
To have strove with Ajax, Ajax who excels 
As much in arms, as he in eloquence. 
My hands perform more than his tongue can speak, 
Act more than he can talk. Were I less valiant, 
And had but half my vigour (like him) weak, 
My royal birth would for this armour speak. 
Duke Telamon, that in the Argo181 sailed 
To Calchas, and in Ilium’s second sack, 
First reared Alcides’ colours on the walls 
My father was. His father Aeacus,182 
One of the three that judge infernal souls, 
And Aeacus was son to Jupiter. 
Thus am I third from Jove. Besides Achilles 
By marriage was my brother, and I crave, 
Since he is dead my brother’s arms to have. 
What hath Ulysses with our kin to do? 
Being a stranger, not of Peleus’ blood.  
Grave heroes, if not honour, prize my merit, 
I plead both worth and blood, these arms to inherit. 

 
178 Purchase: That which is acquired as a spoil of war. Has the sense of earned by one’s own hand. 
179 Laertes’ son: Ulysses. 
180 Miss his aim: Though he will surely lose this contest.  
181 Argo: The journey of Jason’s Argonauts. This marks him as part of the previous generation of heroes, who 
were often considered of the Bronze Age, according to Hesiod’s Theogony.  
182 Aeacus: King of the island of Aegina in the Saronic Gulf. The son of Zeus and Aegina, he was the 
grandfather of both Ajax Telamon and Achilles. Ajax is also showing his shared heritage to make a claim to the 
armour.  
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5.1.46-78 [TLN 2383-2415] 
MENELAUS  
Believe me, two sound pleas on Ajax’s part, 
I fear the prize will be conferred on him. 
 
DIOMED  
His arguments are maxims,183 and sound proofs 
To win him way, into the soldiers’ hearts. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Let him proceed. 
 
AJAX  
Because I hasted to the siege of Troy 
When he feigned madness, must he wear these arms? 
When in the phalanx, with old Nestor charging,  
Thou at the name of Hector fled’st the field, 
And left the good old man encompassed round, 
Calling aloud, "Ulysses, Ulysses stay", 
The more he cried the more thou madest thy way. 
Prince Diomed you saw it, and upbraided 
This Ithacan’s base flight, but see heaven’s justice. 
Old Nestor ’scaped, great Hector was not there, 
But meets Ulysses, as he fled from Hector, 
He that but late denied help, now wants help, 
For at the sight of Hector down he falls, 
And cries aloud for aid, I came and saw thee 
Quaking with terror under Hector’s arm, 
The ponderous blow I took upon my targe, 
And as the least of all my noble deeds, 
Saved these faint limbs from slaughter, which now sue, 
To don these glorious arms, nor do I blame thee 
For fearing Hector. What is he of Greece 
That, saving Ajax, quaked not at his name? 
Yet did I meet that Hector guiled184 in blood 
Of Grecian princes, fought with him so long, 
Till all the host deafed with our horrid strokes, 
Begirt us with amazement, wilt thou know 
My honour in this combat? It was this, 
I was not conquered, if thou still contendest? 
Imagine but that field, the time, the foes, 

 
183 maxims: A statement that expresses a general rule.  
184 guiled: Covered in a thin layer, as in gilded. The sense here is thoroughly covered in blood.  
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5.1.79-105 [TLN 2416-2443] 
Hector alive, thee quaking at his feet, 
And Ajax interposing his broad shield 
’Twixt death and thee, and thou the arms must yield. 
 
DIOMED  
What can the wise Ulysses, say to this? 
Ajax prevails much with the multitude, 
The general murmur doth accord with him. 
 
MENELAUS  
I ever thought the son of Telamon 
Did better merit th’Achillean arms185 
Than the Dulichian186 king. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Forebear to censure. 
Till both fully be heard. 
 
AJAX  
Methinks grave heroes, you should seek an Ajax 
To wear these arms, not let these arms be sought 
By Ajax. What hath sly Ulysses done 
To countervail my acts? Killed unarmed Rhesus, 
And set on sleepy Dolon187 in the night, 
Stolen the Palladium188 from the Trojan fane.189 
Oh brave exploits, nor hast thou these performed 
Without the help of warlike Diomed, 
So you betwixt you should divide these spoils. 
Alas thou know’st not what thou seek’st, fond man, 
Thou that fight’st all by craft and in the night 
The radiant splendour of this burnished helm 
Shining in darkness, as the sun by day, 
Thy thievish spoils and ambush would betray. 
Thy politic head’s too weak to bear this cask, 
This massive helm – thou canst not mount his spear.  
His warlike shield that bears the world engraven 

 
185 th’Achillean arms: The arms of Achilles doubtlessly contain the Shield of Achilles. It is a nine-layered shield 
that depicts a cosmological history of Greece, as described in the Iliad, Book XVIII. It is well-remembered now 
in part due to W.H. Auden’s poem The Shield of Achilles (1952).  
186 Dulichian: One of the lands associated with the rule of Odysseus aside from Ithaca, Zacynthus and Same.   
187 Rhesus…Dolon: Rhesus is the king of Thrace. Dolon is a Trojan soldier. Both are killed during Diomed and 
Odysseus’ night raid in Book X of The Iliad.  
188 Palladium: A statue of Pallas Athena thrown down by Zeus that was said to keep Troy safe from conquer.  
189 fane: A Temple. In this case, the temple of Pallas Athena where the Palladium was kept.    
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5.1.106-141 [TLN 2444-2480] 
Will tire thine arm. Fool, thou dost ask a spear, 
A shield, a cask, thou hast not strength to wear. 
Now if these kings, or the vain people’s error 
So far should err from truth to give them thee, 
’Twould be a means to make thee sooner die, 
The weight would lag thee that art wont to fly. 
Thou hast a shield unscarred,190 my seven-fold targe 
With thousand gashes piece-mealed from mine arm,  
And none but that would fit me. To conclude, 
Go bear these arms for which we two contend  
Into the mid-ranks or our enemies, 
And bid us fetch them thence, and he to wear them 
By whom this royal armour can be won, 
I had rather fight than talk, so I have done. 
 

A loud shout within191 crying, "Ajax, Ajax!" 
 
ULYSSES  
If with your prayers O Grecian kings, my vows 
Might have prevailed with heaven, there had been then 
No such contention, thou hadst kept thine arms,  
And we Achilles thee. But since the Fates 
Have ta’en him from us, who hath now more right 
To claim these arms he dead, than he that gave them 
Unto Achilles living? Nor great princes,  
Let that smooth eloquence, yon fellow scorns, 
(If it be any) be rejected now, 
And hurt his master, which so many times  
Hath profited whole Greece, if we plead blood 
Which is not ours, but all our ancestors. 
Laertes was my father, his Arcesius, 
His Jove, from whom I am third. Beside I claim 
A second god-head by my mother’s name. 
What do we talk of birth? If birth should bear them, 
His father being nearer Jove, then he 
Should wear this honour, or if next of blood, 
Achilles’ father Peleus should enjoy them, 
Or his son Pyrrhus, but we plead not kindred, 
Or near propinquity. Let alliance rest.  
His be the armour that deserves it best. 

 
190 A shield unscarred: Implying that Odysseus frequently shirks combat, not taking any blows to his shield.  
191 within: This stage direction implies that the doors at the back of the stage symbolically lead into an exterior 
place where the masses are gathered and are now cheering for Ajax.  
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5.1.142-177 [TLN 2481-2516] 
Achilles’ mother Thetis being foretold  
Her son should die at Troy, concealed him from us 
In habit of a lady.192 To this siege 
I brought him, therefore challenge all his deeds 
As by Ulysses done. ’Twas I sacked Thebes, 
Chriscis, and Scylla, with Lyrnessus’ walls, 
I Troilus and renowned Hector slew, 
First with his helmet I adorned his head, 
He gave it living, who demands it dead? 
 
DIOMED  
’Tis true, for like a peddler being disguised, 
And coming where Achilles spent his youth 
In womanish habit, the young ladies they 
Look on his glasses, jewels and fine toys. 
He had a bow too much Achilles drew, 
So by his strength, the Ithacan him knew. 
Had Ajax gone, Achilles then had stayed, 
Hector still lived, our ransacked tents to invade. 
 
[ULYSSES] 
What canst thou do but barely fight? No more, 
I can both fight and counsel, I direct 
The manner of our battles, and propose 
For victual and munition, to supply 
The universal host, cheer up the soldiers 
To endure a tedious siege. When all the army 
Cried, "Let’s away for Greece", and razed their tents, 
Ajax amongst the foremost had trussed up 
His bag and baggage. When I rated him, 
And them, and all, and by my oratory 
Persuaded their retreat. What Greece hath won 
From Troy since then, is by Ulysses done. 
Behold my wounds O Grecians, and judge you  
If they be coward’s marks th’are in my breast. 
Let boasting Ajax show such noble scars. 
These, Grecian heroes, took I in your wars. 
I grant he fought with Hector, ’twas well done, 
Where thou deservest well I will give thee due, 
But what was the success of that great day? 

 
192 habit of a lady: In some post-Homeric tales, notably Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Thetis hides Achilles disguised 
as a girl on Skyros. He lives there under the name Pyrrha and seduces Deidamia, with whom he produces a son, 
Pyrrhus.   
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5.1.178-207 [TLN 2517-2547] 
Hector of Troy unwounded went away. 
 
MENELAUS  
Now sure the prize will to Ulysses fall, 
The murmuring soldiers mutter his deserts, 
Preferring him ’fore Ajax – hear the rest. 
 
ULYSSES  
But, O Achilles, when I view these arms 
I cannot but lament thine obsequies. 
Thou wall of Greece, when thou wast basely slain 
I took thee on my shoulders, and from Troy 
Bore thee then armed, in the habiliments 
I once more seek to bear. Behold that shield. 
’Tis a description cosmographical 
Of all the earth, the air, the sea and heaven. 
What are the Hyades? Or grim Orion? 
The Pleiades193? Or what’s Arcton?194 Thy rude hand 
Would lift a shield, thou canst not understand. 
To omit my deeds of arms, which all these know  
Better than I can speak, when in the night 
I ventured through Troy’s gates, and from the temple 
Raped the Palladium, then I conquered Troy. 
Troy whilst that stood could never be subdued. 
In that I brought away their gods, their honours, 
Troy’s ruin and the triumphs of whole Greece. 
What hath blunt Ajax done to countervail 
This one of mine? He did with Hector fight, 
I ten years war have ended in one night. 
What Ajax did was but by my direction, 
My counsel fought in him, and all his honours 
(If they be any), he may thank me for. 
What he hath done, was since his flight I stayed,195 
I therefore claim these arms: so I have said. 

 
A shout within: "Ulysses, Ulysses." The princes rise. 

 
 

193 Pleiades: The Pleiades are the seven daughters of the titan Atlas and the sea-nymph Pleione. They are the 
companions of Artemis. They are most well known to have been translated into a cluster of stars in the night 
sky. Q reads “Hee pleads”. However, “The Pleiades” is a plausible reading, bearing close similarity to the copy 
text. It makes more sense in the speech, as Ulysses is listing constellations at this point.  
194 Hyades…Orion…Pleiades…Arcton: All four of these are constellations in the cosmology of Greece.  
195 his flight I stayed: Ajax’s seeming willingness to leave Troy with the others (“Ajax amongst the foremost had 
trussed up / His bag and baggage.”).  
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5.1.208-5.2.16 [TLN 2548-2573] 
AGAMEMNON  
Such is the clamour of the multitude, 
And such Ulysses are your great deserts, 
That those rich arms are thine, the prize enjoy. 
 
ULYSSES  
To the defence of Greece and sack of Troy. 
 
DIOMED  
Come princes, now this strife is well determined. 
 
MENELAUS  
To see how eloquence the people charms, 
Ulysses by his tongue hath gained these arms. 
 
AGAMEMNON  
Counsel prevails ’bove strength, heralds proclaim 
Through the whole camp Ulysses’ glorious name. 

 
Exeunt [apart from Ajax]. The arms borne in triumph before Ulysses. 

 
[5.2] 

 
AJAX  
What, dream’st thou Ajax? 
Or is this object real that I see, 
Which topsy-turns my brain, base Ithaca196 
To sway desert thus. O that such rich trophies 
Should clothe a coward’s back, nor is it strange. 
I’ll go turn coward too, and henceforth plot, 
Turn politicians all, all politicians. 
A rush for valour. Valour? This is the difference 
’Twixt the bold warrior, and the cunning statesman, 
The first seeks honour, and the last his health. 
The valiant hoard the knocks, the wise the wealth. 
It was a gallant armour, Ajax’s limbs 
Would have become it bravely, the disgrace 
Of losing such an armour by contention, 
Will live to all posterity, and the shame 
In Stygian Lethe197 drown great Ajax’s name. 

 
196 Ithaca: Referring to Ulysses.  
197 Stygian Lethe: Of the River Styx in Hades (meaning infernal) and Lethe: the river in Hades that leads to 
forgetfulness and oblivion.  
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5.2.17-34 [TLN 2574-2593] 
Oh that I had here my base opposite,  
In th’Achillean armour briskly clad,  
Vulcan that wrought it out of gads of steel 
With his Cyclopian hammers,198 never made 
Such noise upon his anvil forging it, 
Than these my armed fists in Ulysses’ wrack, 
To mould it new upon the coward’s back. 
 

Enter Thersites. 
 

THERSITES  
Why how now mad Greek? 
 
AJAX  
And art thou come Ulysses? Thus, and thus 
I’ll hammer on thy proof steeled burgonet. 
 
THERSITES  
Hold Ajax, hold, the devil take thee, hold. 
I am Thersites, hell rot thy fingers off.  
 
AJAX  
But art thou not Ulysses? 
 
THERSITES 

No I tell thee.  
 
AJAX  
And is not thine head armed? 
 
THERSITES  
Hell’s plagues confound thee, no. Thou thinkest thou  
Hast Menelaus’ head in hand199, I am Thersites. 
 
AJAX  
Thersites? Canst thou rail? 
 
THERSITES  
Oh yes, yes, better than fight. 
 

 
198 Cyclopian hammers: Hammers of the Cyclopes, who were renowned as blacksmiths by Hesiod in his 
Theogony.  
199 Menelaus’ head in hand: Possible suggestion that Menelaus’ head is armed with the cuckhold’s horns.  
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5.2.35-55 [TLN 2594-2614] 
AJAX  
And curse? 
 
THERSITES  
Better than either—rarely. 
 
AJAX  
And spit thy venom in the face of Greece? 
 
THERSITES  
Admirably. 
 
AJAX  
Do, do, let’s hear, prithee for heaven’s sake do. 
 
THERSITES  
With whom shall I begin? 
 
AJAX  
Begin with the head. 
 
THERSITES  
Then have at thee Menelaus, thou art a king and a—  
 
[AJAX]  
No more, but if on any, rail on me. 
Dessert should still be snarled at, vice pass free. 
 
THERSITES  
Who, thou the son of Telamon, thou art a fool, 
An ass, a very block. What makest thou here at  
Troy to aid a cuckold, being a bachelor? 
Paris hath stolen no wife of thine: if Ajax 
Had been ought but the worst of these, he might  
Have kept his country, solaced his father, and 
Comforted his mother: what thanks hast thou 
For spending thy means, hazarding thy soldiers? 
Wasting thy youth, losing thy blood, 
Endangering thy life? And all for a— 
 
AJAX  
Peace. 
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5.2.56-79 [TLN 2615-2638] 
THERSITES  
Yes, peace for shame, 
But what thanks hast thou for all thy travail? 
Ulysses hath the armour, and what art thou now 
Reckoned? A good moil,200 a horse that knows 
Not his own strength, an ass fit for service, 
And good for burdens, to carry gold, and to  
Feed on thistles. Farewell coxcomb, I shall be 
Held to be a cock of the same dunghill, 
For bearing thee company so long, 
I’ll to Ulysses. 
 
AJAX  
Base slave, thou art for cowards, not for men. 
I’ll stound201 thee if thou com’st not back again. 
This vantage have the valiant of the base. 
Death, which they coldly fear, we boldly embrace. 
Help me to rail on them too, or thou diest. 
 
THERSITES  
Do’t then, whilst ’tis hot. 
 
AJAX  
What’s Agamemnon our great general? 
 
THERSITES  
A blind justice, and I would he had kissed 
Fortune’s blind cheeks,202 when he could not see 
To do thee justice. 
 
AJAX  
Well, and what’s Menelaus? 
 
THERSITES  
A king and a cuckold, and a horn-plague 
Consume him.  
 
AJAX  
Amen. What’s Diomed? He sat on the bench too. 

 
200 moil: Drudge. 
201 stound: to stupefy, as with a blow.  
202 Fortune’s blind cheeks: Fortuna is often represented as blind, and can variously represent either luck or 
capriciousness.  
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5.2.80-93 [TLN 2639-2652] 
THERSITES  
A very bench-whistler,203 and loves Cressida. 
Hell and confusion swallow him.  
 
AJAX  
Amen. Amongst these what’s Thersites? 
 
THERSITES  
A rogue, a railing rogue, a cur, a barking  
Dog, the pox take me else. 
 
AJAX  
Amen. But what’s Ulysses my base adversary? 
 
THERSITES 
A damned politician, Scylla and Charybdis204 swallow him. 
 
AJAX  
And greedily devour him. 
 
THERSITES  
And utterly consume him. 
 
AJAX  
And eat up his posterity. 
 
THERSITES  
And rot out his memory. 
 
AJAX  
In endless infamy. 
 
THERSITES  
And everlasting obloquy.205 
 
BOTH  
Amen. 

 
203 bench-whistler: A person who sits whistling on a tavern bench; and idler or good-for-nothing.  
204 Scylla and Charybdis: Mythical sea-monsters that most famously appear in Odyssey XII. Scylla is a six-
headed monster (often rationalised as a rock shoal), that drops its heads down to eat those who come too close. 
Charybdis is a monster who, three times a day, swallows huge amounts of water and belches it back up to create 
whirlpools capable of dragging ships underwater. Odysseus’ crew sails closer to Scylla, as she is only able to 
consume six of the crew. The rest are able to pass and survive.  
205 obloquy: Disgrace, brought about by public condemnation.  
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5.2.94-120 [TLN 2653-2681] 
AJAX  
Enough, no more. Shall he the arms enjoy, 
And we the shame? Away Thersites, fly, 
Our prayers now said, we must prepare to die. 
 
THERSITES  
Die, and with them be damned.       Exit. 
 

Enter over the stage all the Grecian princes, courting and 
applauding Ulysses, not minding Ajax. 

 
AJAX  
Not look on Ajax? Ajax Telamon, 
He that at once saved all your ships from fire, 
Not look on me? Ha? Are these hands? This sword? 
Which made the fame of Troy, great Hector, shrink 
Below the ruins of an abject scorn? 
Slighted? So slighted? What base thing am I, 
To creep to so dull Greek, whom fame or blood 
Hath raised one step above? Jove, see this, 
And laugh old grandsire. Ha, ha, ha, by hell 
I’ll shake thy kingdom for’t. Not look on Ajax? 
The triple-headed dog,206 the whips of steel,207 
The ravenous vulture,208 and the restless stone209 
Are all mere fables. Here’s a trusty sword, 
’Tis mine, mine own, who claims this from me? Ha? 
Cowards and shallow-witted fools have slept 
Amidst an armed troop safe and secure 
Under this guard, nay Agamemnon too. 
But see, see from yon sea, a shoal of sands 
Come rolling on, tricked up in bristled fins 
Of porpoises and dog-fish. Ho my sword,  
I will encounter them, they come from Greece, 
And bring a poisonous breath from Ithaca 
Tempered with false Ulysses’ gall, foh, foh. 
 

 
206 triple-headed dog: Cerberus.  
207 whips of steel: Refers to the whips of the Furies. They are usually positioned to chase living murderers. (In 
Oedipus the King, there is a reference to the “lash of a mother’s furies”.)   
208 ravenous vulture: Refers to the vulture that pecked out Prometheus’ liver every day for stealing fire from the 
gods.   
209 restless stone: Refers to Sisyphus, a king of Ephyra. He was punished for his deceitfulness and breaking of 
xenia (guest-friendship) by being forced to roll a boulder up a hill, only to watch it come back and hit him and 
his task to reset.  
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5.2.121-5.3-7 [TLN 2682-2712] 
It stinks of’s wife’s chaste urinal,210 look, look 
By yonder wood, who slyly in the skirts 
March policy and the devil, on, I fear you not: 
Dare you not yet? Not one to fight with me. 
Who then? What’s he must cope with Ajax? 
 
ECHO  
Ajax? 
 
AJAX  
Well said old boy, wast Nestor my brave lad? 
I’ll do’t, I’ll do’t, come my fine cutting blade, 
Make me immortal, lively fountain sprout, 
Sprout out, yet with more life, brave glorious stream 
Grow to a tide, and sink the Grecian fleet 
In seas of Ajax’ blood – so ho, so ho. 
Lure back my soul again, which in amaze  
Gropes for a perch to rest on. Heart, great heart 
Swell bigger yet and split, know gods, know men, 
Furies, enraged spirits, tortures all, 
Ajax by none could but by Ajax fall.        He kills 
himself. 
 

Enter on the one part Agamemnon, Ulysses, Menelaus, Diomed, 
with the body of Hector borne by Grecian soldiers. On the 

other part, Priam, Paris, Deiphobus, Aeneas, Antenor, with 
the body of Achilles borne by Trojan soldiers. They inter- 
change them, and so with trailing the colours on both sides 

depart, Thersites only stays behind and concludes. 
 

The Epilogue. 
 
THERSITES  
A sweet exchange of treasure, term’t I may, 
Even earth for ashes, and mere dust for clay. 
Let Ajax kill himself, and say ’twas brave. 
Hector, a worthy211 call, yet could not save 
Poor fool his coxcomb. Achilles bear him high, 
And Troilus boldly, all these brave ones die. 
Ha, ha, judge you: Is it not better far 

 
210 of’s wife’s chaste urinal: It stinks of Penelope’s chamber pot.  
211 worthy: See note 141.  
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5.3.8-20 [TLN 2713-2727] 
To keep ourselves in breath, and linger212 war? 
Had all these fought as I’ve done, such my care 
Hath been on both sides, that presume I dare, 
These had with thousands more survived. Judge th’host, 
I shed no blood, no blood at all have lost. 
They shall not see young Pyrrhus, nor the queen 
Penthesilea, which had they but been 
As wise as I, they might, nor Synon,213 he,  
Famous of all men, to be most like me. 
Nor after these, Orestes,214 and his mother, 
Pylades,215 Aegisthus216 with many other 
Our second part doth promise. These if I fail,  
As I on them, you on Thersites rail.217 
 

[Exeunt.] 
 

FINIS. 
 

 

 

  

 

 
212 linger: to keep waiting or put off.   
213 Synon: Builder of the Trojan Horse. He is a principal character in 2 The Iron Age.   
214 Orestes: Son of Clytemnestra and Agamemnon. Murdered Clytemnestra and Aegisthus in revenge for their 
murder of Agamemnon. For dramatization, see Aeschylus’ Oresteia.  
215 Pylades: A friend of Orestes who helped him devise a plan to avoid execution. They both attempt to murder 
Helen but fail due to the intervention of the gods. In Euripides’ work, Pylades marries Orestes’ sister Electra.  
216 Aegisthus: Clytemnestra’s lover who killed Agamemnon upon his return from the Trojan War.  
217 A version of this final speech appears in each of the Age plays, though it is performed by Homer in the first 
three. By recapping the play and previewing the next one, the audience is set up to return for the next Age 
instalment. Here, Thersites is subdued in the crass nature of his insults, but instead attacks the princes’ legacy.   
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	This Trojan prince
	Well Paris I beshrew you with my heart,
	Yet use me as you please, you know you have
	What I’ll deny. But if reproach and shame
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	Yet if in lieu of my king’s entertain,
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	PARIS
	Sparta’s mirror,90F
	So much of grace, will your high majesty
	Aboard his weather-beaten bark?91F
	The king, my husband, is from Sparta gone,
	Urge me not I entreat, it is in vain
	Enter the Spartan Lord.
	ning: are they not now upon their entrance?
	with Attendants.
	Castor and Pollux, being within two leagues
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	Yet all our labour is not vainly spent,
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	See princes with what pride they have advanced
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	Whilst I to Agamemnon, great Achilles,
	And all the kings and dukes of populous Greece,
	THERSITES
	Ha, ha, ha.
	Cuckold? No subject with that name be sorry,
	[Exeunt.]
	As I am Hector’s brother, Priam’s son,
	As I love arms and soldiers, I protest,
	Now sent unto the Delphian oracle,97F
	Plight me your hand and heart.
	Will Troilus in exchange grant me his too?
	On him or her, that first this union break.
	2.1.17-32 [TLN 785-804]
	CRESSIDA
	So protests Cressida, wretched may they die,
	That ’twixt our souls these holy bands untie.
	Prince Paris is returned.
	TROILUS
	Helen’s name
	Will be eternized, for a face more fair
	Why stay you here? By this Paris and she
	There Priam, Hecuba, Hector, all Troy
	Can in the height of our inventions find
	Should Pallas, patroness of Troy, descend,
	Than amply we bestow on Helena.
	Nor can we do Queen Helen greater honour.
	But being returned th’art welcome. I desired not
	Hector proclaims himself her champion
	Despite all opposition.
	Is oracle, he’ll seal it with his sword.
	You are no stranger here, this is your Troy,
	Why should a tear fall from these heavenly eyes
	For strangers, who, should they forsake me now,
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	2.2.48-2.3.10 [TLN 856-881]
	So long as Paris we may thus enfold.       [Helen embraces Paris.]
	Ilium and Troy in pomp majestical,
	In which we espouse the beauteous Helena,
	Forever, in the calendars of Troy.
	Our high priest Calchas to the oracle
	And a true notice of our future wars,
	Achilles, Ajax, Patroclus, Thersites,
	Of the stout Myrmidons,103F  welcome from Delphos.
	Or the Greeks’ ruin? Say shall we be victors,
	Let all the loudest instruments of war,
	Troy shall be sacked and we be conquerors.
	My father won upon the walls of Troy,
	May smooth Ulysses and bold Diomed,
	Be welcomed as Antenor was to Greece,
	Troy shall be sacked, and we be conquerors.
	The reverent man I welcome, and entreat
	As well as pray, if we should want for men?
	Give aid to arms.
	Say counsels good, but give me strength at will,
	We have levelled with the earth. It now remains
	And thunder vengeance in King Priam’s ears,
	The restitution of our ravished queen
	King Agamemnon no, Ajax sayeth no,
	Shall never ride in peace upon his thigh,
	March, march, and let the thunder of our drums
	We have brought a thousand ships to Tenedos,
	And all these armed men with fiery spirits
	Therefore strike up war’s instruments on high,
	which they make a stand.
	If ever Helen be redeemed from thence
	Is no true soldier.
	There did appear such high majestic scorn
	We linger time—great Agamemnon, march,
	They build their proud defiance, if I meet him,
	From whom I am descended, with my sword
	Fall at Achilles’ feet, Hector and I
	Great General, march, Ajax endures not words
	Aeneas, Antenor, Deiphobus, &.c.
	As Hector lives the traitorous prophet dies.
	Make us forget our safety, th’Argive kings110F
	And bid us battle on Scamander plains.
	Shall we not brother Hector?
	And beat a fire out of their burgonets111F
	There grow a fixed star in the firmament112F
	Let our drums give them parliance.
	Called by the name of Paris?
	Dares meet that Paris single in the field,
	Is there one Telamon, dares set his foot
	Maintain the wrongs done to Hesione,
	Thou fain113F  would’st see, and he dares set his foot
	And yet I love thee coz,114F  know thou hast parleyed
	Thou canst not make my head fall to my feet,
	Of such a knight called by the name of Hector.
	Pannonia, Illyria, and Samothrace,115F
	Achilles as a friend wills thee to sheath
	And spare thy precious life, I would not have
	2.3.130-2.4.11 [TLN 1013-1037]
	For if thou stayest, thou, son of Peleus,116F
	But all engrossed for me;117F  not all thy guard
	From mighty Hector.
	To talk so long over your menacing swords?
	Thy love in Hector’s soul, it did me good
	Oh that this general quarrel might be ended
	Against the two most valiant.
	The virtue of challenge. In the face
	To single combat, he that takes my gage
	Are all dyed purple with the reeking gore
	I call the son of Saturn119F  for a witness
	Was able to withstand me, my strong spirit
	To him I make this proffer: if the gods
	And I be slain, his be mine honoured arms,
	Of his great valour, but my mangled body
	But if he fall? The armour which he wears
	And a fair monument so near the sea,
	Near to the shore in after times may say,
	Be entertained by none? I know you all,
	The cause is mine, and mine shall be the honour
	Is not Achilles here, stern Ajax here,
	That stand upon the honour of their strength,
	A poisonous serpent as great Hector’s gage.
	Dart emulous122F  looks on kingly Diomed,
	And see how Diomed eyes warlike Ajax,
	To answer Hector.
	AJAX
	I dare.
	To encounter with the mighty Hector’s arm,
	2.4.61-86 [TLN 1092-1119]
	Dare be so insolent to touch the same,123F
	To end this difference, and provide a champion
	Let several lots be cast into a helm,
	Shall give the honour, let him straight be armed
	Conduct your warlike champion to his tent
	No sooner shall the prize be drawn by any,
	Shall give you warning by the trumpet’s sound,
	As you unto the town.
	Draw lots to answer such a noble challenge.
	Amongst King Priam’s sons, the weakest of fifty
	Answer the challenge of so brave a king.
	[2.5]
	with attendants.
	And beauteous Helen, we will stay to see
	And the Greeks’ champion. Young Astianax,
	And think you anyone amongst the Greeks
	Of the high gods, we must refer the combat.
	Enter Paris below.
	To grant him victory.
	Shall invocate the gods for his success.
	2.5.19-41 [TLN 1143-1168]
	Dart me one kiss from these high battlements
	and Ajax, appear betwixt the two armies.
	I would there ran none of our Trojan blood
	Were I assured our blood possessed one side,
	I’d thrill128F  my javelin at the Grecian moisture,
	Too dear to shed it; I could rather wish
	Had been my opposite.
	But Hector, I shall give thee cause to say,
	As lion-hearted, and as giant-strong
	Impenetrable, and so full of weight,
	Yet can I use it like a summer’s fan,
	Therefore, though great Achilles be not here,
	Achilles’ equal both in strength and mind.
	In single opposition.
	Will he first give the word?
	If we surcease on equal terms of valour,
	For proof whereof Ajax we’ll interchange
	It never deceived his master.
	This purple studded belt—I won it cousin
	And wear it for my sake.
	Which, if you grant, he here invites the general,
	With twenty of your chief selected princes,
	Those revels ended, then to arms again.
	We yield unto, but for our safe return
	For Priam’s pledge. King Agamemnon take
	I’ll break the heart of Troy.
	Tomorrow morning when fit hour shall call,
	So many heavy blades to fly in pieces
	A lass of my complexion,132F  and this feature
	And none of all this stir for’t: but I perceive
	into the city.
	What if Thersites sprucely smudged134F  himself,
	’Tis held a rule, whom nature marks in show
	I’ll not conceal my virtues, yet should I venture
	With a dyed ostrich plume, plaster my wrinkles
	Perhaps for some Maid Marian,137F  and some wench
	3.1.22-44 [TLN 1252-1278]
	For a spruce courtier. Courtier? Tush, I from
	Still suiting my conditions with my shape,
	And that’s Thersites’ humour.
	All welcome to this peaceful entertain.138F
	Although our foe treason is to be feared
	Cousin Ajax near me, you are next in blood,
	Welcome to Troy, and Hector, welcome all.
	Thy welcome cousin here I pay with thanks,
	3.1.45-63 [TLN 1279-1298]
	Outshines Achilles, and his polished honours
	We cannot rise.
	You now are ours; as welcome unto Troy,
	We could be bitter, Paris, but have done.
	TROILUS
	She is.
	PRIAM
	Of us.
	PRIAM
	Polyxena.
	She hath done more than Hector and all Troy,
	And they be ruined, leave then imminent peril,
	Wilt thou forsake thy father, who for thee
	CALCHAS
	Love King Diomed,
	To his imperial style. Live Diomed’s queen,
	AJAX
	Ha, Ajax!
	That ever menaced Troy excepting none.
	PRIAM
	Sons.
	Turn not this banquet to a centaur’s feast,140F
	And so far, be it through the heart of Greece,
	He sayeth it was his lance dismounted Troilus,
	Of one new slain that felled me.142F
	MENELAUS
	’Tis true.
	And he fell just before me, Diomed then
	I care not what you term me.
	PRIAM
	Paris.
	Your own affection?
	Mildly discourse, and gently we shall hear.
	Galloped about the field you met with him,
	To boast on, and send word to Cressida.
	Tumble down Troilus but peruse143F  his armour,
	Pledge me King Priam in a cupful crowned.
	A pyrrhic strain,145F  we are not all for war,
	half Grecians.
	Dwells on the face of fair Polyxena.
	I have sweat many a drop of blood for her,
	For Helen’s rape? That rape hath cost already
	’Twixt Paris and the Spartan King be ended,
	AJAX
	Achilles how?
	Of this brave ring of princes, Paris here,
	They court her o’er again, whom she elects
	For who would keep a woman ’gainst her will?
	Of our two bloods in young Hermione,
	All plead on my part, I am pleased to stand
	All I have for comfort is but this,
	I’th’night I please her better than he can.
	ALL
	We are, we are.
	and usher in bright Helen in all state.
	Menelaus are seated opposite, Helen is brought
	Or might have any object in my eye
	My error chides me, I my shame emblaze.
	What mortal man would not with Jove contend?
	Fair Helen, thy exchange was for the best.
	PARIS
	Troy.
	PARIS
	To gain
	Cannot this move thee?
	Poor Leda, for rich Hecuba, a bare queen
	Thy natural brothers.
	PARIS
	No, but changed,
	Of eight and forty valiant brothers more.
	Think of our daughter young Hermione.
	She’s ours betwixt us, canst thou?
	Begot last night by Paris.
	I am thine husband, thou my Spartan bride.
	MENELAUS
	This way wife,
	This is the path that leads unto our bed.
	MENELAUS
	Here.
	Bright comet shine this way.
	Here honour dwells.
	I quit thee not.
	Grecians, to arms.
	Fair Polyxena, so powerful is thy charm.
	[3.2]
	Now shall I prove in hostile interchange
	The love of Cressida.
	That Diomed once again dismounting, thee
	Won from the hand of Troilus.
	By the true love I bear that truthless dame,
	Unto the tent of Cressida. Guard thy head,
	He had never greater need than now to run.
	To royal Priam and Queen Hecuba,
	With the consent of fair Polyxena,
	To damage Troy.
	Tell Priam that Achilles’ arm’s benumbed,
	Say to Queen Hecuba we are her son,
	Shall give her least affront; as for the lady
	And but for her, Achilles scorns to fight.
	And as he is a king, his daughter’s yours.
	Alarm. Enter Ajax.
	When all the champaign151F  where our battles join,
	Where horses plunged up to the saddle skirts,
	And canst thou keep thy tent?
	Can our great champion touch a womanish lute,
	Gasping their last breath?
	[MENELAUS]
	Rescue, some rescue, the red field is strewed
	ACHILLES
	Ulysses, no,
	Thee more than us?
	Let thy Patroclus lead thy Myrmidons,
	Without thy presence being feared in Troy.
	Patroclus don our arms, lead forth our guard,
	And great Achilles’ sword-proof armour wear?
	We shall have him one of Sneak’s noise,153F
	With, “Will you have any music gentlemen?”
	ACHILLES
	Durst not?
	Hector playing upon the Greekish burgonets,154F
	A scare-crow, a hobby-horse.
	Achilles is turned fiddler in the tents of
	Patroclus dying.
	3.3.63-78 [TLN 1610-1630]
	ACHILLES
	Patroclus?
	Revenge my death, before I meet my grave.
	Two hundred of thy warlike Myrmidons
	ACHILLES
	Ha?
	And maugre156F  opposition, let the blow
	And we without this picture, statue of Greece,
	Invade the Trojan host.
	AJAX
	Achilles?
	Thou hast not fought with Hector.
	Burned in the sea, half of our fleet destroyed,
	Upon the right our royal navy burns,
	ACHILLES
	Our tent?
	To quench, both fleet and tent.
	Polyxena, thy love we will lay by,
	with burning staves and fire-balls.
	Hector of Troy, and a victorious day.
	Enter Ajax.
	See we stand single, not one Trojan here,
	Save we our self.
	I now must both entreat and conjure thee,
	This day leave thine advantage, spare our fleet,
	Who but of Jove hath never begged before,
	3.4.21-4.1.17 [TLN 1677-1707]
	My cousin shall not for Hesione’s sake
	We spare whole thousands for one Ajax’s sake.
	But, I divine,158F  hereafter from this hour,
	The proudest steed that ever rider backed,
	The sun begins to mount the eastern hill,
	We slipped a brave advantage, else these ships
	And with their waving pendants menace Troy,
	Ajax the big-boned Duke of Salamis,
	To lead these captive through Scamander plains,
	Yet most becoming him, come then Aeneas,
	And single him a captive.
	Lead on, renowned Hector.
	Dispatch, make haste, I would be first in field,
	Cast by thy shield, fellow uncase his arms,
	But this one day rest with Andromache.
	From a sad fate, for if this ominous day,
	I never more shall see thee.
	Give me some reason for’t.
	Round girt with squadrons of thine enemies,
	And stuck them in thy bosom.
	And all their darts quivered in Hector’s breast,
	And hit thee sister, for (my lass) I know,
	But both my slumbers and my sound sleeps
	Affront their army or oppose their fleet,
	Adulterate scenes of antique forgeries
	Hang on thy father’s armour, stay his speed.
	Yet with thy tears entreat him stay at home.
	Before I let you go.
	Go get you to your mother.
	Go not this day to battle.
	Andromache, thou dost abate my love
	Troilus, persuade thy brother, daughter Helen,
	My brother shall to the field.
	This kiss hath overcome me.
	Pity your wife, your son, your father, all
	4.1.77-94 [TLN 1780-1802]
	Pity in us whole Troy already doomed
	PRIAM
	If thou fall,
	(That yet remains in thee), we perish all,
	Therefore, dear Hector, cast thy armour off.
	HECUBA
	Son.
	Leave us to bear the fortunes of this day,
	Young Margareton, and a thousand more
	Then Hector for this once resolve to stay.
	And thence survey the battle.
	But if one Trojan shall for succour cry,
	I’ll live to love her when thy life is past.
	Enter Paris.
	Thy face this way, ’tis Trojan Paris calls.
	I slew thy fame when I first stole thy queen,
	Achilles, Diomed, Ajax, one of three
	Tell me if Hector be in field this day.
	Hector is not in field, but here I stand
	Did ever yet retreat.
	Your son, my brother, by Achilles slain.
	But Hector shall not move.
	’Tis none but Hector must revenge his death.
	That terror of the earth I’ll make divine.
	Myrmidons.
	And turns to atoms dancing in the air,
	Fly armed squadrons of the boldest Greeks,
	The blood of three brave princes in my rage,
	Besides a thousand knights have fallen this day
	And not the least of my victorious spoils,
	Of strong Achilles, and I seek him still,
	About this warlike prince, by whom I bleed.
	In bloody letters text upon thy breast,
	For thousand spoils, and for that infinite wreck
	Thy life must yield me satisfaction.
	I never ventured blood with more content,
	My Myrmidons, for slaughters most renowned,
	On base advantage, or ever lift his sword
	Nor on the man, whom singly I struck down,
	Thee have I twice unhorsed, and when I might
	Thine armour and thy shield impenetrable,
	4.2.79-103 [TLN 1904-1931]
	By art divine, with the whole world engraven,
	Forget not how last day, even in thy tent
	My balls of wild-fire round about your fleet,
	Which would have fixed a star in that high orb,
	Our glories and your shames, yet this I spared,
	Upon him, my brave soldiers.
	That gape to swallow cowards. Seize you dogs
	And bate me bravely, where I touch I kill,
	Blood must run waste in Hector’s overthrow.
	then Achilles wounds him with his lance.
	In any terrene164F  mansion. Take up his body
	And at his fetlocks165F  to my greater glory,
	Hereafter in the number of the year,
	The sun in his meridian course to shine,
	In which is fallen the pride of Asia.
	And every joint drop piece-meal from his arm,
	Who all advantage scorned.
	And Paris, I, the meanest of Priam’s sons,
	As had least finger in the worthy’s fall.
	And shall we now surrender Helena?
	And Ajax by Achilles, not whilst Ilium
	To over-look these walls, or these high walls
	The warring meteors—hell and Elysium168F
	For Hector, Hector’s death.
	Will his in Troy be, where shall scarce an eye
	These objects once passed o’er, which we desire,
	In him there’s hope since all his Myrmidons
	But must the proud Achilles still insult
	No, Hector he destroyed by treachery,
	A woman is most subject unto spleen,
	This bloody son of Thetis doth still dote
	My mother hath by secret letters wrought him
	The plot is cast, which if it well succeed,
	bleeding Myrmidons, himself wounded,
	And rouse his bleeding Myrmidons? Shall Troilus
	All dyed in Grecian blood? Shall aged Priam
	Lies like a coward slumbering in his tent,
	ACHILLES
	Pardon me,
	Wherein she vows, if I but kill one Trojan,
	And forced perforce to march away from Troy,
	No, ’tis King Priam’s subtlety, whilst thou
	Makes lanes of slaughtered bodies, and will toss
	O’er all our naval forces. But did this prince
	Despairing Priam would to make his peace
	And be much proud to call Achilles son?
	They call him Hector’s ghost, he glides so quick
	Shall never wed his sister. Hector’s son
	His father fell, but were young Troilus slain,
	Troy then would stoop, and send Polyxena
	Ulysses, ere this sun fall from the skies,
	I cannot fight.
	4.5.9-32 [TLN 2041-2069]
	The Trojans are all mad, so are the Greeks
	For Helen, a light thing, do thou turn wise
	Shed not one drop of blood.
	Slew my bold brother, and you Grecians all
	I am bound to curse thy fingers.
	Late sparkled fire out of the Spartans’ helm,
	Through the whole army. When I meet the Trojan
	Some valour, but advantage likes me best.
	The base Thersites is no match for me,
	To make the thirsty after blood to bleed,
	Whom I most sought, to thee whom I will offer
	4.5.33-52 [TLN 2070-2093]
	You widowed matrons who now mourn in tears,
	Fathers that in this war have lost your sons,
	No more lament upon their funeral arms,
	From age to age this to succession tell,
	Both brothers show like mercy. Thy vain sound
	Girt with thy Myrmidons.
	I’ll cleave thee to thy navel if thou op’st169F
	4.5.53-70 [TLN 2094-2116]
	ACHILLES
	You slave.
	Thou durst not to have touched me.
	PARIS
	To Achilles.
	To hear King Priam’s embassy.
	There Agamemnon (if you please) may hear
	Had I th’imperial mandate in my mouth,
	For all the proud Achilles on earth,
	And should lift his head above the clouds
	Be private with us.
	To be partakers of his embassy.
	Ha? In what dialect spake he that language
	I’ll after him and drag him from his tent,
	Ulysses, thou and all the world shall know,
	And duty to my father Telamon,
	For what he hath of me’s my courtesy,
	Contempt was e’er expressed in.
	You bear yourself more equal than you ought,
	AJAX
	Bold? Oh my merits,
	What hath this toy (above so talked of) done,
	Was but scarce fairly, which the common tongues,
	Surnamed the second Hector, lieth imbaked170F
	Achilles looks for’t Ajax.
	Then Ajax did not bear himself too bold
	From Hector’s wild-fire, I deserved some praise,
	But Thetis’ son looks for a world of sound,
	AJAX
	The proud Achilles
	If to kill Trojans be to dim his praise,
	and Paris.
	So bear our kind regrets to Hecuba.
	4.5.118-143 [TLN 2172-2197]
	Whose warlike sons were by his valour slain?
	Polyxena divine, read here, her vows,
	Paris, you hear our answer, so return it.
	With valiant Troilus, Priam’s best loved sons,
	Intends no treason to Achilles’ person,
	To draw our warlike champion from the field.
	You understand me lords, shall I entreat you
	Of divine Phoebus?174F
	Will bring Achilles to Apollo’s shrine,
	Will give us hostage for our safe return.
	[4.6]
	As did thy brother Hector at his feet,
	I never, never shall have peace with heaven,
	His mother Thetis, from the oracle
	Being yet a child, and to prevent that fate,
	As loathe to feel the coldness of the wave,
	Now, since I know his fellow kings intend
	Or this my weapon to destroy a prince,
	For skill in archery? Have I not seen
	Command the mark at pleasure? Mayest not thou
	Wound proud Achilles in that undrenched part,
	When in the temple he shall think to embrace
	To avoid suspect, and now my shaft and bow,
	Antenor, Deiphobus, Helena, and Polyxena. At the
	Diomed, Thersites, and Ajax. They interchange
	Yet with a smooth front, and heart unfeigned,
	The dearest of my daughters Polyxen
	The patron of our action and our vows,
	And let it not offend thy deity,
	4.8.1-17 [TLN 2257-2279]
	[4.8]
	By whom the valiant Hector’s blood was shed.
	in Achilles with an arrow through his
	The laws of arms.
	It never came from Priam.
	Forever to thy shame.
	He could not stanch my blood. Know fellow kings
	But that my blood, vented as now it is,
	That durst not look Achilles in the face,
	Encompassed with his guard of Myrmidons?
	Which held the heart of Ajax from thy love,
	Ulysses, Diomed, I feel my strength
	To Lycomedes180F  send to youthful Pyrrhus,
	4.8.39-53 [TLN 2302-2319]
	I faint, may every drop of blood I shed,
	That every soul in Asia that draws breath,
	As he did Hector’s basely.182F
	Bravest of soldiers, and the best of men.
	Penthesilea,184F  queen of Amazons,
	Gallant viragoes, for the love of Hector,
	Come Hecuba, and ladies, let’s prepare,
	[Exeunt.]
	table, with chairs and stools placed
	Why, when, you lazy drudges? Is this place
	The prize for which the crafty fox Ulysses,
	What, is all ready? Rare world, when instead
	Since great Achilles’ armour is the prize,
	And in the face of all the multitude,
	Shall wear his purchase186F  in the army’s sight.
	None worthier than Ulysses, to contend
	Which when Ulysses fled into his tent,
	I saved at once, deserved Achilles’ arms.
	That though he miss his aim,188F  he may be said
	My hands perform more than his tongue can speak,
	And had but half my vigour (like him) weak,
	Duke Telamon, that in the Argo189F  sailed
	First reared Alcides’ colours on the walls
	Thus am I third from Jove. Besides Achilles
	Grave heroes, if not honour, prize my merit,
	I fear the prize will be conferred on him.
	To win him way, into the soldiers’ hearts.
	When in the phalanx, with old Nestor charging,
	And left the good old man encompassed round,
	Prince Diomed you saw it, and upbraided
	But meets Ulysses, as he fled from Hector,
	For at the sight of Hector down he falls,
	Quaking with terror under Hector’s arm,
	And as the least of all my noble deeds,
	To don these glorious arms, nor do I blame thee
	Yet did I meet that Hector guiled192F  in blood
	Begirt us with amazement, wilt thou know
	Imagine but that field, the time, the foes,
	And Ajax interposing his broad shield
	The general murmur doth accord with him.
	Did better merit th’Achillean arms193F
	Till both fully be heard.
	To wear these arms, not let these arms be sought
	To countervail my acts? Killed unarmed Rhesus,
	Oh brave exploits, nor hast thou these performed
	Alas thou know’st not what thou seek’st, fond man,
	The radiant splendour of this burnished helm
	Thy politic head’s too weak to bear this cask,
	His warlike shield that bears the world engraven
	Now if these kings, or the vain people’s error
	And none but that would fit me. To conclude,
	Into the mid-ranks or our enemies,
	By whom this royal armour can be won,
	No such contention, thou hadst kept thine arms,
	Have ta’en him from us, who hath now more right
	Unto Achilles living? Nor great princes,
	(If it be any) be rejected now,
	Hath profited whole Greece, if we plead blood
	Laertes was my father, his Arcesius,
	His father being nearer Jove, then he
	Achilles’ father Peleus should enjoy them,
	5.1.142-177 [TLN 2481-2516]
	Achilles’ mother Thetis being foretold
	In habit of a lady.200F  To this siege
	As by Ulysses done. ’Twas I sacked Thebes,
	First with his helmet I adorned his head,
	And coming where Achilles spent his youth
	He had a bow too much Achilles drew,
	Had Ajax gone, Achilles then had stayed,
	I can both fight and counsel, I direct
	For victual and munition, to supply
	To endure a tedious siege. When all the army
	Ajax amongst the foremost had trussed up
	And them, and all, and by my oratory
	Behold my wounds O Grecians, and judge you
	I grant he fought with Hector, ’twas well done,
	5.1.178-207 [TLN 2517-2547]
	Hector of Troy unwounded went away.
	The murmuring soldiers mutter his deserts,
	Thou wall of Greece, when thou wast basely slain
	Bore thee then armed, in the habiliments
	’Tis a description cosmographical
	To omit my deeds of arms, which all these know
	Raped the Palladium, then I conquered Troy.
	What hath blunt Ajax done to countervail
	What Ajax did was but by my direction,
	(If they be any), he may thank me for.
	And such Ulysses are your great deserts,
	Or is this object real that I see,
	To sway desert thus. O that such rich trophies
	I’ll go turn coward too, and henceforth plot,
	It was a gallant armour, Ajax’s limbs
	Of losing such an armour by contention,
	5.2.17-34 [TLN 2574-2593]
	Oh that I had here my base opposite,
	Vulcan that wrought it out of gads of steel
	Such noise upon his anvil forging it,
	To mould it new upon the coward’s back.
	I’ll hammer on thy proof steeled burgonet.
	I am Thersites, hell rot thy fingers off.
	Hast Menelaus’ head in hand207F , I am Thersites.
	5.2.35-55 [TLN 2594-2614]
	AJAX
	And curse?
	An ass, a very block. What makest thou here at
	Paris hath stolen no wife of thine: if Ajax
	Have kept his country, solaced his father, and
	Wasting thy youth, losing thy blood,
	AJAX
	Peace.
	Ulysses hath the armour, and what art thou now
	Not his own strength, an ass fit for service,
	Feed on thistles. Farewell coxcomb, I shall be
	For bearing thee company so long,
	Help me to rail on them too, or thou diest.
	Fortune’s blind cheeks,210F  when he could not see
	Consume him.
	Dog, the pox take me else.
	And we the shame? Away Thersites, fly,
	He that at once saved all your ships from fire,
	Slighted? So slighted? What base thing am I,
	And laugh old grandsire. Ha, ha, ha, by hell
	The triple-headed dog,214F  the whips of steel,215F
	Are all mere fables. Here’s a trusty sword,
	Cowards and shallow-witted fools have slept
	Come rolling on, tricked up in bristled fins
	I will encounter them, they come from Greece,
	5.2.121-5.3-7 [TLN 2682-2712]
	It stinks of’s wife’s chaste urinal,218F  look, look
	Who then? What’s he must cope with Ajax?
	Make me immortal, lively fountain sprout,
	Grow to a tide, and sink the Grecian fleet
	Lure back my soul again, which in amaze
	Swell bigger yet and split, know gods, know men,
	Let Ajax kill himself, and say ’twas brave.
	Ha, ha, judge you: Is it not better far
	Had all these fought as I’ve done, such my care
	They shall not see young Pyrrhus, nor the queen
	As wise as I, they might, nor Synon,221F  he,
	Nor after these, Orestes,222F  and his mother,
	Our second part doth promise. These if I fail,



